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The use of modem technology in the study of classic problems in chemistry has afforded 
researchers the opportunity to understand the dynamics of reactions on a molecular level. 
This thesis represents one such instance, where the combination of pulsed lasers and molec­
ular beams has made the study of ultrafast reactions of isolated molecules possible.
The optical technique is, in essence, a two pulse pump-probe method. One of the pulses res­
onantly excites the molecule to be studied, while the second one, delayed in time, measures 
the population in either the excited parent state or some quantum state of the product. 
The sample is cooled in a supersonic expansion and observed under collisionless condi­
tions. Atomic and molecular species may be detected by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 
or resonantly-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), followed by mass-selective detec­
tion. The temporal evolution of the state being probed is mapped out as the delay between 
the pulses is varied. The resolution of this method is determined by the temporal widths 
of the two pulses, typically ~ 8 picoseconds in the studies presented here.
The technique, termed Time-Resolved Photofragment Spectroscopy (TRPS), has been used 
to study a number of unimolecular reactions under collisionless conditions. Microcanonical 
rates of the reaction NCNO —> CN + NO have been measured for excitation energies 
near threshold. The rates are compared with predictions of various statistical theories, 
including a recently proposed variational method. State-selected studies of the production 
of iodine atoms in the UV photodissociation of 1,2 — diiodotetrafluoroethane indicate the 
existence of a bound intermediate, the iodoperfluoroethyl radical. Energy dependent rates 
show that the amount of internal energy in the intermediate may be varied by changing 
excitation conditions, thereby affecting the rate of its decomposition. Time and frequency- 
resolved studies of the photodissociation of methyl iodide show evidence that perturbed 
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The rate of a chemical transformation has been a topic of much interest since 
the late twentieth century. The length of the period over which this field has 
remained active attests to its significance. The oldest surviving theory, that of Ar­
rhenius, is a phenomenological description of the temperature dependence of rates 
of reactions in bulk. The activated complex theory (also referred to as absolute rate 
theory or transition state theory) postulated more than fifty years ago, provides 
an useful interpretation of the Arrhenius rate law in terms of molecular properties. 
The concept of reactions as flux through a hypothetical surface in phase space, the 
basic idea of transition state theory, is still in vogue.
The questions asked by contemporary kineticists deal with an interpretation 
of reactivity on a molecular level. The goal of their studies is the detailed under­
standing of how initial conditions affect the outcome of a chemical reaction. Initial 
conditions refer to the partitioning of energy in the activation process between the 
various degrees of freedom (electronic, vibrational, rotational and translational) 
as well as the structure of the reactant. The outcome must also be specified in 
quantum detail. In addition to determining the disposal of energy, one desires to 
know how fast the transition between reactants and products occur, and how the 
magnitudes of these rates are affected by initial conditions.
Experimental studies of reaction rates thus face the challenge of defining these 
conditions precisely, as well as the detection of products with quantum state res­
olution. The two technological advances that have revolutionized experimental 
chemical kinetics are (i) the adaptation of supersonic molecular beams, and (ii) 
the invention of the laser. The molecular beam, although used by physicists in the 
early 1900’s, had been neglected by chemists until the 50’s. This method allows 
one to study atomic and molecular processes in the absence of collisions, or under 
single collision conditions. An added advantage to their use in studying reactivity 
is that the internal motions of the molecules are quenched during the expansion and 
the final ensemble on which experiments are performed is approximately a micro- 
canonical one. The application of lasers to molecular spectroscopy followed closely
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on the heels of their invention. Lasers, as intense, directed sources of monochro­
matic light, are sensitive probes of molecular quantum states. The broad range of 
tunability offered by dye lasers makes selective detection of most organic molecules 
possible. Their application in reaction dynamics therefore appears as a simple log­
ical step in the development of this field. A combination of lasers and molecular 
beams has provided an opportunity for us to experimentally verify fundamental 
issues of reactivity.
The pioneering work of Herschbach and his contemporaries ushered in the era 
of crossed molecular beam studies.1-3 Their experiments have now firmly estab­
lished that chemical reactions may be described in terms of a collision between 
reactant species. The essential measurements in a crossed beam experiment are 
the angular and kinetic energy distributions of products from a single collision be­
tween reactant species. The analysis of these distributions leads to differential and 
absolute cross-sections and allows one to deduce the mechanism of the reaction.4 
These elementary mechanisms are categorized as being either direct or complex 
mode, the latter meaning that an intermediate species, the collision-complex, is in­
volved. Crude estimates of the lifetime of these complexes may be derived from the 
measured angular distributions. This technique is best suited for measuring post­
collision observables. The impact energy, a pre-collision parameter, may be varied 
over a small range using velocity selectors. Inhomogeneous fields may be used to 
select particular quantum states, e.g. specific rotational states, preferentially over 
others.4
The use of lasers in the field of kinetics is widespread. The technique of 
photofragment spectroscopy5,β , developed in the 70’s, is a crossed-beam exper­
iment closely related to the one mentioned above, where a photon beam (laser) 
replaces one of the molecular beams. The method studies so-called ‘half-collision’ 
reactions; namely, unimolecular dissociations. The quantities measured are the 
same — angular and translational energy distributions of products. One advan­
tage of this method is that the initial energy may be varied over a much wider 
range and with greater resolution.
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In the wake of chemiluminescence and infra-red fluorescence studies of vi- 
brationally excited products of reactions3 , the more sensitive technique of laser- 
induced fluorescence (LIF) has proved to be the method of choice for studying 
nascent product state distributions.7 The two-beam method can be augmented 
by a third beam, one of photons, which acts as a sensitive probe of the internal 
states of the products. One of them, the photolysis laser, prepares the system in a 
metastable state which decays with a characteristic lifetime. The detection laser, 
a tunable dye laser for instance, is used to record the spectrum of products from 
which the nascent population distribution is derived. In addition to state distribu­
tions, angular distributions may also be crudely determined by measurements of the 
polarization anisotropy.8 Translational energy distributions associated with each 
resolvable product quantum state may be obtained indirectly from measurements 
of the Doppler profile of the absorption lines.9
The use of lasers in studying reaction rates require a prior understanding of 
the nature of matter-radiation interaction and the influence of other intramolecu­
lar processes.10 How well one can define initial conditions following optical exci­
tation is determined by the rate of the photophysical processes involved, such as 
intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR)11’12 , internal conversion or inter­
system crossing. If the rate of reaction is intrinsically faster than the rate of energy 
redistribution, then one would expect the outcome of the reaction to be determin­
istic — initial state influences both rates and product distributions. This question 
is related to the validity of ergodicity in highly energized, isolated molecules13 ,
i.e., whether time-averaged behavior is indeed equivalent to the ensemble average 
in such systems. If the redistribution rate is much faster than the reaction rate, 
the system behaves ergodically. Under these conditions, the only relevant initial 
parameters that may be specified are the total energy and angular momentum, the 
global constants of motion.
Unimolecular rates have been studied by a number of methods, both direct 
and indirect. The indirect methods, line-width measurements, ‘collisional clock­
ing’ methods14 , quantum yield measurements, all suffer from the fact that some
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additiona! assumptions have to be made in order to determine the dynamics of 
the system. Time-resolved measurements of the evolution of population of some 
molecular species monitor the dynamics directly. Gas-phase as well as beam stud­
ies of excited state population decays have been measured as a function of energy 
previously.15’16 These experiments are limited to molecules with appreciable quan­
tum yield.
We have recently implemented a three-beam technique — one molecular, the 
other two, photon — for the study of ultrafast reactions. This method, time- 
resolved photofragment spectroscopy (TRPS), is essentially a two-color pump- 
probe arrangement which allows us to measure reagent decay and product rise- 
times as a function of the initial energy and the final product rotational or elec­
tronic quantum state. The optical scheme is one that has been extensively used for 
photophysical studies in condensed phases17 , and to a limited extent, in the gas 
phase.18 Two laser pulses, overlapped in time, are focused in the sample, a beam 
of molecules. One of the pulses, the pump, is resonant with a transition in the 
reagent molecule, while the other, the probe, selectively excites or ionizes either a 
product or the excited reactant. The temporal evolution of the species selected by 
the probe is mapped out as the delay between the two pulses is varied.
The temporal resolution of this method is the correlation width of the pump 
and probe pulses. The pulses themselves may be on the order of a few picoseconds 
or less, the lower limit being set by the current state of ultrashort laser technology. 
The spectral resolution is determined by the frequency spectrum of the pulses, gen­
erally close to the uncertainty limit. Resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 
(REMPI), possible because intense pulses are used, allows us to selectively ionize 
the species of interest. This has a two-fold advantage: (i) the ions can be identified 
with a mass-spectrometer built into the instrument, and (ii) non-fluorescing species 
may be detected, thus broadening the range of molecules that may be studied.
The versatility of TRPS is demonstrated by the range of problems that have 
been studied. The list includes predissociation of rare gas-molecule or hydrogen- 
bonded van der Waals’ clusters19 , complex mode unimolecular reactions initiated
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by overtone20 or electronic excitation21 , direct photodissociation on a repulsive 
surface22 , oriented bimolecular reactions23 and detection of collisionally perturbed 
transient species present during the dissociation process.24 The dynamics of bond 
breakage is currently being examined using an extension of this technique to the 
femtosecond domain.25
The results presented in this thesis constitute a few of the applications cited 
above. We have measured microcanonical rates of a prototypical statistical re­
action, the dissociation of nitrosyl cyanide into the diatom nitric oxide and the 
cyanogen radical. Product state distributions for this reaction has been shown to 
be in agreement with the predictions of the standard statistical theories. Rates of 
product appearance in different fragment quantum states were observed to be the 
same within the Emits of experimental accuracy. The energy dependence of the 
rates near threshold (5-700 cm-1 ) measured in small energy increments allow us 
to test statistical theories of rates at the microcanonical level.
For a second example, we present results on the UV fragmentation of the 
polyhaloethane, C2F4I2, to tetrafluoroethane and atomic iodine. Our experiments 
showed that the dissociation proceeded by a two-step process, one I atom being 
removed at each step. The intermediate radical, C2F4I, previously beEeved to 
be unstable, exhibited a Efetime of 30 ps, suggesting that it was bound. Energy 
dependent studies show that the distribution of internal energies in the radical may 
be varied by changing the pump energy, which is reflected by an increase in the 
Efetime of the radical.
Results demonstrating the detection of colEsionally perturbed I atoms in the 
dissociation of methyl iodide are presented as a final example. Frequency-selected 
transient behavior and the complementary time-dependent excitation spectra mea­
sured by resonant multiphoton ionization show that the pump-probe technique is 
a tenable detection method for the observation of so-called transition-state species.
The body of this thesis is organized into six chapters. In chapter 2, we derive 
the appropriate expressions for obtaining rate constants from the measured tran­
sients, in the presence of fields of arbitrary strengths. Chapter 3 describes the ex­
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perimental apparatus in brief. A short review of the theories of unimolecular rates 
constitutes chapter 4. The last three chapters represent the fruits of our labors — 
experimental results and discussions of the studies mentioned above, in the order 
specified. Published work on additional topics constitute two of four appendices. 
Appendix I reports on the dissociation of van der Waals’ clusters and a preliminary 
account of the detection of OH produced in the reaction H + CO2 —> OH + CO 
appears in appendix II. The last two contain listings of FORTRAN programs for 
calculating density of states (direct count method) and phase space distributions 
and rates for a reaction producing two diatoms (Hund’s case a and δ).
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CHAPTER 2
A KINETIC MODEL FOR PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTS
-lo­
in a pump-probe experiment, two pulses, overlapped in time, interact with 
some molecular species. The pump is tuned to a resonance frequency of the 
molecule, while the probe is used to interrogate the population induced by the 
pump in some molecular state. This may be the resonant state directly excited by 
the pump, or some other state that is coupled to it via a molecular dephasing pro­
cess. If this process is dissociation, the state detected by the probe may correspond 
to a different molecular species.
The signal from such experiments, recorded as a function of the delay between 
the two pulses, is clearly dependent on the rate of the molecular processes involved. 
In this chapter we derive expressions for the exact time-dependent signal in such an 
experiment and show how these solutions may be used to determine the molecular 
parameters sought. This treatment allows us to take into account the finite width 
of the pulses, as well as the effects of stimulated emission.
2.1. Description of the model
We use a phenomenological approach and describe matter-radiation interaction 
in terms of the commonly applied kinetic model for a two-level system.1’2 Following 
general convention, we label the lower state (1) and the upper state (2) (figure 2.1). 
The standard low-signal rate equations are:
1∖Γ1(<) = -B12p(u)ΛΓ1(f) + [A + B21p(v)}N2(t) (2.1)
lV2(i) = B12p(1∕)Υ1(f) - [A + B21p(y)]N2(t) (2.2)
Here A, By2 and -B2ι are the Einstein coefficients and can be expressed in terms 
of molecular parameters. B∖2 is proportional to the integrated absorption cross- 
section, σ, and may also be related to the transition moment, p(y) is the radiation 
density and is simply the quotient of the intensity of the incident light, I(ι∕), and 
c, the speed of light in the medium.
Pump-probe experiments are generally performed on a multilevel system. The
level scheme may be treated as sets of two-level systems interacting by population
exchange. Thus we need to consider an open two-level system, i.e., one in which
11
the total population is not a constant in time. We assume that equations (2.1) and 
(2.2) are valid even for a time-varying p(ι∕). We wish to consider two variations 
on this theme. First, we allow the two-level system to be open in a limited way. 
Levels 1 and 2 are allowed to have an intrinsic, known time-dependence, nj(<) and 
n2(i), in the absence of a field. It is assumed that ∏ι(t) and n2(t) do not depend 
explicitly on the population in the respective levels. Second, we allow n2(∕) to 
depend on the population in level (2) as a generalization of the previous case.
The effect of the radiation field is to couple the two levels and thereby change 
their populations. Using jVj(<) and Ar2(f) to denote the population in the respective 
levels of the open system in the presence of a field, we may write the rate equations
as
M(t) = n1(t) - B12p(ι∕, t)W1(i) + [A + B2ip{u,ty∖N2(t) (2.3)
N2{t) = h2{t) + B12p(v,<)W1(<) - μ + B2ιp(ι∕,i)]W2(∕) (2.4)
An additional constraint imposed by conservation of mass is
W1(<) + N2{t} = nι(<) + τi∙2(<). (2.5)
The separation of the dynamics in the absence of a field can be rigorously done only 
if the actual values of ∏ι and n2 are not affected by the presence of the field. Thus 
the coupled pair of equations describes the dynamics exactly if the time derivatives 
∏ι and rι2 do not depend explicitly on the population in either 1 or 2. They are 
approximately correct if the net change in population Nι — ni and N2 — n2 is small 
compared to n1 and n2 respectively.
Our experimental applications involve laser pulses of ultrashort duration. The 
time scale is much shorter than typical radiative lifetimes, and we can safely ignore 
A in equations (2.3) and (2.4). Since our light pulses have finite energy, they are 







∕(f) is a normalized representation of the laser pulse, i.e.,∕(s) ≡ J2oc f{t}dt ap­
proaches unity as s approaches ∞. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) become (2.6a) and 
(2.6b) below, with the constraint still given by equation (2.5).
Λ(<) = n1(<)-α√(i)lV1(t) + α2∕(<)JV2(<) (2.6α)
Λ(i) = Λ2(t) + a1∕(∕)lV1(<)-a2∕(∕)ΛΓ2(i) (2.66)
As an extension of the simple model, we then treat the case where the temporal 
behavior of one of the levels (for convenience chosen to be 2) depends explicitly 
on the transient population of that level. We treat the case where each level is 
singly degenerate, which implies ctι and α2 are equal. The differential equations 
are simple to write down (equations 2.7a and 2.7b).
W1(i) = -α∕(i)Υ1(f) + α∕(i)AΓ2(<) (2.7α)
W2(<) = af(i}N1{t) - af{t}N2{t) - fcW2(f) (2.76)
Note that the mechanism of depletion excludes repopulation of the ground state. 
Equation 2.7 differs from the Einstein relations in this respect, k is the rate constant 
for loss of population from level 2. The equation of constraint (equation 2.5) is 
no longer strictly applicable and a unique solution is obtained only when initial 
conditions are specified.
2.2. Solution of the rate equations
In the following sections we derive solutions of (2.6) and (2.7) and show how 
they may be used to analyze the signal from a pump-probe experiment. The 
difference between the two equations lies in the direction of population flow in the 
system whose dynamics they describe. Equation 2.6 is applicable when the field- 
free dynamics does not involve the population in either level. An example of such 
a situation is one in which population accumulates in the system, but there is no 
mechanism for its loss. It may be pointed out that equation 2.5 is a time-dependent 
constraint and does not necessarily reflect population conservation in the system. 
Equation 2.7 corresponds to loss of population from the system via the upper state.
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The cases are distinguished in order to simplify the solution of the respective rate 
equations.
2.2.1. Case of intrinsic dynamics independent of population in either 
level
The system of equations (2.6) is easily solved using equation (2.5) and the ap­
propriate integration factor. A brief derivation of the solution for 1V1(<) is presented 
below.
Substituting N2(t) = n1(∕) + π2(Z) — 1V1(<) in equation (2.6a) and rearranging 
terms leads to
2V1(t) + (α1 + α2)lV1(i) = n1(<) + a2f(t}[n1 (t) + n2(i)]
Using exp[(αι + α2)∕(t)j as the integrating factor and invoking the boundary con­
dition 2Vι(-00) = ∏ι(-∞), the above equation is reduced to
2V1(f) = m(<) — αι (∕ ni(æ)/(æ)n(æ)dæ^ + α2 n2(x)∕(x)Ω(a!)dx
(2.8)
A new function, Ω(x), has been defined for compactness of notation.
Ω(x) ≡ Ω(χ∙,t) ≡ e(≈ι+<*>)[∕(≈)-∕(t)]
Ω(≈ji) is defined on (—∞,<] and is bounded by e-^αι+αι^ and 1, which in turn 
implies that the integrals axe well-defined. Figure 2.2 shows Ω(x) for various values 
of «1 + α2 and a gaussian pulse shape, t has been chosen to be large and positive, 
so that ∕(f) is essentially unity. The expression for JV2(i) may be derived similarly, 
or simply by substituting the solution for Nι(t) in equation (2.5).
lV2(t)=n2(t) + αι nι(x)∕(aj)Ω(aj)dx^ — α2 n2(≈)∕(x)Ω(x)dx
(2.9)
It is useful to consider a few special cases relevant to our discussion below. 
These case studies have been selected to illustrate some physical aspect of the 
problem.
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2.2.1.1. Relating a to transition probabilities
We begin by considering a two-state system with initial population in the 
lower state and no intrinsic evolution. The system is closed and the relevant con­
ditions are ∏ι(∕) — π1, a constant, and n2(t) — θ∙ Since each of the levels are 
non-degenerate, αι = «2 = α. This is the common two-level problem (with no 
spontaneous relaxation) and equations 2.8 and 2.9 yields the standard solution.
IVi(t) = ∏ι — α I nι(≈)∕(x)Ω(≈)da5 
J — 00
lV2(f) = a I nι(x)∕(x)Ω(x)dx.
√ —00
The integrals may be further simplified
2V1(f) = 0.δ∏ι [l + e~2αy^w] (2.10)
N2(t) = 0.5n1 [l - e~2“/(t)] (2.11)
At long times (after the pulse) the population in (2) is
N2 = 0.5n1 [l - e~ 2α]
In the limit of very strong fields, the population in (1) approaches that in (2), i.e., 
2V1 ≈ N2. Plots of N2 (equation 2.11) for a gaussian pulse and a range of values 
of a are shown in figure 2.3.
Since a is related to the intensity of the incident radiation, equations (2.10) 
and (2.11) give the intensity dependent signal (proportional to N2(t)) as a function 
of time. The latter may be used to identify a with a physical quantity. The net 
probability, P, of a transition having occurred is the change in population in level 
2 divided by the total population.
P = 0.50(1 - e-2α)
which implies a = — 0.5⅛t(l — 2P).
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It is no surprise that a is related to the probability of a transition having 
occurred, since Bi2 is the microscopic equivalent of the transition moment. When 
P « 1, it follows that a ~ P and equation (2.11) simplifies to N2 = αn1. Thus 
the net change in the population of the excited state depends on the intensity of 
the incident radiation in the same way as a, e.g., linear for a one-photon transition.
2.2.1.2. Saturation effects on an evolving systenα
To illustrate the effects of stimulated emission, we consider the case of a two- 
level system, only one of which has an intrinsic time dependence. We choose 
fi∙2(i) = 0 since this will be relevant to our discussion later. The appropriate
conditions are then n2(t) = n2(ty) = 0 and ήι(<) is non-zero. Under these conditions, 
the solutions (equation (2.3) and (2.4)) have the following simplified form
Ni(t) = ni(t) — ai f nι(x)f{x'}Q.{x∖t)dx (2.12)
V — ∞
Υ2(t) = αι ∕ πι(aj)∕(aj)Ω(aη t)dx. (2.13)
J — <×>
The integral in equation (2.13) may be thought of as a convolution. If qi is small, 
Ω(x) ~ 1 and N2(t) has the form of an intrinsic molecular response ni(æ) con­
voluted with an excitation pulse, ∕(x). If the incident radiation is strong enough 
to cause significant changes in the populations of the two levels, the population in 
level 2 is given by the convolution of ∏ι(≈) with an effective pulse ∕e(x) defined by 
equation (2.14).
Λ(x) = ∕(≈)e2≈Λ1> (2.14)
The origin of the factor, e2af(*∖ lies in the change in population in level 1 
as a result of the radiation being present. The interaction of population Nι(x) 
and the excitation pulse ∕ι(≈) can be visualized in two equivalent ways. First, 
when a is significant, competition between stimulated emission and absorption be­
comes important sooner since the initial rate of upward transitions is higher. Thus 
nι(aj)Ω(z) represents an effective population in level 1 which is affected by a pulse 
of radiation /(®). In other words, the incident pulse sees an effective population
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nι(≈)Ω(≈) different from ∏ι(x) due to the interaction. The alternative visualizes 
an unperturbed population interacting with a pulse whose temporal profile has 
been affected by the interaction. The latter perspective will be used in interpret­
ing pump-probe transients in a general format, irrespective of the intensity of the 
radiation field.
In figure 2.4, we show profiles of /(æ) and ∕e(≈) for different values of a (inten­
sity) and a gaussian pulse shape. Symmetric pulses become effectively asymmetric 
and the peak of ∕e(x) is shifted in time from the peak of f(x). The new peak 
position is the algebraic solution, ξ, to equation (2.15)
∕'(ξ) + 2α∕2(ξ) =0 (2.15)
Here, /(æ) is the known temporal profile of the incident pulse and f' is its time 
derivative. In particular, ξ = α(^) for a lorentzian pulse whose half-width at 
half-maximum is a. For a gaussian pulse of the form e~ax*, ξ is the solution of 
the transcendental equation ξ = (α∕α)exp(-αξ2 ). Note that ξ is dependent on 
a in both cases and unbounded. From a physical perspective, the validity of the 
basic equations have to be considered for reasonable bounds on α, which will then 
impose a limit to these shifts.
2.2.2. Solution of the non-conservative system of equations including 
population loss
The coupled pair of differential equations (2.7a ,2.7b) cannot be reduced to a 
single first order equation since the equation of constraint (2.5) is no longer valid. 
The solutions can be readily derived for limiting values of a and k. Each case is 
treated individually below. It will be seen that except for the case where both a 
and k are large, the solutions may be represented by a convolution integral. For 
simplicity, we assume that initially only the ground state is populated.
2.2.2.1. Case 1: a small, k arbitrary
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If either the radiation field is weak or its coupling to the material is small, a 
is small and α∕(∕)JV2(∕) may be neglected. The solutions are obtained using the 
same techniques as in the previous section.
2V1(<) ≈ AΓ1(-oo) [l - α∕(i)] (2.16α)
N2{t) ≈ αM(-∞) [ f(s')ds (2.16δ)
where only terms up to first order in a have been retained. Clearly, the solutions 
reduce to the solutions for case 1 of the previous section (equations 2.10 and 2.11) 
if k is small enough to be neglected.
Equation (2.16b) may be recognized as the convolution of the intrinsic molec­
ular response e~kx with the normalized excitation pulse. An intuitive explanation 
for this may be developed without recourse to the Einstein equations. A general 
kinetic scheme has a unique solution once the proper boundary conditions are spec­
ified. The solution for a set of initial conditions can be obtained if the conditions 
are specified in the absence of evolution, i.e., with k set equal to zero. For a discrete 
set of conditions the solution is the sum
n2(i) = ∑n2(i-ξj) [(nS(C) - n°(6-1)]
j
Here, n2(t — ξ) is the unique solution with initial value nθ specified at ξ, and n* 
is the solution accounting for the set of initial conditions. For a continuous set of 
initial conditions, the sum becomes the integral
»5(0 = ∕ "√( - i)A5(ξ)<iξ (2.17)
Jt0
It is easy to show that equation (2.16) is an equivalent representation of this inte­
gral.
2.2-2.2. Case 2: a arbitrary, k small
The restriction of k to small values amounts to a separation of time scales.
Thus k can be numerically large, e.g. 108 s~1, as long as it is negligible compared
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to the inverse of the duration of the pulse. This assumption allows one to solve 
equation 2.7 for Nι(t) with k set equal to zero and the solution is equation 2.10.
The behavior of the upper level is slightly more complicated since the long­
time dynamics is determined by k. We can write the differential equation for N2(t)
as
A2(<) = -W1(t) - fcW2(t) (2.18)
Since Ni can be calculated from equation 2.10, the d.e. is an inhomogeneous, first 
order equation which can be solved easily using integration factors.
W2(<) = n1a C e-^t~^f{s-}e-2af^d3 (2.19)
J— 00
The solution, JV2(t), can be rewritten in the form of equation (2.17) above. A simple 
derivation from equation (2.11) (which is the notation of this section) leads
to the familiar convolution.
JV2(t) = yi e-fc(i-i) dξ (2.20)
2.2.2.3. Case 3: large α, large k
The solution of this case may be derived using Picard iteration. Equations 
(2.7) may be written in matrix form
sc = A(t)
where the two components of x are xι = Nι 
the matrix A(f), defined as
sc
+ Λr2 and sc2 JV2 — Nι, and
A(∕)
√ι 1 t A
2 U ι + ⅛* r
is time-dependent. The solution is obtained iteratively from an initial guess3 using 
the following recursion relation
f≈n(<) «» ι(0) + ∕ A($) ι(s)ds. (2.19)
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The convergence of this series is guaranteed, as is the uniqueness of the solution.3 
Although a formal solution may be derived, there appears to be no simple (closed 
form or integral) representation for it. The cross terms in the matrix multiplica­
tion in equation (2.19) lead to multiple integrals which are not readily simplified. 
It may be argued that this case, which corresponds to the saturation of a greatly 
homogeneously broadened transition, is unlikely to arise in an experimental situ­
ation, i.e., the bulk of pump-probe experiments fall into the domain of the cases 
explicitly solved above.
2.3. Application of the simple model to pump-probe experiments
A general pump-probe experiment can be treated in terms of two two-level 
open systems, the initial pair (iι, ⅛) connected by the pump pulse and the final 
pair (∕1, /2) coupled by the probe field. The evolution of the level i2 to /1 is 
an intrinsic molecular property and may be described in terms of an appropriate 
kinetic scheme. In this section we use this simple picture to derive expressions 
for the delay-dependent signal in such an experiment. The two cases are treated 
separately.
2.3.1. The three-level system
This case is relevant to transient absorption experiments (figure 2.5a). The 
Î2 and /1 levels are the same. We can conceive of the experiment as occurring in 
two steps, with no coherence between them. In the first step, the pump excites 
absorbers from level to level i2(∕1)∙ Population in ⅛ decays spontaneously with 
a rate-constant k. Assuming that initial population is in the ground state (i'ι) 
exclusively, the population in i2 as a function of time is given by equation 2.20.
¾(<) = Z e~k^t~x^ Nf3(x)dx
V —00
In the second step the probe pulse excites population from i2(∕1) to /2. This 
is the case treated in section 2.2.1.2 above, with the intrinsic molecular response
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(in the absence of the probe pulse) being Aria(∕). Using the solution (equation 2.13) 
with the appropriate substitution, we get
Nh(t-,T) = aprb [t ∕pr6(τ5T)Ωi,r6(τ5t) Γ e~k^N^x}dxdτ (2.21)
Assuming that the detected signal is proportional to the population in /2, the tran­
sient behavior of the signal is given by equation (2.21). The variable T which ap­
pears in the integral is the time-delay between the pulses and is used to parametrize 
the signal. For a fixed value of T, Nf1(t∙,T) depicts the evolution of population in 
/2. A typical experiment measures this quantity at long times (large enough t so 
that fprb(t∙,Ι") ~ 0) and the measured signal, S(T), is given by
Z∞ fprb{τ - T}fprbe2a^^τ~τ^ ∙ e~2arrb~∞
[ e-fc(r-≈) fpmpe~2a^pfp^'>dxdτ (2.22)
J —00
As shown elsewhere,4 the convolution of an arbitrary molecular response 
M(t — to) with the pump and probe pulses of finite temporal width can be written 
as a single convolution. We write /1 ≡ fpmp^~2armτ^τmr and /2 = fprb^2aττb^rrb∙ 
The molecular response Af(ξ) is the exponential decay with constant k. If we also 




fι(τ1)M(τ2 - τ1)∕2(τ2 - T)dτ1dτ2
— ∞ —00
A change of variables (s ≡ rj — τ2 + Ty) then leads to
τ +∞
S(Γ) = ∕∕ ∕ι(τι)∕2(τι - s)M(T - s)dτ1ds
— OO —00
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The system response function, J2(t), defined as the function obtained by setting 
M(i) equal to the Dirac delta-function, is easily recognized as the cross-correlation 
of the two pulses ∕ι and /2 ∙
+∞
R(T) = J ∕1(r1)∕2(r1 - Γ)dr1
—00
The measured molecular transient can then be written as in equation 2.23.
T
S(T) = J R(s)M(T ~8)da (2.23)
—00
For the three-level system, the molecular response is simply e~kx, while the char­
acteristics of the pulses are included in R(s).
2.3.2. Four-level system
In this case i2 and fι are distinct and the evolution of population from the 
former to the latter has to be explicitly considered (figure 2.5b). Thus it models 
the detection of fragment species. The relevant molecular kinetic scheme is the 
simplest possible one.
4(⅛) -i≠ B(Λ)
Thus B(t) is simply the integral of A(i) multiplied by a constant factor — k.
Following the arguments presented above for the pump excitation, we obtain 
the solution for B(t), i.e., Nf1(t).
Nfi(t) = —k i f e~k^-χ'>Nfi(x)dxda
After some simple manipulations and an integration by parts, this integral is re­
duced to the simpler form
¾(<) = ∕* [1 - e-i<,-*>]¾x)⅛
J—∞
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The derivation of the delay-dependent signal in this case is identical to the three- 
level case from this point and we eventually get
zS(Γ) -fc(T-β'>}R(s)ds (2.24)
where -R(s) is again the cross-correlation of fι and /2·
2.3.3. Response function
The response function derived above is the cross-correlation of the pump and 
probe pulses when a is small. In general, it contains additional factors that account 
for the effects of stimulated emission.
z ∕pmp(≈)e 2a^pmr^fprb(s - xy2a^>>fr^t,-χ)dx
The exponential factors describe the distortion of the response due to saturation of 
either of the two transitions. Typically, one measures the cross-correlation function 
in a non-linear crystal under conditions such that saturation is not significant. 
In order to use this as the correct response function, the relevant pump-probe 
experiment must be done under similar conditions, i.e., apump and apr∣j ~ 0. If 
the parameters being measured are significantly longer than the time-scale of the 
response, the experiments may be performed under conditions where the signal is 
saturated in either pump or probe, with the proviso that the distortion of the true 
response function is considered in determining the precision of the measurement.
2.4. Discussion
In this chapter we have derived the exact time-dependence of the signal mea­
sured in a pump-probe experiment, assuming the validity of Einstein’s kinetic 
model. We showed that this signal may be represented as a convolution of a 
molecular response with an instrument response function, J2(s). In the weak field 
limit, where stimulated emission may be neglected, R(s) is the cross-correlation of 
the pump and probe pulses. When this condition is not satisfied, R(s) includes 
an additional multiplicative factor. In the next few sections, we elaborate on the 
relevance of these results to pump-probe experiments.
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2.4.1. Effect of Saturation
We illustrate these effects by a simple example. Figure 2.6 shows J2(s) for 
various values of the parameters αpmp and aprι,. The most noticeable point is the 
asymmetry and shift in the peak position as their values increase, the rising edge 
appearing sharper. For comparison with typical data, we show convolutions of these 
responses with exponential decays and buildups (figure 2.7). We have restricted 
the values of a used in the simulations to be less than 1.0,5 which corresponds to a 
transition probability of ~ 0.43 within each two-level subsystem. At this point it is 
instructive to consider the range of a that is typical of our experimental conditions. 
From its definition, we realize that the quantity is dimensionless and simply the 
product of the absorption cross-section and the average, time-integrated intensity. 
For a pulse energy of 100 μJ at 300 nm focused to a minimum spot size ~ 10 μ2 in 
area, we calculate a ~ 10~3 using an absorption cross-section of 10~18 cm2. This 
corresponds to a transition probability of ~ 10~3. The spatial intensity distribution 
of the pulse has not been considered in this estimate.
It is worth mentioning that R(s) is a smooth function, even for large values of 
a. Thus saturation effects cannot give rise to additional features on the measured 
transients.
2.4.2. Effect of pulse width
The effect of pulse width on the measurement of a fast process is of relevance to 
the discussion in the following chapters. One of the questions we may ask ourselves 
is that given a fast process, what are the limits of detection when the response 
function has a much longer duration. A cursory attempt to evaluate this simply by 
plugging in numbers for k that are much larger than the characteristic constants 
in describing fpump and fprb would lead to an unreasonable result. The clue lies 
in assessing the matter-radiation interaction for such a case at the primitive level 
(equations 2.6 and 2.7). The innocuous a factor describes the coupling strength 
between the field and the two-level system. As the molecular processes get fast, 
the coupling term is affected — the a parameter gets smaller for the same value of
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intensity and pulse-width. A heuristic argument following the derivation of two- 
photon absorption cross-sections for atoms6 may be used to derive an absorption 
cross-section that depends on the lifetime of the intermediate state. The overall 
rate for a two-photon transition is approximately equal to σ1σ2τ, where the σs 
are the absorption cross-sections of the pump and the probe, and r = k~1 is the 
lifetime of the intermediate state. Thus a is proportional to k~1. This result 
may also be derived from equation 2.16b by considering the limiting behavior for 
large k. Thus the temporal behavior dependence of the upper level still follows the 
description given above, but the effective coupling constant (i.e. α) is reduced. In 
physical terms, one may say that even though the pulse is long-lived, the system 
is too short-lived to sample the pulse for its duration.
Since the signal is proportional to a, as k increases, the overall signal goes 
down. This dependence is expected to be linear and the range of detection of large 
k with pulses of longer duration is therefore linearly proportional to the dynamic 
range of the signal.
2.4.3. Relevance io pump-probe experiments
Some final comments regarding the impact of these results on pump-probe 
experiments are in order. Prom a purist’s point of view, all experiments must be 
done in the weak field limit. If the time-scale of the molecular process is long 
compared to the cross-correlation of the pump and probe, one may use intense 
pulses for both pump and probe without introducing significant error into the 
measured time-constant. This is advantageous because intense pulses generally 
mean large signals. On the other hand, when the time-scale of the dynamics is 
of the same order as the cross-correlation, weak pulses must be employed. The 
measured zero-time is then intimately related to the saturation conditions and 
one is at risk of drawing a false conclusion if both the response function and the 
molecular transient behavior are not measured under identical conditions.7 The 
simplest way to avoid this artifact is to perform both measurements with weak 
pulses, thereby ensuring that stimulated emission is insignificant.
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In using pump-probe methods to study processes whose lifetimes are compa­
rable to or faster than the pulse duration, one is often able to use more intense 
pulses because population in the intermediate state (upper state for the pump) 
does not build up as rapidly as when there are no decay channels. If the probe 
is resonant with an asymptotic product state, its intensity should be adjusted to 
avoid saturation.
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Table 2.1
Parameters and symbols used in simulations.
Symbol
&pmp Ppτnp Q!pr6 Pprb Fig. 5 Fig. 6
1.0 0.43 1.0 0.43 —
5.0 × IO“3 0.0005 1.0 0.43 —
1.0 0.43 5.0 × 10~3 0.0005
0.1 0.09 0.5 0.32







Figure 2.1. Kinetic model for interaction of radiation with a two-level system. 
Bp depicts the rate of stimulated absorption and emission, while A denotes spon­


























Figure 2.2· Plots of the form factor Ω(ζ; f) for a gaussian pulse and various values 
























Figure 2.3. Temporal evolution of the upper state population for a gaussian 








Figure 2.4. Plot of the effective pulse for different values of α. t has been chosen 
large for convenience. The solid line corresponds to α = 0.0005 while the dotted 














































Figure 2.β. Calculated R(s) for various combinations of apmp and aprt. The 
actual values used given in Table 2.1. Note the change in shape and shift in peak 
position for large values of α.
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Simulαted exponential decay
Figure 2.7. (a) Simulated transients for a 30 ps decay (eqn 2.21) using gaussian 
pump and probe pulses, each of width 10 ps. The curves correspond to various 
values of apτnp and aprb, as indicated in Table 2.1. (b) Simulated transients for a 10 





Since molecular resonances are discrete, it is necessary to use two indepen­
dently tunable sources to spectroscopically identify both the initial state accessed 
and the specific product state whose temporal behavior is to be studied. The 
temporal resolution of the experiment is determined by the duration of the pump 
and probe pulses and the relative jitter between them. It should be noted that 
since frequency and time constitute a fourier transform pair and are related by the 
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, one compromises spectral resolution in attaining 
better temporal resolution and vice versa.1
In addition to having ultrashort, tunable pulses, we also need to have high pho­
ton flux (intensities) for a number of reasons. First, the concentration of molecules 
of interest in a supersonic expansion is small. Second, the volume of interaction 
of the two beams (laser and molecule) is small as in all crossed-beam experiments. 
Third, most small organic molecules that can be conveniently seeded in a MB 
absorb in the UV. These colors have to be generated from the visible light of tun­
able dye lasers by taking advantage of the large nonlinear susceptibility of special 
materials. Conversion efficiencies depend on the intensity of the light beam and 
therefore intense pulses are particularly useful.
The work described here employed picosecond pulses. The following sections 
describe the methods used to generate pulses of the appropriate color and intensity, 
the molecular beam apparatus used to achieve internally cold distributions and the 
mass- spectrometer and LIF detection systems. The apparatus has been described 
in a number of publications2-4 and is briefly summarized here. A comprehensive 
account will be given elsewhere.5 A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1. Two-color Picosecond Laser System
3.1.1. The picosecond sync-pumped dye lasers
The 1064 nm output of a commercial, actively mode-locked Nd-YAG is fre­
quency doubled by focusing in a KTP crystal. The 532 nm visible light (~ 800 mW) 
is divided into two beams of approximately equal intensity and each one used as 
the pump source for a synchronously pumped dye laser. The output wavelength of
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each dye laser is selected by an intracavity 3-plate quartz biréfringent filter. Both 
dye lasers use R6G in ethylene glycol as the gain medium. One of them (DL1) 
is used to generate the pump while the other (DL2) is used for the probe. The 
typical energy for each laser is ~ 50 mW, which corresponds to 0.6 nJ per pulse. 
Typical pulses from each dye laser have approximately gaussian temporal profiles 
with a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) value of ~ 8 ps. The measured spec­
tral bandwidth is also approximately gaussian with ~ 3 cm-1 FWHM. The third 
plate of the frequency tuning element can be removed or purposely misaligned to 
obtain pulses of shorter duration.6 The gain condition existing in the laser is such 
that additional pulses may be formed under these circumstances. This problem is 
countered by introducing a saturable absorber into the cavity. The dye laser is of 
a single fold, single jet design and the nonlinear absorber is usually mixed with the 
gain medium.7 The pulse energies and widths are monitored as the concentration 
of the absorber is carefully increased. Enough absorber is added to ensure proper 
mode-locking and that a single pulse per cavity round trip time is obtained. Pulses 
with auto-correlation widths (FWHM) half as much as those obtained with the 
3-plate filter could be achieved with this combination (hybrid mode-locking).
3.1.2. Pulsed dye amplifiers
The picosecond dye laser pulses were amplified in a multi-stage optical am­
plifier of conventional design.8 The second harmonic of an amplified Q-switched 
Nd:YAG laser operating at 20 Hz ( 300 mJ/pulse @ 532 nm ) is split into two beams 
of nominally equal intensity. Each half is used to pump a number of dye-amplifier 
stages (three or four). Each picosecond pulse is propagated through one of these 
multi-stage amplifiers. The Q-switch of the YAG laser is synchronized to the mode 
locking frequency synthesizer of the CW Nd-YAG laser so that a 532 nm pulse 
and a picosecond pulse arrive at the first stage of the dye amplifier simultaneously. 
The overall gain in each amplifier is nominally 106. A train of 0.5 - 1.0 mJ visible 
pulses at 20 Hz is thus obtained. The temporal shape of the amplified pulses is 
very similar to that of the input pulses as long as the gain of the amplifier is not
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much greater than 1 × 106. The variety of available laser dyes makes it possible for 
us to obtain the maximum gain for most wavelengths in the range 560 - 620 nm.
3.2.3. Generation of the proper colors by nonlinear techniques.
As mentioned above, most small molecules absorb UV light, which must be 
generated from the amplified visible pulses by nonlinear methods.9 We have em­
ployed second harmonic generation and nonlinear mixing in crystals of special 
materials (e.g. KDP and KD*P). In some cases, Raman scattering in a high pres­
sure gas may be used to extend the range of UV wavelengths accessible. A brief 
description of this method is given below.
The output of the amplified dye laser is focused (1 meter lens) into a 1 meter 
long high pressure Raman cell. Methane has a large cross-section for scattering 
and is therefore a good first choice. The amplified picosecond pulses are scattered 
by the gas ( ∆ι∕ = 2914 cm-1 ) and various orders of Stokes and anti-Stokes light 
are generated. The intensity distribution among them can be varied by changing 
the pressure in the cell. Best results for the first Stokes and anti-Stokes lines are 
obtained with 90 and 120 psig of technical grade methane (Matheson, 98% ). The 
light, Raman orders and fundamental, is recollimated with a .5 meter lens. The 
necessary UV light may be generated by doubling the Raman order directly, or by 
mixing the appropriate order with the unconverted visible light immediately after 
the collimating lens. Best conversion efficiency for mixing is obtained with this lens 
close to the output window of the Raman cell as the scattered radiation diverges, 
and good overlap with the fundamental is lost quickly as the beams propagate. 
We used the first raman order (Stokes’ or anti-Stokes,)in the experiments requiring 
this method for generating the proper wavelength.
3.2.4. The optical delay
The time delay between the two beams is set up in a Michelson interferometer. 
The pump beam (DL1) is directed through a fixed delay, while the probe beam 
(DL2) is directed through a variable delay consisting of a 2.5 inch hollow corner 
cube mounted on a stepper-motor driven translator (10.0 μ per step). The beams
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are combined on a dichroic mirror after which they are propagated collinearly and 
focused into the sample. Each method of detection requires a different focal-length 
lens. Typically, aim lens is used for the LIF measurements while a 25 cm lens 
is used for the MPI experiments. In some cases, a telescope with two converging 
lenses appropriately spaced is used in one arm to ensure that both beams are 
focused at the same point. This is necessary because the quartz lens before the 
sample is not an achromatic lens.
3.1.5. Pulse characterization
A home-built real-time spinning-block autocorrelator is used to monitor the 
pulses from the synchronously pumped dye lasers. A beam-splitting cube sends 
50% of each laser beam into each arm of the interferometer and also serves to re­
combine the return beams. The returned beams are focused into an appropriate 
nonlinear crystal (usually LiIO3) with a 10 cm converging lens. The second har­
monic generated by this non-collinear arrangement is negligible except when the 
pulses are temporally overlapped in the crystal, thus affording a zero-background 
method for observing their autocorrelation.1 With appropriate adjustments of spa­
tial overlap, relative pathlengths and phase-matching angle, the cross correlation 
between the two dye laser outputs can also be obtained.
The cross-correlation of DL1 and DL2 after amplification is measured by gen­
erating the sum frequency in a 1 cm KDP crystal. The cross-correlation of the 
doubled light and the fundamental may be obtained by generating the difference 
frequency and spatially or spectrally separating it from the visible beam.
3.2. Molecular Beam Apparatus
The method of cooling the internal degrees of freedom of a molecule by super­
sonic expansions is well established.10 As shown by previous workers, the expan­
sion results in a non-Boltzmann distribution of energy among the various degrees 
of freedom. Each class, i.e., vibrations, rotations and translation can be charac­
terized by an effective temperature, Tt,,f,, Trot and Ttrαn∣ respectively. This means 
that energy distribution among the different vibrational degrees of freedom can be
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described as that of a Boltzmann ensemble of the same species at a temperature 
To⅛. Generally Tt,⅛ > Trot > Ttran∙ with typical values 10 K, 3 K and 1 K.
A free jet expansion is used to eliminate internal energy in the parent molecule. 
The expansion chamber consists of two cylindrical halves approximately 12 inches 
in diameter, bolted together. A thin (1/16 ") stainless steel sheet with a central 
cutout serves to divide the chamber into two compartments. Each half is pumped 
by a single VHS—6 oil-diffusion pump equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled baffle. 
A nickel skimmer (Beam Dynamics, 1.3 mm aperture, 1.5 inches high) is mounted 
over the cutout in the stainless-steel septum. Thus the geometric axis of the vacuum 
chamber is the symmetry axis of the molecular expansion. Each half also has 
a built-in four-way cross near the end which is bolted to the other half. One 
compartment houses the source and is used exclusively for LIF studies, while the 
second one is devoted to mass-spectrometry. The sample is introduced through a 
pulsed nozzle made of Kel-F, a perfluorinated, machinable plastic. The nozzle is 
operated at 20 Hz and triggered by the Q-switch of the YAG amplifier. The nozzle 
design and controller electronics were developed by Syage et al. and the details 
are given elsewhere.11 Some modifications to the pulse amplifier circuit had to be 
made to ensure reliable operation and the currently used circuit is shown in figure
3.2. The nominal aperture diameter, d, is 500 μ and with typical backing pressures 
of 1000 Torr He and nominal valve open-time of 500 μs, an ambient pressure of 
2 × 10~4 Torr in the first chamber can be maintained at steady- state. The pressure 
in the second chamber is ~ 10-β torr under these conditions.
3.3. Detection Methods
3.3.1. Laser induced fluorescence
The laser beams typically intersect the expansion 10 mm downstream from 
the nozzle, corresponding to x/d ≈ 20. Short optical baffles are used on both input 
and output sides to reduce scattered light in the chamber for these measurements. 
Fluorescence can be detected using a single f /1 quartz lens 2 inch in diameter 
which is adjusted to focus a point image defined by the laser beams and the axis
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of the expansion slightly beyond the detector. A three-lens and slit combination 
is used for experiments that have low signal and therefore require greater scat­
tered light rejection. Appropriate UV sharp-cut filters (Corion, Schott) and visible 
blocking filters (7-59 and interference-coated 7-54, Corning) are used to define the 
spectral window of detection. The detector is a high gain photomultiplier typically 
operated close to its maximum gain of 108. The output of the PMT is amplified 
and used as input to a variable gain boxcar integrator which is triggered off a fast 
photodiode illuminated by 532 nm light from the Q-switched laser. The gate for 
signal averaging is set to bias against laser scatter.
3.3.2. Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer
Ions can be created by laser multiphoton ionization or electron impact meth­
ods. The MPI method is used for time-resolved measurements while the latter 
method is used for diagnostic purposes. A time-of-flight (TOF) mass-spectrometer 
is used for mass analysis. The spectrometer and the methods of ionization are 
described briefly.
The principle of TOF mass-spectrometry is well-known.12 Positive ions are 
accelerated through a fixed potential so that they acquire a kinetic energy which is 
independent of their mass. The ions are allowed to travel through a field-free drift 
tube and detected by an appropriate ion multiplier (IM). Since the velocity of a 
particular ion depends on its mass, the arrival time at the detector is proportional 
to the square-root of the mass. If the signal is resolved in time, one can deduce the 
mass-spectrum of the ions. The simplicity of this instrument is counterbalanced 
by the moderate resolution that can be achieved. A simple variation due to Wiley 
and McClaren13 , employing a double acceleration zone for first-order space focus­
ing, was implemented. Sophisticated methods have been employed to improve the 
resolution,14 but these were not incorporated into this particular instrument since 
mass-resolution was not the most severe limitation for the experiments reported 
here.
The vertical drift tube is 1 m long and contains an ion multiplier, EMI 
9642∕3B, to detect the ions which have been dispersed in time. The arrival of
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the ions can be recorded by a 100 MHz transient digitizer, Lecroy TR8818, which 
is based in a CAMAC crate interfaced to an LSI 11/23+ minicomputer. The sig­
nal from a number of laser shots is averaged in the computer to build up a mass 
spectrum. In cases where just one mass is to be observed, the amplified output of 
the ion multiplier is fed into a gated integrator/boxcar averager (EG&G 162/164), 
and the gate positioned to sample the mass peak of interest, with near unit mass 
resolution in the region of interest. It should be noted that the resolution achieved 
by this method is determined by the minimum gate-width of the boxcar (2 ns), 
which is better than that obtained with the digitizer.
The laser enters the second chamber perpendicular to the molecular beam 
and intersects it ~ 10 cm downstream of the nozzle. The intersection of the laser 
and molecular beam is in the acceleration region of the mass spectrometer. The 
ionizing electron beam is derived from a source similar to the one described in 
ref. 15. Figure 3.3 (lower half) is a schematic diagram of the source. The coiled 
tungsten filament is mounted on a Macor (machinable glass) piece and enclosed in 
a stainless-steel cup which is open at the top. Holes for the necessary electrical 
connections are provided at the bottom of the cup and isolated from the body by 
Macor spacers. A stainless-steel disc (Gate) with a central 0.5 cm circular aperture 
fits over the cup, but remains electrically isolated. The aperture, covered with 90 
% transmitting Ni-mesh, is directly over the filament.
The cup and the filament are biased to the same, constant positive DC voltage. 
The gate is held at a voltage slightly lower (~ 10 — 20 V less) than the filament. 
It is pulsed high (amplitude of ~ 40 V) for a short period (~ lμs) in tandem with 
the molecular beam valve. The repeller grid is simultaneously pulsed down to the 
same voltage as the accelerator grid for the duration of the electron pulse. The 
electron impact energy is assumed to be equal to the voltage difference between 
the filament and the accelerator grid. This is typically set to 60 V or less.
Schematics of the high voltage pulse circuits are shown in figure 3.4 and the 
timing sequence in figure 3.5, along with typical operating voltages. The grid
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voltages for the TOPMS are kept below 550 V at all times in order not to exceed 
the maximum ratings of the MOSFET chips used in the circuit.
3.4. Data Acquisition and Analysis
A pump-probe transient is obtained by sampling the detected signal (LIP or ion 
current) with a boxcar gate of appropriate width as a function of the position of the 
stepper-motor controlled optical delay line. The boxcar output is routed through a 
voltage-frequency converter and into a multichannel analyzer (MCA) operated in 
the multichannel scaling mode. The channel step for the MCA is enslaved to the 
stepper-motor controller (SMC). The delay line is repetitively scanned for signal 
averaging and the data averaged in the MCA. They are later transferred to a PDP 
11/23+ minicomputer where the transients are analyzed and stored. A single scan 
takes 20 — 40 minutes and typically 10 scans are averaged to obtain a transient 
with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. A number of such transients are recorded 
for a given combination of pump and probe wavelengths. Since the two colors 
may be independently varied, one may obtain a two-parameter map of transient 
behavior vs. initial and final state.
The system response function is approximately gaussian. The standard non­
linear least squares analysis based on the Marquardt algorithm18 is used to fit the 
cross-correlations to this functional form. Typical pulse FWHM values obtained 
with a three-plate filter were in the range 9.5 to 11.5 ps. Cross-correlations of 
narrower temporal extent could be obtained with a combination of hybrid mode­
locking and detuning (or removal) of the third plate. This typically results in 
cross-correlations of ~ 5 ps FWHM.
The pulse width obtained from a fit of the cross-correlation to a gaussian form 
is used to derive accurate rate constants from the molecular responses measured. 
In cases where the cross-correlation of the two visible beams is not the true system 
response, the transients are fitted with a calculated gaussian response function 
whose width is chosen to best match the rising edge of the transients. The width of 
the calculated response function is constrained to be less than the fitted gaussian 
widths of the visible cross-correlations. This is justified since the true system
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response is of higher order in the intensity of both pump and probe than the 
visible cross-correlation. In other words, the UV pulses that are typically used in 
our experiments are shorter than the visible pulses from which they are generated. 
Therefore the cross-correlation between the UV pulses is narrower in time than 
that between the visible pulses. It is difficult to quantify the extent by which 
the UV cross-correlations are shorter since the jitter between the two lasers is not 
well-characterized.
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Figure 3.1. Layout of apparatus for time-resolved photofragment spectroscopy. 
Pulses are generated in the left half. The upper section of the right half shows 
the interferometer while the lower section shows the molecular beam apparatus. 
The two methods of detection and the data acquisition protocol are shown in 
block flow-diagram form. The figure has been adapted from ref. 2.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of modified circuit for a pulse amplifier. The input pulse is 
shaped by TTL component? (not shown11 ). The output pulse drives the solenoid 
of the pulsed valve.
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Figure 3.5. Schematic of time-ordering of the various pulsed events that need to 
be synchronized for El—TOFMS.
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CHAPTER 4
STATISTICAL THEORIES OF UNIMOLECULAR REACTIONS
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Unimolecular dissociation can be regarded as the spontaneous decay of a 
metastable molecular state.1 Speaking in quantum mechanical terms, one would 
say that the bound state is coupled to a translational continuum, and the strength 
of this coupling determines the rate of fragmentation. The approximate Hamilto­
nian describing the bound part of the potential surface has complex eigenvalues, 
E — iΓ.2 An ensemble of isolated states (resonances) decays with a random dis­
tribution of lifetimes and its temporal behavior is an exponential decay with a 
characteristic rate-constant 2Γ. For polyatomics at energies high enough to cause 
dissociation of a covalent bond, these resonances are numerous, each of them hav­
ing a finite energy spread as dictated by the uncertainty principle. The average 
spacing between states at these energies is often comparable to or smaller than 
the width of each resonance. The evolution of a large number of overlapping res­
onances is a difficult problem to treat analytically,3 except in certain idealized 
cases. For instance, if the states are uniformly distributed and equally coupled to 
the continuum, the time behavior approaches an exponential form as the average 
spacing tends to zero.3
Such a theory of unimolecular rates demands that the values of the coupling 
constants be known a priori. In order to be of any value to kineticists, it must 
provide a scheme for estimating these constants from readily observable molecular 
parameters, as well as a means for predicting rates as a function of initial conditions, 
energy and angular momentum. Although quantum scattering calculations are, in 
principle, capable of determining reaction cross-sections as a function of energy, 
from which resonance widths may be estimated,1’4 such methods are still not 
practical for systems other than the simplest three atom reactions. Classical and 
semiclassical approaches based on the transition state theory have been developed®
but these are generally computationally intensive.
Transition State Theory6 (TST), the time-honored description of reactions, 
is the basis of most unimolecular rate theories. Its appeal stems from the intuitive 
picture of a reaction it presents. The fundamental assumptions of the theory are the 
existence of a dividing surface that separates reactants and products and a reaction
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coordinate, which parametrizes the ‘extent of reaction’. We are immediately forced 
into a classical, or at best a semiclassical, theory of rates, since the idea of a 
well-defined ‘moment of decision’ is fundamentally classical.7 For most theories, 
statistical or dynamical8 , these assumptions are the starting point; one of the 
major tasks of the theory being the identification of the reaction coordinate and 
the dividing surface.
The statistical approximation, which asserts that the time scale on which en­
ergy is completely randomized is much faster than that of any dissociation, has been 
overwhelmingly successful in predicting rates of thermal reactions. Recent exper­
iments in molecular beams, which allow one to study essentially microcanonical 
systems, have renewed interest in the issue of fast and complete energy redistribu­
tion as well as the scope of these approximations.9 A brief summary of the various 
statistical theories of microcanonical rates10 is presented in this chapter.
4.1. The Statistical Rate Expressions
The essence of a statistical theory is that all choices satisfying a given set of 
constraints are equivalent. Evaluating physical quantities then becomes reduced 
to the task of calculating the number of possible ways the system can satisfy the 
conditions imposed on it.
4.1.1. Ramsperger-Rice-Kassel (RRK) theory
In the RRK theory11 , the rate of dissociation of a molecule consisting of s 
quantum oscillators is equated to that of a hypothetical system having the same 
number of identical oscillators. The energy-dependent rate constant, fc(E), is as­
sumed to be proportional to the fractional number of dissociative configurations. 
A dissociative configuration is one in which the threshold (or barrier) energy is 
accumulated in a single oscillator. A simple exercise in combinatorics leads to the 
expression
⅛hk(E) = 1 (4-1)
Stirling’s approximation for large numbers and the assumption that the total en­
ergy, E, is much greater than the threshold energy, Eq. This expression, sometimes
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referred to as the classical rate, is usually regarded as an empirical theory, a micro- 
canonical analog of the Arrhenius rate law. Measured rates are fitted to equation 
(4.1) using A and s as adjustable parameters, although the derivation shows s to 
be the total number of oscillators in the reactant. The overwhelming success of 
the more detailed theories described below in predicting rates has rendered this 
expression almost obsolete.
4.1.2. Ramsperger-Rice-Ka.ssel-Ma.rcus (RRKM) theory
This semi classical theory12 treats the general molecular system in an abstract
way. The dispersion of the molecular vibrational frequencies, their mutual inter­
action and their coupling with molecular rotations, are included in the theory via 
their effects on the energies of the molecular states. In this derivation of the RRKM 
expression10 , the microscopic equilibrium between energized (random distribution 
among possible states) molecules (A*) and the transition state (a†) is evaluated.
A*(E) fe⅛i A† fc →i5 products (4.2)
The rate constants k+ and ka are partial rate constants characteristic of those 
configurations where A^ has less than the total energy, the balance of energy x 
appearing as translational energy in the reaction coordinate. The overall rate of 
dissociation, kjwκM, is obtained as the sum (or integral) of these partial constants 




The factor ∣ arises from the assumption that at equilibrium, the critical complex 
would have equal probability of forming reactants or products.
The partial rate constant k+(E,x) is evaluated as the time-of passage of a 
hypothetical particle of mass μ through a one-dimensional box of length S. A 
quantum-mechanical treatment of the number of translational energy states in the 
box leads to an equilibrium concentration of a† which also depends on μ and 8.
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Fortuitiously, these hypothetical quantities cancel and we are left with the familiar 




where p(E} is the density of states of the reactant, and N*(E — E:,) is the total 
number of internal energy states of the critical configuration whose energy is less 
than the available energy, E — E<j, Eo being the threshold energy.
4.3. Classical Transition State Theory
If a system has n degrees of freedom, then its corresponding phase space is
a 2n-dimensional hypersurface, whose basis consists of n generalized coordinates 
qi {i = l,...,n} and their conjugate momenta, pt∙ {i = l,...,n}. The dividing 
surface is a (2n — 1) dimensional hypersurface which is specified by the coordinates 
only.13 It is also assumed that the reaction coordinate, q1, is separable and that 
the critical surface obeys the simple constraint q1 = q%. The Hamiltonian for the 
system may be written as a sum of two terms
Æ(p;ç) = fi't(pι55ι) + H'(p'∙,q')
We have used p' and q' to denote the set of coordinates and momenta {pi,qi',i — 
2,... ,n} and the same notation with no primes for the full set of pi and Çj. The 
flux of phase space points through the surface is given by
Φ = y P(p5g°)u∙kdS
where -P(p;ç?) is the density of phase space points in the vicinity of the surface, 
ü is the velocity and k denotes the unit normal to the surface. In terms of phase 
space variables, the flux equation is
Φ = f dp1 Jd11 Jdp'Jdq'e(E-H∖p∖q'}-½'∖6(q1-qr)^G(p,')
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H(p,q) is the hamiltonian defined on the dividing surface and G(æ) is the unit step 
function,
G(æ) = 1 X ≥ 0
= 0 X ≤ 0,
which ensures that only flux leading to products is taken into account. The rate is 
equal to the flux divided by the total volume of phase space accessible.
J dp, J dq, G{E — H'(p',q')}
MC JdpfdqS(E-H(p,q))
The numerator can be recognized as the microcanonical (MC) partition13 function, 
the total number of states less than E, on the dividing surface. The denominator 
is the number of reactant states in a differential energy shell, i.e., it is the state 
density at energy E. With proper quantization, equation (4.3) is obtained exactly.
4.2. Models for Rate calculations
Of the two terms in equation (4.3) that have to be evaluated, the density 
of states, p, is the easier one to calculate.10 Algorithms have been defined for 
counting quantum states and an implementation of one is given in appendix III. 
For large densities of states (≥ 1000 per cm-1 ) this method is inefficient and 
not the method of choice because fairly accurate estimates may be obtained using 
semiclassical methods. The equilibrium frequencies of the reactant are usually used 
for state counting, each individual oscillator being treated as a harmonic or a Morse
one.
Various methods for estimating the factor have been proposed. The pre­
cise definition of the dividing surface is the essential difference between the various 
theories. Following the derivation of the classical rate constant as flux, one could 
envision the rate being limited by a dynamic bottleneck, one where the flux is 
minimum.14 This criterion amounts to defining the surface as the one with the 
minimum number of trajectory recrossings. In transition state theory, no trajec­
tory is allowed to cross the surface more than once in its history, while physical 
trajectories may. Thus TST rates are an upper bound to physical rates.
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4.2.1. Modelling the transition state
The structure of the transition state is often guessed at following chemical 
intuition. The frequencies and rotational constants are estimated15 and standard 
counting schemes used to evaluate One such prescription, so-called ‘standard 
RRKM,, is to choose the frequencies of the complex equal to those of the reactant, 
with the exception of the reaction coordinate. This is a rather crude approximation 
and works only when the energetic barrier to reaction is much greater than the 
thermodynamic heat of reaction.
In the regular RRKM treatment, rotational energy is excluded from the avail­
able energy in calculating N't or p.
Eαv = Etot — Erot —
where V^r‰n is the energy of the vibrationless level on some arbitrary scale. Usually 
V‰n(reactants) is chosen to be the zero of the energy scale. This specification 
implies that the rotational constants of the complex have to be estimated as well. 
Not surprisingly, they are taken to be equal to those of the reactant in the standard 
RRKM procedure.
4.2.2. Phase-Space Theory
For endoergic reactions with no additional barrier, the ‘standard RRKM’ as­
sumptions are not valid and a different approach is taken.18 The radial coordinate, 
r, (distance of the centers of the dissociating species) is effectively the reaction co­
ordinate. Fragments are allowed to rotate freely in the transition state (TS), which 
is assumed to be located at the local maximum of the effective potential, Veff, 
obtained from the sum of a long range attraction, ½,(r), and centrifugal repulsion 
due to orbital motion of the separating particles.
- v>∙M + , . (4,β)K,∕∕(r)
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The location of the maximum depends on ∙6, the orbital momentum quantum num­
ber. Energy and angular momentum conservation principles impose constraints on 
I, the latter being given by the triangle inequality
IJ - fe∣ ≤ I ≤ J ÷ k,
where k is a quantum number corresponding to the addition of the angular mo­
menta, jι and j2, of the (two) products. It satisfies a second such inequality
∣jι - J2∣ ≤ k ≤ j1 + j2.
Generally, V∣, is approximated by the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones 
6-12 potential. 2V^t is then obtained by counting all possible combinations of prod­
uct quantum numbers, vibrational and rotational (j1, κ1, j2, k2,£ and fc) satisfying 
energy and angular momentum conservation.
For simple systems, the states may be counted directly, using true quantum 
numbers and appropriate energy expressions (appendix IV). When the fragments 
are polyatomic, the inefficiency of a strict counting procedure outweighs the ac­
curacy of the results. Approximate treatments using integrals instead of sums 
(classical PST) have been developed that are of greater practical worth in calcu­
lating N⅛. This method also provides estimates of the internal state distributions 
of the fragments.
PST is inherently inaccurate as a rate theory since it allows free rotation of 
fragments within the TS. It has been more widely applied in predicting internal 
distributions than for predicting absolute rates, partly because of this weakness. 
It is useful in the sense that it models the loosest possible TS, and therefore gives 
an upper bound for rates.
4.2.3. Generalized TS and RRKM theory
Variational treatments of rates that attempt to find the minimum flux have 
been used in most dynamical theories. Recently, Wardlaw and Marcus17 have 
exploited the minimum flux criterion in deriving rates of reactions involving flexible
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transition states. The TS is assumed to be orthogonal to the reaction coordinate 
and parametrized by it. The number of states on a number of such orthogonal 
surfaces located at different values of r is calculated and the overall minimum 
number determined by inspection or a simple interpolation.
tv† is a function of the energy, E, and the total angular momentum, J. It 
is calculated in the following way. The set of internal coordinates can be sepa­
rated into two disjoint subsets, one consisting of motions that are present in both 
reactants and products, so-called conserved modes, and the other set consists of 
bending modes and rotations that eventually appear as product rotations and rela­
tive motions. The non-harmonic modes, termed transitional modes, constitute the 
latter set and are often strongly coupled among themselves. This separation allows 
the sum of states Nej(R), on the dividing surface (located at a value R of the 
reaction coordinate) to be written as the convolution
fE
Nej = ∕ Nυ(E — x)Ω(x)dx
Jo
where Nv is the number of states of conserved modes alone and Ω(ι) is the density 
of transitional states. The term Nv is treated quantum mechanically, while Ω is 
estimated classically by a Monte Carlo integration over the subspace defined by 
these modes. Explicit knowledge of the potential energy hypersurface in the tran­
sition region between reactants and products is required before these calculations 
may be performed.
4.2.4. Vibrationally Adiabatic TST — a hybrid theory
The Statistical Adiabatic Channel Model (SACM)18 is in essence a vibra-
tionally adiabatic, transition state theory.19 The distinction is made between con­
served and transitional modes in this method as well. Adiabatic channel curves con­
necting reactant and product quantum states which involve the conserved modes 
are constructed using an interpolation scheme.
¾({∏i}) = ∑ (ni + i)⅛√i)s(ξ) + (ni + i)⅛√,)(l -s(ξ))
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The switching function, g(ξ) is usually defined as exp(-α[ξ — ξo])∙ ξ is the reaction 
coordinate and ξo is the equilibrium value for reactants. The superscripts R and 
P on the vibrational frequencies denote reactants and products, respectively. The 
sum is over all conserved modes, with a being an adjustable parameter, typically
1.0 Â"1.
A second set of channel curves is determined from the transitional modes in 
the following way. A sequence of reactant states, arranged in order of increasing 
energy, is constructed using the equilibrium frequencies of the bending motions and 
internal rotations of the reactant. A similar, ordered sequence of product states 
is constructed using rotations and orbital motions of the products. A one-to-one 
correspondence map between the lowest states in these two sequences is drawn 
up. Angular momentum conservation is ensured at this step, i.e., the triangle 
inequalities mentioned in section 4.2.2 are enforced. The next step is to obtain 
channel energies, Eτ, for these curves as a function of the reaction coordinate. 
The centrifugal energy of the relative motion of the fragments must be considered 
along with the energies of the reactant and products modified by the switching 
function. The reactive flux is then determined by counting the number of such 
channels that are uniformly bounded by the total energy, i.e., Ec(ζ) + ET(£) is less 
than the total available energy for reaction for all ξ greater than ξ<j∙ This method 
is computationally intensive and various simplifications have been suggested.18
The brief survey of statistical theories presented above highlights the simi­
larities and differences between them. Its purpose is to remind the reader of the 
different ways of calculating rates of a reaction based on the statistical hypothesis. 
In the following chapters, we compare energy-resolved experimental rates with the 
predictions of these theories.
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Picosecond photofragment spectroscopy. I. Microcanonical state-to-state 
rates of the reaction NCNO→CN+NO
Lutfur R. Khundkar, Joseph L Knee,” and Ahmed H. Zewail
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physicsf, California Institute of Technology. Pasadena.
California 91125(Received 9 December 1986; accepted 11 February 1987)This paper, the first in a series of three papers, gives a detailed account of our studies on picosecond photofragment spectroscopy. The unimolecular reaction NCNO—CN + NO is examined in detail here. Microcanonical state-to-state rates are measured in molecular beams at different energies in the reagent NCNO using pump-probe techniques: one picosecond pulse initiates the reaction from an initial (t>√) state and a second pulse, delayed in time, monitors the CN radical product in a specific rovibrational state, or the reagent NCNO (transient absorption). The threshold energy for reaction is determined to be 17 083 cm~1 (bond energy = 48.8 kcal/mol). Measured rates are found to be sharply dependent on the total energy of the reagent, but independent of the rotational quantum state of product CN. Results of transient absorption measurements are used to argue that the ground state potential energy surface dominates the reaction in the range of excess energies studied. The energy dependence of the rates, k mc (£), is compared with that predicted by statistical theories. Both standard RRKM (tight transition state) and phase space theory (loose transition state) fail to reproduce the data over the full range of energies studied, even though nascent product state distributions are known to be in accord with PST at these energies. Furthermore, k mc (∙E,) is not a strictly monotonically increasing function of energy but exhibits some structure which cannot be explained by simple statistical theories. We advance some explanations for this structure and deviations from statistical theories.
1. INTRODUCTIONIn preliminary publications from this laboratory, we have reported on the technique of pico-, and femtosecond5 photofragment spectroscopy and its application to the mea­surement of absolute rates of different classes of reactions. In a series of forthcoming papers we present detailed accounts of these studies, focusing on the following reactions in this set:(I) Predissociation of a stable moleculeNCNO—CN + NO.(II) Local-mode overtone-initiated predissociation’H2O2(i⅛>h = 3)—2OH .(III) Predissociation of van der Waals clusters4phenol-benzene-·phenol + benzene,' ∙ cresol-benzene—cresol + benzene.In these experiments, two picosecond (or femtosecond) pulses are overlapped spatially and temporally in a seeded supersonic molecular beam (or in a low-pressure gas). The first pulse initiates the reaction from an initial state (υ√)1 and the second pulse, delayed in time, probes the population of nascent products in a specific final vibrational/rotational state (t√)y, or monitors the evolution of the initial state of the reagent. In the former case, the state-to-state rate con­stant (k,_z) is measured with picosecond or subpicosecond
·’ Present address: Deρt. of Chemistry, Wesieyan University, Middletown, 
CT 06547.
k) Contribution No. 7513.
time resolution. Product state distributions (PSD) may also be obtained by comparing the population in different final states at delay times much longer than the lifetime of the initial state. Information on alignment and correlation of angular momenta can also be deduced from studies where the polarization of the pump pulse relative to the probe pulse is varied.The systems we have studied so far each possess some features that merit discussion individually. In NCNO, the oscillator strength is carried by a bound, excited electronic state. Reaction is preceded by energy redistribution to a low­er electronic state, presumably because the density of vibra­tional states is large for the lower state at the energies of interest. In H2O2, an overtone of the OH stretch is excited directly on the ground-state surface and the mixing with other internal degrees of freedom is an important component of the dynamics of bond dissociation. The van der Waals’ system has elements common to the other two. The vibra­tional densities are large, yet there is a large disparity between the frequencies of the complex modes and those of the internal modes of the uncomplexed molecules. One may expect separability of the two sets of modes, which would lead to nonstatistical effects in a large system. Studies on these model systems will improve our understanding of the domain of validity of the assumptions commonly used to describe unimolecular reactions.A reaction may be considered fully characterized when the multidimensional potential energy surface (PES) gov­erning the motions of the constituent atoms is exactly known. Product angular and translational energy distribu-
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tions measured in crossed molecular beams’ offer important experimental data that can be used to test a model PES. Unimolecular reactions, or half-collisions, constitute a spe­cial subset of the infinite number of fragment internal energy and impact parameter combinations possible in the reverse reaction, a bimolecular scattering experiment. The measura­ble quantities in this simpler case are product internal and external (translation) energy distributions as well as abso­lute rates. Consider the typical unimolecular reaction from state α to the final state
A —tΛτ) ,
A∙(vaJa) - R(t⅛⅛⅛) + C(ι>y√rιZ>) .Several parameters may be defined—the rate of disappear­ance of Λ(Ao ≡∑ftr ⅛o~tftr, ),therateofformationofBor 
C and the impact parameter b. The state-to-state rate con­stant is the characteristic time constant for the appearance of products B or Cin specific final states. The temporal behav­ior of A, B, or C can be measured in principle, b cannot be directly measured, but may be inferred from the distribution in different final states. Ka, the absolute reaction rate, can­not be derived from PSDs since the ratio of nascent popula­tion in different product states is simply the ratio of the state- to-state rates, fco_(Ar), of dissociation into those channels.The measurements of rates and PSDs yield different in­formation relevant to the dynamics. PSDs contribute infor­mation on the distribution of impact parameters that include effects of long range interactions (dispersion forces and elec­tron correlation). These measurements are made after the entire ensemble has reacted and involves time delays of sev­eral tens of nanoseconds between initiation and probing. In rate measurements, the time evolution of the ensemble is of primary interest; energy redistribution and early time dy­namics leave their signature on the form of the transient. The hope here is to be able to view the dynamics at early times and to compare rate measurements with predictions of sta­tistical theories such as RRKM, phase space theory (PST), or the statistical adiabatic channel model (SACM). The combination of time resolution and molecular beams makes it possible to measure directly the rates (and PSDs) of an ensemble which is essentially microcanonical, with specified energy and angular momentum. This affords a stringent test of the theories of energy redistribution and unimolecular dis­sociation.This first paper (I) in the series presents measurements of the state-to-state reaction rates of the unimolecular disso­ciation of πitrosyl cyanide (NCNO) to nitric oxide (NO) and the cyanogen radical ( CN ). The PSDs for this reaction have been studied in a complete series of experiments by Wittig and co-workers6 and found to be in agreement with PST. Our experiments reported here are performed in a su­personic beam to obtain initial states with a narrow spread in energy and angular momentum, in contrast to the previously reported work"c, performed in a low pressure, ambient temperature bulb or in an effusive beam. By continuously and independently varying the pump and probe photon en­ergies, we provide for different initial total eneτgy in the reagent and for different rotational states of the CN product. The functional dependence of the rates on energy shows a
threshold for reaction which is the bond energy in the ab­sence of an exit channel barrier. We find phase space theory (PST) and simple RRKM treatments inadequate for ex­plaining the energy dependence of the rates, ⅛mc (£), over the range of excess energies studied. We observe “structure” in k mc (£) and offer a number of possible explanations for these deviations, including the idea of dynamical trapping in the exit channel of the PES whose details are presently un­known.This paper is structured as follows. The experimental section (Sec. II) contains a summary of our apparatus. The results and analysis section (Sec. Ill ) give specific details of the different experiments done and their results, followed by a description of how the raw data was analyzed. The fourth section develops the theoretical background relevant to the discussion and includes a summary of statistical theories. The discussion (Sec. V) is broken up into several subsec­tions. The first one (Sec. V A) presents some spectroscopic information on the reagent and the products. The next one addresses the significance of measuring the time dependence of product appearance in different channels (Sec. V B). The dependence of rates on the initial angular momentum is briefly discussed next. The influence of intramolecular ener­gy redistribution on reaction rates is considered in the light of transient absorption and recent fluorescence measure­ments (Sec. V D). Calculated phase space theory and RRKM rates are compared with the experimental rates (Sec. V E), showing the inadequacy of both models in ex­plaining the energy dependence. Possible explanations for the structure in A (£) are also explored.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. Two-color picosecond laser systemIt is necessary to have two independently tunable sources of high energy picosecond pulses in order to measure the excess energy dependence of the temporal behavior of a given product channel. A detailed description of the laser system is presented in paper II,s and only a summary is pre­sented here. The 1064 nm output of an actively mode-locked Nd-YAG was frequency doubled by focusing in a KTP crys­tal. The 532 nm visible light (—800 mW) was divided into two beams of approximately equal intensity and each one used as the pump source for a synchronously pumped dye laser. The output wavelength of each dye laser was selected by an intracavity three-plate quartz biréfringent filter. Both dye lasers used R6G in ethylene glycol as the gain medium. 
One of these (DL1 ) was used to generate light at 580-565 nm, while the other (DL2) was used to generate light at —610 nm. Typical pulses from each dye laser had Gaussian temporal profiles with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) value of — 8 ps. The measured spectral band­width was approximately Gaussian with — 3 cm^1 FWHM.The pulses from the sync-pump lasers were amplified in two three-stage dye-amplifiers pumped by the doubled out­put of a ^-switched Nd-YAG laser operating at 20 Hz. A number of different dye solutions (R640, R610∕R640, R610, KR620, R620∕R590, and R590, all in methanol) were used to obtain proper amplification as the frequency of DL1 was changed. The visible output of amplified DL1 was
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used as the pump with no further processing. The amplified output of DL2 was mixed with the 1064 nm fundamental of the DCR∕2A in a KDP crystal to generate light at 388 nm and used to probe specific rotational states of the nascent ground-state CN radicals produced on dissociation.The time delay between the two beams was set up in a Michelson interferometer. The pump beam (DL1 ) was di­rected through a fixed delay, while the probe beam (DL2) was directed through a variable delay consisting of a 2.5 in. hollow comer cube mounted on a stepper-motor driven translator ( 10.0μ per step). The beams were combined in a dichroic mirror after which they were propagated collinear- ly and focused softly with a 1 m quartz lens into the expan­sion chamber. The focus was adjusted to be beyond the free jet, so that scatter and multipboton processes could be mini­mized simultaneously.The cross correlation of DL1 and DL2 after amplifica­tion was measured by generating the sum frequency7 in a 1 cm KDP crystal. A typical cross correlation (Fig. 1 ) could be represented by a Gaussian envelop (FWHMxlO ps). The response functions for the transient absorption experi­ments described below were obtained by generating the dif­ference frequency of the UV light (doubled DL1 or DL2) and the visible fundamental (DL 1 ) in a KDP or LiIO3 crys­tal. In this case the light generated had exactly the same frequency as the fundamental, but could be separated from it by using a spatial filter to give an essentially zero-back­ground two beam signal. Figure 1 also shows typical cross correlations for this experiment when the tuning element in the laser was a two-plate biréfringent filter. This configura­tion was used for some of the transient absorption studies described below.
B. Molecular beam apparatus with LIF detectionA free jet expansion was used to eliminate internal ener­gy in the parent NCNO molecule. The expansion chamber was pumped by two oil-diffusion pumps. The sample was introduced through a pulsed nozzle made of Kel-F, a per- fluorinated, machinable plastic. The nozzle was operated at 20 Hz and triggered by the β-switch of the Y AG amplifier. The nominal aperture diameter d was 500 μ and the laser beams intersected the expansion 10 mm downstream from the nozzle, corresponding to x∕<f≈20. The results were not affected by decreasing d. Typical backing pressures of 1000 Torr He and nominal valve open-time of Γ00μs resulted in an ambient pressure of 2 × 10-s Torr at steady state. Short optical baffles were used on both input and output sides to reduce scattered light in the chamber.Fluorescence was detected using a single∕∕l quartz lens 2 inches in diameter which was adjusted to focus a point image defined by the laser beams and the axis of the expan­sion slightly beyond the detector. A UV sharp-cut filter (Corion LDS-37O) and visible blocking filters (7-59 and in­terference-coated 7-54, Coming) were used to define the spectral window of detection. The detector was a high gain photomultiplier operated close to its maximum gain of 10*. The output of the PMT was amplified and used as input to a variable gain boxcar integrator which was triggered off a fast photodiode illuminated by 532 nm light from the ^-switched
Cross Correlation
FIG. 1 Cross correlation of pump and probe lasers. The top figure was 
obtained by generating the difference frequency between the doubled out­
put and the fundamental of DL1. A two-plate biréfringent filter was used to 
reduce the temporal widths of the pulses. The lower trace was obtained by 
generating the sum frequency of DL1 and DLZ. A three-plate biréfringent 
filter was used in each sync-pump laser.
laser. The gate for signal averaging was set to bias against laser scatter. The boxcar output was routed through a vol­tage to frequency converter and into a multichannel analyz­er operated in the repetitive scaling mode. The channel step for the MCA was enslaved to a programmable stepper-mo­tor controller which drives the optical delay translator. The data was averaged in the MCA and later transferred to a PDP 11/23 + minicomputer where it was analyzed and stored on floppy disks.
C. Sample preparation and handlingNCNO was prepared by the reaction of NOC1 withAgCN according to the procedure of previous authors.6 8 NOC1 was prepared following a documented procedure.’ Reagent grade chemicals were used in the syntheses without further purification. AgCN (Aldrich ) was dried thoroughly under vacuum and cooled to — 40 ,C. NOC1 was introduced
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into the bulb containing AgCN and the gas-solid mixture was vigorously stirred. As the reaction proceeded, the vessel was kept cold with a bath of dry ice and acetone maintained below —30 "C. After 15-20 min, the gaseous products were trapped out into a separate bulb immersed in liquid N2. This procedure was repeated a number of times. The crude prod­ucts which always contained a large amount of unreacted NOC1 was purified by repeated bulb to bulb distillation from a hexane-liquid N2 slush bath. Extreme care was taken dur­ing the synthesis as several reports of explosions have been made.’A 22 t bulb was evacuated to — 100 mTorr and pure NCNO introduced to ~ 1 Torr. The bulb was then pressur­ized to 1000 Torr with He and connected to the input line for the pulsed nozzle. The bulb was refilled with pure He every 2 h, during which time the pressure in it dropped to ~800 Torr. This procedure could be repeated 20 times before the total signal level would start to affect the quality of the data. At that point the bulb was evacuated and fresh sample intro­duced. Except where specifically stated, this was our operat­ing condition for all transients recorded.The experiments to elucidate initial J dependence of dis­sociation rates were done similarly, with the following differ­ences. A much smaller bulb (5∕) was used and N2 was the carrier gas employed. The bulb was pressurized to 100 Torτ and the drop in pressure over 1.5 h was ~ 10 Torr. The sam­ple delivery manifold was checked carefully against leaks to the atmosphere. These expansions are referred to later as 
warm.
III. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSISSeveral different types of experiments were undertaken and a short description of each type is given below, with the results obtained in each case. The molecular transient re­sponse for a combination of pump and probe wavelength was obtained by varying the delay between the pulses. Care was taken to ensure that the range of the delay was 2 4r, where τ is the characteristic constant of a single exponential fit to the data. This was possible for all cases except at threshold, where r was longer than 1 ns.
A, Product rotational state dependenceIn this set of experiments, the pump laser (DL1 ) was tuned to a known absorption band of the parent molecule.6 The probe laser (DL2 ) was tuned to a wavelength such that the sum frequency obtained after mixing with the 1064 nm was resonant with a specific transition in the A branch of the ∆ι> ≈ 0 band of the B 2Σ* — X 2Σ+ electronic transition of CN.1° With the pump laser frequency fixed, the wavelength of the probe laser was tuned to various resonances in the A branch corresponding to different rotational levels (N ' ) of ground state CN. A series of transients corresponding to different N ’ and a fixed pump wavelength showed charac­teristic risetimes which were identical within experimental error. This was observed for several different pump energies in the range of excess energies covered in this study.
B. Excès» energy dependenceThese experiments were similar in concept to the ones described above. The pump laser was tuned to a vibronic transition in the 5,∣ —So absorption band. The probe laser was tuned to monitor a single K ' state in the ground state of CN, typically the one with maximum probability for popula­tion on dissociation of NCNO. In this set, the probe laser remained fixed for the most part, while the pump laser was tuned through the absorption spectrum.The dissociation rate of NCNO, as manifested by the appearance rate of the fragment CN, as a function of the excess energy in the parent was measured from 5853 to 5630 Â. The threshold for reaction derived from this data set is 17 083 cm~ l, in excellent agreement with the reported value of 17 085 cm ~,.6 In the range of energies studied, the charac­teristic constants varied from >2.0 ns at threshold to 10.0 ps at 690 cm ~,. Typical transients are shown in Fig. 2 and the fitted rate constants are plotted as a function of excess energy in Fig. 3. A study of the signal intensity as a function of the pump laser power showing linear dependence is presented in Fig. 4. The signal was also found to vary linearly with the intensity of the probe laser.
C. Total angular momentum dependenceIn order to investigate the effect of parent rotation on the rate of decomposition, we changed the expansion condi­tions. A warm expansion would leave significant population in higher J sûtes of the parent. The pump wavelength was held fixed at 5846 Â which lies in the middle of an unstruc­tured region of 5, absorption. The probe was tuned for dif­ferent Λ, *, as described in Sec. HI A, and the responses mea­sured are shown in Fig. 5. These rates show a marked dependence on N ", the effect being particularly striking for the highest N ',s, which show a biexponential temporal be­havior.
D. Transient absorptionThis set of experiments was designed to probe the bound parent molecule. As before, DL1 was tuned to a resonance in 
Sl. The amplified light of DL1 was frequency doubled to generate 285 nm, which was then used as the probe. The UV probe may also be obtained by frequency doubling the out­put of DL2. Fluorescence dependent on both fields was ob­served and identified as spontaneous emission from the B 2Σ state of CN using appropriate cutoff filters. The measured lifetime of this fluorescence was found to be 56 ns, which is identical to that of the fluorescence observed using a probe resonant with the CN B—X transition.10 The signal was lin­early dependent on the intensity of both fields. In this scheme, molecules absorbing photons from both pump and probe fields dissociate to the electronically excited B state of CN (Fig. 6).The transient absorption of the parent was measured at a number of different energies above and below the threshold for dissociation. For excitation below threshold, the pump laser was tuned to a weak S1 resonance at 5912 À.” The
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Pump-probe Transients at Various Excess Energies
FIG. 2 Typical transients observed at different pump energies The solid lines are our best fit of the data to single exponential buildup (see the text ). The same 
applies to other related figures.
Reoction Rotes of NCNC∣ os α Function of Energy
Vibrot∣onal Energy, E (wavenumbers)
FIG. 3. The excess energy dependence of measured microcanonical rates 
from 5853 to 5630 A Included in this data are the rates measured for differ* 
cm N * states of CN As mentioned in the text, different N * show the same 
rate when measured in a cold expansion.
FIG. 4. Observed signal intensity as a function of the intensity of the pump 
laser. The background was obtained by measuring the signal at large nega­
tive time and subtracting it from the signal at large positive time.
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FIG. 5. Transients observed while 
probing different CN(Λ") with 
pump frequency fixed at 5845 A 
These experiments were done on the 
warn expansion (see the text)
measured response showed an instantaneous rise and no sub­sequent decay on our time scale. At all excess energies above threshold, the measured decays were exponentials, with the time constant equal to that of the corresponding rise of CN at the same pump energy. Typical transients at different en­ergies are presented in Fig. 7.
E. Data analysisThe system response function was approximately Gaus­sian. The standard nonlinear least-squares analysis based on the Marquardt algorithm12 was used to fit the cross correla­
tions to this functional form. Typical pulse FWHM values were in the range 9.5 to 11.5 ps.The pulse width obtained from a fit of the cross correla­tion to a Gaussian form was used to derive accurate rate constants from the molecular responses measured in the ex­periments described in Secs. Ill A-ΠI C. Although the cross correlation of the two visible beams is not the true system response, the 388 nm radiation used in these experi­ments appears to have the same temporal profile as that of the fundamental visible used to generate it. A simple argu­ment supporting this observation is that the temporal fluctu-
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CM (X,Σ*) ♦ NO (X*∏)
NC-NO( A')
FIG. 6. Experimental schemes for transient absorption and CN state select­
ed detection. Pump and probe wavelengths are independently tunable. 
PROBE 1 corresponds to resonant excitation of specific rotational slates of 
product CN. PROBE 2 is absorbed by the bound molecule; the highly excit­
ed NCNO dissociates into electronically excited CN, and the spontaneous 
fluorescence is detected.
ations in the intensity of the — 3 ns, 1064 ran beam from the ^-switched Y AG should be negligible over 10 ps, the time range of interest. The measured cross-correlation functions were used to deconvolute the transient decays described in Sec. HI D. The fitted decay lifetimes were found to be the same as those obtained by deconvolving the transients with a Gaussian pulse simulating the cross correlation.The data reduction code was also based on the same algorithm and set up for the analysis of fluorescence decays. As shown in the Appendix, the convolution of a pulse with an exponential rise has the same mathematical form as the convolution of the integral of the pulse with an exponential decay having the same time constant. We used the second approach to deconvolute our data to derive the reported dis­sociation rates.The transients presented in the figures were all sm∞thed using a three-point averaging algorithm.13 Since the exponential constants were typically 100 channels, aver­aging has little effect on the derived rate constants. Reduced 
χ2 values obtained with statistical weighting were in the range 2.0 to 5.0. The weighted residuals showed that the nonrandom noise distribution responsible for these large val­ues had high frequency components that may be due to the mode quality of the pulsed Y AG amplifier and imperfect alignment of the interferometer.
AbsorptionTronsient
FIG. 7. Transient absorption signals measured at different pump energies. Note the agreement with results in Fig. 2 for Ea * 95 cm" '-The same agreement 
was found at other excess energies studied
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A. Kinetic modelA quasibound or metastable state has a wave function which can be represented in a low-order approximation by a superposition of a bound state and continuum wave func­tions. u The bound states form a basis in a local sense, i.e., if the system is restricted to a small volume in configuration space. It is well known that an isolated level coupled to a continuum can be represented quantum mechanically as a state having a complex energy.13 Population in these states, if observable, would decay exponentially with a time con­stant proportional to Γ, the effective coupling constant. A polyatomic molecule dissociating into two fragments can be formally represented in the same way. The true bound states of the parent molecule may be used to construct an approxi­mate basis set. Each set of bound state quantum numbers of the fragments has an associated translational energy contin­uum to which the bound states of the parent polyatomic are coupled. Thus so-called state-to-state rates of an unimolecu­lar dissociation process are simply measures of the coupling strength of an approximate molecular state to each contin­uum channel.The obvious kinetic scheme for the dissociation of a po­lyatomic molecule A into two fragments B and C is shown in Fig. 8. The sets {v,r},,τ,}x designate the vibrational (v, ) and rotational (Ji ,r, ) quantum numbers of the molecule X and identify the initial state i. Population in the rth state of X at time t is abbreviated to [X, (r) ] below. The solutions to the three simultaneous linear first-order differential equa­tions describing the temporal behavior of each molecule are readily obtained. If the initial conditions are that only 
[Λa (0) J is nonzero,μα(f)J=≈μo(0)]e-*'', (1)[⅞(f)] = μα(0)] 2⅛1I'-e~κ',] , (2)
[Cy(f)] = μα<0)] [1 -e~κ∙,], (3)where Ka = Σλ,. ka_,ert. The sums in Eqs. (2) and (3) are to account for the correct counting of channels for, say, fragment B in a quantum state β with all possible concomi­tant states γ of fragment C. The observed time dependence will be exponential, a decay for A and buildup for B or C,
with time constant equal to the total rate of depopulation of the initial state. The probability of products appearing in channel {Be,Cr} is k„_{eri/Ka. Therefore, analysis of product state distributions must be used with measurements of absolute rates to derive estimates of ko_(Ar). Further­more, PSDs cannot provide absolute rates (Ko ) since they only give ratios of k„.iAr> ∕Ka.This description of a unimolecular reaction is useful for comparison between theory and experiment only if the na­ture of the initial state(s land their coupling(s) to the trans­lational continua are known. The true molecular basis of the bound molecule cannot be exactly specified since all the in­teractions between the internal degrees of freedom are typi­cally not known. In practice, additional simplifying assump­tions that allow one to predict ka~lβri, Ka and other quantities of interest as functions of globally conserved quantities E and J are made. One of these, the statistical approximation, is discussed briefly.
B. Statistical modela for microcanonical ratesA proper statistical treatment of rates conserves all con­stants of motion and weights all degeneracies equally. For a typical potential energy surface with a single saddle point ( Fig. 9 ) representing the unimolecular reaction A — B + C, the classical microcanonical rate is proportional to the flux of points through a hypothetical surface S„ in phase space. If 5m is drawn such that a given trajectory will intersect it at most once, the rate is given by14·17i-7V⅛7∫⅛∫⅛4,r-'""'>
×w∙,i,1(f f)c∙[⅞ ']■
ç and p are generalized coordinates and momenta, each inte­gral is n-dimensional, Fis the total energy, H{p,q) is the n- dimensional Hamiltonian, G,0(x) is the unit step function, />*” (F) is the density of states in the vicinity of the well respresenting A, and∕0 = 0 defines the ( π — 1 ) -dimensional dividing surface, Sn.S∖E- H (ρ,q ) ] in the integral specifies a microcanonical (MC) ensemble, δ(f0y) restricts the inte­gral over coordinate dimensions to S„, and the last two fac­tors constitute the forward flux from A to products through
Scheme for Frogmen1αlion 
into Different Channels
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FIG. 9. A two-dimensional contour representation of a typical potential 
energy surface for unimolecular dissociation of A into B and C.
FIG. B. Kinetic model for dissociation into various fragment channels iden­
tified by quantum numbers.
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it. The integral reduces to the tnicrocanonical partition func­tion of the system restricted to the dividing surface which is the usual juncture for introducing quantization.1617 The MC partition function is the total number of bound states with energy less than E,λ,(E). Using a superscript † to em­phasize that the relevant integral has one less degree of free­dom, the rate assumes the familiar expression associated with RRKM theory16:
An application of this formula requires knowledge of the shape and position of the dividing surface as well as p. How correct a calculation of the rate constant is will be de­termined by how accurately Sm is described and how well 
p(E) is assessed. The choice of must satisfy a minimum flux (Λτ, ) criterion,“ but its shape cannot be completely specified without detailed knowledge of the potential energy surface (PES). Standard methods of approximating Λ,τ without recourse to the PES are described below.
1. FtRKM theoryThe zero-order approach is to model Sm by a surface perpendicular to g, the coordinate that best describes the bond being broken, and similar in shape to one drawn through the local minimum of the potential corresponding to A, and also perpendicular to g. This approximation, known as standard RRKM, is clearly an idealized case and will be good if the true Sm lies close to the equilibrium posi­tion of the reactants. In more familiar terms, Sm represents a fictitious molecule (critical configuration or transition state) with one less degree of freedom than the reactant. This lost degree is the reaction coordinate and is used to parametrize the extent of reaction in an intuitive sense. A standard RRKM calculation thus assumes a transition state whose vibrational frequencies and rotational constants are the same as the corresponding ones in the reactant. In the litera­ture, this is referred to as a tight transition state.
2. Phase-space theoryFor transition states of infinite looseness, yet another idealized case has been used to estimate with explicit conservation of angular momentum. In this model,1’ S„ is placed at the local maximum of an effective potential, Vα,, obtained from the sum of a long range attraction, Eb(r), and c∙ntrifugal repulsion due to orbital motion of the separating particles. Energy conservation imposes an upper limit on the orbital momentum quantum number. For a tetraatomic molecule (A) dissociating into two diatomic fragments (B and C), the conservation laws are
J = Ja = Jb + 3c -(-1, (5)
=F-max{Frffr)}> ζ r„(vib)+E,(rot),(6)Frf(r) = Ft(r) + ^-⅛-∙ (7)
E is the energy in the parent and Vb(r) is a one-parameter
representation of the potential energy along the bond disso­ciation coordinate. The dissociation energy Eo is Vt ( ® ). Note that Eα includes the zero point energies of the reactant and products. Ja is the total angular momentum of the par­ent, Jb and Jc the total angular momentum of B and C, respectively, and 1 the angular momentum of the relative motion of the separating fragments. E„ (vib) and E„ (rot) are the vibrational and rotational energies of the fragment n. 
μ is the reduced mass and the second term in the right-hand sideofEq. (7) is the centrifugal potential. E — Eo is the total energy available for product translation and internal motion at large distances. E,nil is this energy minus the centrifugal barrier to recombination (the reverse reaction ) for each val­ue of I. The barrier energy appears exclusively as transla­tional energy in the separated products. Generally, Ft is approximated by the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones 6- 12 potential. Λ'7 is then obtained by counting all possible ∞mbinations of product quantum numbers satisfying ener­gy and angular momentum conservation:
N'(E-E0)=∑ V κ. (8)⅛ ⅛⅛∣The parameter κ is a measure of the contribution of a combi­nation of quantum numbers to the reaction rate and should be a constant for a proper statistical theory. It may be regard­ed as the microscopic transmission coefficient and is general­ly chosen to be unity. The sum in Eq. ( 8 ) is over all allowed 
Jλ √c J *nd vibrational states, υ, . It is convenient to define 
J', an intermediate quantum number corresponding to the sum of Jb and Jc, in performing the calculation of Λ,*. The conservation of angular momentum imposes the following restrictions on J, and /:
∣∕b — Jc I <J <Jκ + Jc ,
∖Γ-l∖<J<J∙ + l.It should be noted that the degeneracies of∕8 √c, and I have been included in the sum, but they do not appear explicitly in Eq. (8).“
3. Refined modelsStandard RRKM and PST represent two extreme cases. A number of modifications have been proposed to better mimic physical situations which most probably lie between these cases. The frequencies and rotational constants of the transition state can be modified following intuitive semi- quantitative prescriptions?1 Another variation (SACM) proposes a method for parametrizing molecular quantum numbers by the reaction coordinate and examining each such adiabatic channel to determine whether it is energeti­cally accessible at all points between reactants and prod­ucts.27 PST has been criticized because it allows free rotation of the fragments within the transition state complex. A method (SSE)6 for calculating PSDs that treats vibrations and rotations somewhat differently has been recently pro­posed and applied to the dissociation of NCNO at energies where product vibrations are excited and PST overestimates the extent of rotational excitation in the fragments. Classical trajectory calculations23 offer a means of avoiding the statis­tical assumptions but require explicit knowledge of the PES.
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The minimum flux criterion mentioned is derived from treating kMC variationally. Several treatments have forma­lized this approach as microcanonica! variational transition state theory.’4 A recent treatment of the dissociation of small polyatomic molecules involving transition states of arbitrary looseness uses canonical variables and Monte Carlo tech­niques for numerically estimating the multidimensional in­tegrals in Eq. (4)All of these methods presume a model of the PES which may be altered to obtain better agreement with experimental observations. We leave applications of these more elaborate models for future work,
V. DISCUSSION
A. Preliminary considerationsBefore embarking on a detailed analysis of our results, we summarize the spectroscopy of NCNO and the fragment rSBιcals CN and NO in this section. We also address the issues related to the selectivity of these experiments, namely, how well do we know our initial and final states.
1, Spectroscopy of parent and fragment moleculesNCNO has been thoroughly studied by microwave,’6 infrared,” and visible’8 spectroscopy. Studies by Wittig and co-workers on jet-cooled NCNO has provided rich informa­tion on the spectra.’8 Molecular constants for both ground state and excited state NCNO taken from the current litera­ture are listed in Table I. The molecule is bent and planar in the ground state and has Ci point group symmetry. In the first excited singlet state (πrr*), the molecule is also planar and bent. Strong perturbations in the spectrum have been attributed to extensive mixing with the ground singlet state promoted by the bending modes. Near the 5,1 origin, the ro­tational structure has been resolved and the band assigned’8 as a C-type transition, i.e., the transition moment is perpen­dicular to the molecular plane and parallel to the c axis of inertia.” At higher energies, vibronically induced A ∕i-type transitions to nontotal!y symmetric bands are observed.
TABLE I. Spectroscopic parameters of NCNO. CN, and NO.
NCNO: Vibrational frequencies and rotational constants (Refs 26-28) 
(cm-1)
v~ CN stretch (terminal) 2170 A’ 2.71
NO stretch 1501 B∙ 0.18
< CN stretch (central) 820 .C' 0.16
< CNObcnd 216.5 Λ' 4.77
NCN bend 588.5 B 0.16
< out of plane bend 269.6 C, 0.16




γ 0.007 25 spin-rotation constant
NO: Molecular constants (Ref. 32) (ctn^')Tli
V 1904.03
A 1.672
119.62 spin-orbit splitting 
V 1903.68
B, 1.720
Overtones and combinations of the vi bending mode are con­siderably broader than other transitions at comparable ener­gies, indicating its role as a promoting mode for 5∣-S0 mix­ing.’8 Similar effects have been observed in the absorption spectrum of HNO,° and likewise attributed to perturbations between the two lowest states. A sharp onset for the produc­tion of CN radicals occurs at 17 085 cm~,. The S, absorp­tion spectrum in this energy region shows structure reminis­cent of C-type bands, but the rotational substructure of these bands cannot be resolved with laser linewidths of 0.04 cm -1. This must be due to perturbations of the levels, since the measured dissociation rate at threshold ( -- 108 s -1 ) implies homogeneous widths ~0.001 cm-,. Fluorescence measure­ments have been recently made on expansion cooled NCNO (see Sec. V D) and estimates ofthe radiative lifetime (20∕zs) can be made for these nitroso compounds.The fragment CN is a typical Hund's case (b) diatom­ic.” The ground state is a ’Σ state and the angular momen­tum without spin (Λr) is an approximate quantum number. 
N is the sum of nuclear rotational angular momentum (Ä ) and the electronic orbital angular momentum (Λ), and is coupled weakly to the electron spin. The appropriate energy expressions31 are given below and an energy level diagram showing some of the rotational levels is presented in Fig. 10:
























FIG. !0. Energy level diagram showing rotational sûtes of CN and NO 
The numbers on the left of each set of levels (Ä ) identify it with the nuclear 
routional angular momentum The labels to the right correspond to the 
total angular momentum J. Note that the spin-orbit splitting of NO is not 
represented to scale. The spin-routιon and λ-doublet splittings (dashed 
levels ) are exaggerated for clarity. For CN, A’ is a good quantum number, 
while √ is the quantum number for NO.
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fiw=>.λγ(jv+ υ + irΛ∖ 
f2(W = ι,nt∕ + υ - jr(Λ +1 ).The total angular momentum J is given by N ± J for the states Ft and F2, respectively. Bi is the rotational constant in a particular vibrational state and y is the spin-rotation cou­pling constant.The fragment NO is a typical Hund’s case (a) molecule. The ground state is 2∏ and nonnegligible spin-orbit cou­pling breaks the degeneracy due to the nonzero projection of the electronic spin angular momentum on the internuclear axis. The total angular momentum (?) is the sum of the rotational angular momentum and the electronic angular momentum including spin. Each level is doubly degenerate, corresponding to the two possible ways of electron motion about the figure axis. For high values of J, this degeneracy is also removed (/-doubling). The appropriate energy expres­sions for the 3∏,,- and j∏3z2 states are31
Ej (j∏,% ) = B ['m∙HJ + 1 ) ± ^,,2(∕) .
Fj <2Π3*j ) ≈ B  ̂7(∕ + 1).+ Δ£„ ± ⅛l2(J).The energy scale is referenced to the lowest rotational level 
(J = 1/2} ofthe3n,/2state.£1/2and£3/2arethe/ depen­dent corrections to the energy due to orbital-rotation (spin­uncoupling) interaction and are important only for high J. These terms are ignored in the discussion below. ΔEκ, is the spin-orbit splitting which is the energy of the lowest rota­tional level (∕≈ 3/2) of the 2∏3∕3 state. It is important to note that the energy in this case is determined primarily by J and not Λr, in contrast to CN. The spectroscopic constants are collected in Table I.
2. Resolution of initial anti product stalesThe final distribution of internal energy in molecules in a free-jet .expansion is generally described in terms of effec­tive vibrational, rotational, and translational tempera­tures.33 These values depend on the carrier gas used and are typically small, —10 K for vibrational, — 5 K for rotational, and ~ 1 K for translational distributions. In NCNO, the smallest ground state vibrational fundamental is 216 cm-1 which has an occupation probability of 0.002 at 50 K. Thus vibrational energy in the parent may be ignored for cold expansions. On the other hand, the rotational constants are small and a significant fraction of the molecules lie in states with J > 0. Under similar expansion conditions Noble et αl.n determined rotational temperatures of 2 K by resolving the rotational fine structure of the origin band. Their estimate of the average rotational quantum number is J ≈ 3. On scan­ning the frequency of the probe laser at a number of fixed pump energies, we observed a sharp drop in signal intensity for probe frequencies greater than that required to detect CN fragments with the maximum rotational quantum number that is energetically allowed, as reported by Nadler et al.i This suggests that the spread of internal energies in NCNO in our expansion is also small and we assume that the termi­nal rotational temperature in our studies is also — 2 K.TheS,('∕ ')—So(,∕ ') transition in NCNO is dipole al­lowed (orbitally forbidden”) having its moment parallel to the principal axis of largest moment of inertia ( C-type ). The
approximate symmetric top selection rules (perpendicular- type transition ) areΔ∕=0,±l ΔK=±1.At excitation energies near dissociation threshold where mixing with another electronic state is believed to be exten­sive, the pure rotational quantum number is not a good one but the total angular momentum must be conserved. The reactive ensemble is essentially tnicrocanonical with angular momentum J = 3 and energy equal to the sum of the photon energy and the rotational energy. The spectral bandwidth of the excitation laser is 3 cm -, FWHM, which determines the spread in energy in the reactive ensemble.The probe laser is tuned to a specific transition in the Λ branch (ΔΛr ≈ + 1 ) of the B~ X band of CN. This transi­tion shows a bandhead in the P branch when the diatom is rotationally very excited. The Ä branch was chosen to avoid spectral overlap between transitions from different N ’ levels at the higher excitation energies. The spectral bandwidth of the probe laser ( 3 cm ~ ‘ ) is smaller than the spacing between adjacent peaks in this branch. Thus different N ’ states of CN can be monitored qui« cleanly, although the different spin- rotation states (Fl and F2) are not resolved. Since simulta­neous measurements on NO were not made, the population of CN in a particular N ‘ state observed at any time is the sum over all open product channels having that value of CN(Λ1').
3. Electronic state correlationThe concept of a PES on which nuclear motion takes place is entrenched in the Born-Oppenheimer approxima­tion. The terms in the complete Hamiltonian that are ig­nored in the approximate treatment result in small coupling Urms between the zero-order eigenfunctions. The separabil­ity of nuclear and electronic coordinates implies that the electronic quantum numbers are conserved independently. For a system where the nuclei are constrained near their equilibrium configuration, this approximation is quite suc­cessful. On the other hand, one expects it to be inadequate for the quantitative description of a system which is under­going dissociation into fragments that are very different from the parent molecule. Nevertheless, correlations between states with the same electronic quantum numbers may be used to obtain qualitative knowledge of the shape of the PES as the nuclei rearrange or sépara« during a chemi­cal reaction.For the case at hand, it is simplest to consider the reverse process, recombination of the radicals CN and NO, proceed­ing through a linear complex which then rearranges to the equilibrium structure of NCNO (Fig. 11 ). If spin-orbit in­teraction in NO were ignored, the ground state diatomics would combine to form a ,∏ and a 3∏ state in a linear NCNO. At the equilibrium geometry each doubly degener­ate ∏ state also splits into two (A ' and A ' in C, ). The singlet states are nondegenerate whereas the three spin components of the triplet states remain quasidegenerate. Similar argu­ments must be developed for all combinations of electroni­cally excited states of CN and NO and correlated to elec­tronic states of NCNO. The ordering of the electronic states
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N-C —N NC—NO CN*NO
FIG. 11. Corτel>tion diagram for the dissociation of NCNO The leftmost 
column shows the order of energy levels in the parent molecule schematical­
ly. The far right column shows the energy of the products at infinite separa­
tion. The center column represents the molecule with the central CN bond 
greatly extended and the fragments arranged in a linear geometry.
by energy cannot be deduced without detailed calculations of its electronic structure. Recent calculations’4 show that the ground singlet and lowest triplet states are derived from ground state CN and NO, but the next most energetic singlet and triplet states are obtained from CN(A,) and a highly excited configuration of NO. Topological constraints de­mand that these curves intersect the higher NCNO states correlating to CN(√V) and NO(Λ,). The pairs of states in­volved have the same symmetry and their interaction leads to an avoided crossing, which predicts a substantial barrier to dissociation from 5,, and 7^2 to ground state CN and NO fragments.
B. Product rotational state dependenceAs shown above for an isolated resonance coupled to a finite number of continua, the rise time observed in any channel is the absolute rate of depopulation of the resonance state. We define such a state as an eigenfunction of an ap­proximate molecular Hamiltonian which includes all terms except those which couple the bound states to the translation continua. Thus intramolecular vibrational redistribution and nonradiative transitions other than fragmentation would be manifested only in the relative phases of the states included in the initial superposition created by the excita­tion. For the purposes of this discussion, we ignore the rela­tive phase factors and consider only population loss from the
bound states. Differences in the rate of appearance of frag­ments in different channels can be observed if the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) multiple resonances are ex­cited simultaneously and (ii) relative coupling strengths of the resonance states to continua are different. It is easy to verify by a contrapositive argument that these are necessary conditions. The second criterion has to be quantified in order for the pair to be sufficient conditions as well.The observed temporal evolution of population in each CN rotational state can be modeled as a single exponential buildup with the time constants for different N * being equal within experimental error. At least one of the two conditions just stated is therefore not satisfied. Although our experi­ments cannot distinguish between the cases of one resonance state coupled to the continua and many such states equally coupled to the translational states, the former is an unlikely possibility because of energy redistribution (discussed in lat­er sections), which leads to the excitation of multiple reso­nance states prior to reaction.If we assume that many resonance states are populated by or following photoexcitation, the second condition insists that the coupling strengths are determined by the constants of motion—total energy and angular momentum. The possi­bility that only one state in the set of excited states dissoci­ates can be ruled out on the basis of the single exponentials observed in transient absorption (see discussion below).If the reaction were statistical in the reagent, rates of nonradiative decay and vibrational redistribution would be much faster than the rate of reaction. All quasidegenerate resonance states would be coupled to the optical state and to the dissociation continua. The discussion above makes no claim about the extent of redistribution, although experi­mental results suggest that all resonance states that are pop­ulated are equally coupled to products. Thus measurements of equal rates in different product channels indicate rapid redistribution among the set of resonance states which are coupled to the optical state. It is important to note this set does not necessarily include all accessible states.”In our initial communication we reported rates chang­ing as a function of CN (Λr ' ). At that time, we were unable to determine whether the observed dependence was a manifes­tation of nonstatistical effects or simply an ensemble effect. Our current results show unambiguously the latter is the correct interpretation of our previous study.
C. Initial angular momentum dependenceFigure 5 illustrates the effect of a finite spread in the distribution of initial energy and angular momentum. The photon energy promotes molecules in the vibrationally and rotationally cold ground state to states 25 cm-1 above the threshold for dissociation. If this were the maximum energy available for distribution among product degrees of freedom, the rotational quantum number of CN would be Λ"<4. Clearly, product channels with CN(Λ, ' > 4) must originate from internally excited NCNO. Since the distribution of vi­brational states at low energies is sparse, we assume that most of the excitation is rotational.These measurements dramatize the need for performing experiments in molecular beams where extensive cooling of
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TABLE II Λ” dependent lifetimes of warm expansion <ps).
N’ Lifetime Î Lifetime 2 Fraction
0 107 289 0.296
3 123 532 0.425
4 95 380 0.392
5 64 230 0.433
6 26 213 0.352
7 37 183 0.730
the interna] degrees of freedom is achievable. They also sup­port our claim above that the previously observed N " depen­dence of the dissociation rates in a bulb was due to ensemble energy. In Table II we list the fitted rate constants for each transient with the fraction of the fast component to the total amplitude. It is not possible to accurately represent a distri­bution of rate constants with average values and this was reflected in the sensitivity of the fit to the initial guess. The values listed in the table are therefore the average of fitted values obtained with a range of initial guesses.The observed quasibiexponential behavior in Fig. 5 re­flects the dissociation of molecules from different JJC states. For molecules in high J, low K states, the centrifugal barrier is expected to be higher than for molecules in low J states. Accordingly, the dissociation rates from these states will be relatively slow. On the other hand, the dissociation rates for molecules in highK[KzJ) states should be faster. This is because the initial J ( good quantum number ) is converted to average I, especially if the rotational constants of the frag­ments are much larger than those of the reagent. States with high K are not as constrained with angular momentum con­servation laws and behave more like vibrational states.The results for the higher N ’ channels corroborate the discussion above. The N" =7 channel is closed for energies less than 105 cm-1 so that only rotationally excited mole­cules (∕>6) can contribute. Table H shows that a significant fraction of molecules decay into this channel with rates — 5 X10’ s~, (slow component of the quasibiexponential ), a value which is a factor of 2 smaller than the rate of dissocia­tion of NCNO with —100 cm ^1 of excess vibrational energy and no rotational excitation. This slow component is derived from the high J, low K states. The fast component is faster than the rate measured in the cold expansion (£, = 105 cm-1), indicating the involvement of high K(K~J) states. This ensemble effect was also observed in the lower N " chan­nels.
D. Energy redistribution and reaction mechanismThe model we adopt here is described in Fig. 12 The Sl singlet level, which carries most of the oscillator strength, is quasidegenerate with many levels from So and/or T states. Since the barrier to dissociation on S1 is high (estimated to be more than 5000 cm -1 6 ), and the density of levels in S' J and 7^, is appreciable, energy redistribution from the state of Sl character to S'o (or T‡ ) states is the primary step for dissociation. This intramolecular process requires electronic coupling between the initial and final states, which may in­volve promoting modes that mediate vibrational/rotational
FIG. 12 A pictorial represenution of energy redistribution, predissodxtion 
and the effect of coherent excitation. The lower right inset shows the de­
tailed energy level structure near the 5, origin. The “broad band” ps pulse 
can excite the state of S∣ character, whereas the ns (“narrow band") pulse 
cannot. The upper insert shows the structure above dissociation threshold 
The greater density of sûtes and lifetime broadening makes the spectrum of 
quasibound sûtes appear continuous.
energy redistribution on the final state surface. The reaction proceeds from the final state surface. We therefore consider both processes (i.e., energy redistribution and dissociation) explicitly.Below the dissociation threshold, the redistribution dis­cussed here is quite similar to the case of intermediate sized molecules, such as pyrazine and isoquinoline.37 As shown in the case of pyrazine, a picosecond pulse with a coherence width spanning the eigenstates of the system leads to the preparation of the zero-order state (or close to it), in this case the 5, state. Intramolecular dephasing is the primary decay process (in pyrazine it was observed to be 100 ps37) which leads to the population of long-lived states, in this case the Si (or Γ, ) states. For NCNO near the S', origin, the vibrational density of states is ~ 50 per cπΓl. The effec­tive (including symmetry restrictions and limited cou­plings) density is less than 25 cm, ignoring rotations for the sake of simplicity. The linewidth of the states is < 10 kHz, indicating that below the dissociation limit, the spacing between levels is greater than the intrinsic width. The two- color picosecond transient absorption experiments reported here and the recent fluorescence lifetime measurements of Reisler et al.3t support this view. Our transient absorption studies show (Fig. 7) a rise ( < 8 ps) and no decay at longer times. The fluorescence experiment below threshold of Reisler et al.ib determines the long decay component to be > 100μs. The laser coherence width in their case is probably less than 0.5 cm - ', while in our picosecond experiments it is 3 cm~*. Thus in the ns experiments one is measuring the
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long-time ("'dilution effect”) decay of an eigenstate or a bunch of eigenstates (Fig. 12). The ps experiment coherent­ly excites the distribution of eigenstates which following de­phasing (ps’s) produce the long-lived So (or F, ) states that are subsequently probed in the transient absorption experi­ment. The early-time dephasing is also supported by the fact that below (or near) threshold the rotational structure of the absorption bands was not resolved using a 0.04 cm-, band­width laser.6 Finally, the difference (27 vs 3 cm~,) in linewidths observed below threshold for different absorption bands could be due to the influence of the promoting mode(s) on electronic couplings of nearby states. This prox­imity effect is also found in isoquinoline 5,1∕5,j coupling.”Above the dissociation threshold the picture is some­what different. For example at Ea, + 700 cm" ∕⅛ < 150 per cm -1 and the linewidth (from our dissociation rate mea­surements) is — 30 GHz. Both the density and level width have increased considerably and the picture here is that of fast and reversible energy redistribution followed by prtdis- sociation (see Fig. 12). If we ignore coherence effects, then we can evaluate the relative importance of the redistribution vs predissociation rates. Simple kinetics indicate that the ini­tial state 5, decays by the redistribution rate constant (kr ) :5,(f) = S,(0)e^vwhile S0(ι) will build up and decay according toS0(t) ≈5,(0),—(e~v-e~v) . 
kr~ktlIt is important to note that if kr — kd is positive, the decay of S0(f) will be given by kd. The product buildup in this limit (λ, > fc* ) is simply given byP(t)≈S,(0)(l —e~*z)and exhibits the same rate as S0(t), consistent with experi­mental observation. We have ignored reversible processes, sincep is large and detailed balance implies very long recur­rence times. The important point here is that the picosecond product appearance times, transient absorption decay rates and other spectroscopic data are all consistent with this model. This allows us to separate the redistribution from predissociation processes, within the context of the model, and to conclude that the measured rates are kd. These kd change by three orders of magnitude on going from near threshold to 700 cm -, above threshold, yet the absorption spectrum still shows sharp features. The linewidth above dis­sociation threshold is given by the dephasing rate. An esti­mate of k, is — (3 ps)~1, which is still larger than the ob­served rates (ns-, at threshold to 10 ρs-1 at 700 cm~1 above threshold).Finally, in the above discussion we tacitly ignored the contribution of the triplet state below 5,. This is not known for certain, ιlthough there are a number of points that may be presented in favor of the 50 choice. First, if the triplet were involved in addition to So then the product buildup should be a biexponential rise with the ratio of the two components of the rise determined by the relative redistribution rate con­stants to 5,0 and T. This has not been observed in our experi­ments—all transient absorption decays and product buildup rates are matching single exponentials. Second, extensive
perturbations of the levels of 5,1 have been attributed to mix­ing with S0*ρ is —280 cm in the ground state, compared to —20 cm in T (assuming the same frequencies and that Tis —6000 cm-, above 50, which is not known for NCNO) at threshold. The choice of 5,0 over T has been favored before 
for NCNO by Wittig’s group. It is also interesting that in HNO, threshold dissociation proceeds via S0.M
E. Reagent excess energy dependenceFigure 3 shows rate constants for the appearance of CN as a function of excess energy. A plot of the rates near thresh­old is presented in Fig. 13 with a smooth curve drawn through the data and extrapolated to lower energy to obtain the threshold energy for reaction. Scanning DL1 with DL2 tuned to probe CN (N “ ≈= 0), we were able to reproduce the results of Nadler et al. for excitation wavelengths shorter than 5853 Ä. Relative positions of peaks and the absolute value of the threshold energy are in excellent agreement. The lifetimes vary smoothly from >2 ns at 5853 A to —10 ps at 5630 Â. It is interesting to note that we do not observe the peak just Bt threshold. Previous experiments show evidence for very long appearance times (70-20 ns) corresponding to tunneling through a small rotational barrier.6 Our experi­ments are not designed to measure the long rise times ( —10 ns) close to threshold expected on the basis of previous work.The rapid increase in the rates from threshold requires further consideration of the effect of finite spread in energy. Since the pump pulse has a finite spectral width (3 cm~,), the initial ensemble is not strictly a microcanonical one, and the observed rates are larger than the rate at the mean ener­gy. Molecules absorbing the redder photons have less total energy and therefore dissociate more slowly than the ones which absorb the bluer photons. There are two possible sources of bias in our measurements. At threshold, the reac­tive part of the ensemble has a skewed energy distribution and the average rate is faster than the rate of a true MC ensemble having the mean energy of the excitation pulse.
FIG. 13. Rales of dissociation measured near threshold showing the onset 
at reaction.
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This effect becomes of lesser consequence if tunnelling ef­fects are taken into account. The second point regarding threshold measurements is that the limited time range over which the appearance of products is measured constitutes a biased sampling of the ensemble (within 3 cm-1). The se­verity of this unavoidable systematic error can be reduced simply by carrying out measurements to time delays of sev­eral r. Since both of these effects are expected to be small in magnitude and nonnegligible only near threshold, we make no effort to adjust our results to correct for these errors.Calculations of MC rates using PST and RRKM theory are compared with our rate measurements below, in an at­tempt at understanding their dependence on excess energy in the reagent.
f. Comparison with statistical theories: Phase space 
theoryAlthough it is well known that PST overestimates rates, we present results of these calculations as an upper bound for the observed rates at all energies. These rates should be a good approximation very close to threshold. The calcula­tions were performed on a PDP 11/23 + computer using a Lennard-Jones attractive potential (C6=1.60×105 erg-À6). The molecular constants are collected in Table I.It is crucial to assess all degeneracies for a correct abso­lute rate calculation. The total angular momentum is the sum of electron spin and orbital angular momentum, rota­tional angular momentum and nuclear spin. We assume that the nuclear spin coordinates are separable and the total nu­clear spin is conserved independently. As the dissociated fragments are distinguishable, the Pauli principle imposes no restrictions on possible combinations of angular momen­tum quantum numbers in the products. The total angular momenta of the fragments are good quantum numbers and are easily computed. In a singlet state electron spin is zero and the total angular momentum of NCNO is the spectro­scopically assigned quantum number J. The phase space vol­ume for the transition state is estimated using Eq. (8). The two spin-orbit states of NO are treated as independent chan­nels with equal weighting.We have performed a full PST calculation (xr = 1 ) and the results are shown in Fig. 14 (curve C). We also make an attempt at conserving electronic quantum numbers by pro­posing a value less than unity for *, the transmission coeffi­cient. Ignoring differences in electronic energy in the prod­ucts, we notice an eightfold degeneracy for a given combination of CN and NO rotational states. This arises from a twofold degeneracy of the electron spin in each of the two fragments and an additional twofold degeneracy (2- doubling) of the electron orbital motion in NO. Each combi­nation of electronic quantum numbers should correlate with a different electronic state of NCNO. As discussed in Sec. V A 3, some combinations correlate with the triplet and ex­cited singlet states and therefore represent closed channels. Correlation between the states of the two radicals and a lin­ear NCNO can be made, but enough information for de­tailed correlations to the bent NCNO is not available. If we take recourse in statistical adiabaticity, i,e., on the average these quantum numbers are preserved, only one-eighth of all
Comporisor of PST with Experimental Rates
FIG. 14. Comparison of PST theory with experiment Calculated rates 
(∕~ 3) *π shown as connected lines Curves A, B. and C ∞rτtspond to 
a ·» t> J, and 1, respectively. The density of sûtes was approximated by the 
Whitten-Rabinovitcb method for harmonic vibrations and summed over 
allowed K. The circles are the experimentally measured values Note thιt 
the structure it somewhat deemphasized because the rates are plotted on a 
logarithmic scale.
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where σ = 1 for K = 0, and σ = 2 otherwise. p(EJ} is the total density of rovibrational states at energy E that have angular momentum J. In contrast to Eq. (8), this expression displays all degeneracies (2/ + 1 ). pi, (E,J,K} is the subset of p containing only states having K as the projection of J along the figure axis. Thus p is simply the sum over all al­lowed K of pc.In Fig. 14, calculated rates using different values of κ are superimposed on a plot of log k mc (E} vs E. The agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable at low energies. Clearly the range of energy over which κ changes its value is small and occurs where E≈EEto. At the high end of the energy range studied, PST rates are indeed higher than the measured rates. It should be emphasized thatp was calculat­ed using the harmonic approximation. Spectroscopic studies demonstrate that the bending potentials are quite harmon­ic.2i The value of Ci was chosen for consistency with the calculations which reproduced the measured PSDs.* Sample calculations show that decreasing oτ increasing its value by an order of magnitude does not affect the rates significantly. Finally, the same algorithm used for calculating rates was used to produce the PSD obtained in Ref. 6, and good agree­ment was found.
2. RRKM ratesA standard RRKM calculation using only vibrational frequencies of the reactant yields a discontinuous distribu­tion of rates as a function of energy and is obviously incor­rect. We attempt to model the transition state in the follow­ing way. We choose the frequencies for the CN and NO stretch modes to be equal to their free radical values. The three bending motions are represented by three harmonic oscillators of very low frequency (see Table III). The reac­tion coordinate is the central bond stretch mode. The vibra­tional zero-point energies are assumed to have been included in the threshold energy. The rotational constants are esti­mated for the equilibrium geometry with an extended cen­tral bond. Λ't (£) was calculated using a direct count algo­rithm” with no symmetry restrictions and the densities were obtained using the semiclassical approximation as in the pre­vious section. Angular momentum was conserved by hold­ing/constant. For a given energy, a sum over Kanalogous to Eq. ( 14) was used:A’(£V) = (27+1) Y σNl{E'-B'J(J+l) 
κ-o,ι-Mt-Rt)Ki),
TABLE in Frequencies in model TS for RRKM calculations.
TS rotational constants (cm"’): A ≈ 2.0, B a= 0.015, C*0.015 
TS Vibrational frequencies (cπj^,)i
Model A Model B Model C Model D
1904 1904 1904 1904
2068 2068 2068 2068
10 10 5 20
12 12 12 2Î
JO 200 200 50
FIG. 15. Comparison of RRKM theory with experimental results. The den* 
cities were obtained as for the PST calculations- N* was obtained from a 
direct quantum count of harmonic vibrations. The different connected Unes 
correspond to different combinations of frequencies (see Table III). The 
following representation is used: model A (—), model B model C 
(- ∙ -), and model D (- ·■■ -).
where £† is the difference of the total energy (£) and the dissociation energy ( including zero point energies ). σ is as in Eq. ( 14) and Λr1 is the total number of rovibrational states with energy less than or equal to the total energy and having angular momentum ∕. N’ is a subset of these states whose angular momentum has a projection K along the figure axis. Note that we have implicitly assumed the TS is a symmetric top. Varying A, and B' changes the results by a small amount.Some representative cases are shown in Fig. 15. The fre­quencies used in these calculations are listed in Table ΠI. It is apparent that a TS with harmonic frequencies is unable to reproduce experimental results. With very low frequencies, the low energy behavior can be approximated at the cost of reasonable agreement at higher energies and vice versa. This is not too surprising since a loose transition state, as pro­posed on the basis of PSDs and supported by our PST calcu­lations, will imply larger separation between energy levels at higher quantum numbers. This is a crude method for model­ing a loose transition state and should be considered in that spirit only since the number of possible choices is quite large. A proρeτ treatment using a recent modification of the theory developed for flexible transition states of arbitrary looseness is currently in progress.Although neither PST nor RRKM models can quanti­tatively account for the observed results, the general trend shows that the TS is indeed fairly loose. This is clearly borne out by the small harmonic frequencies we have to assume in the RRKM model to obtain rates having the correct order of magnitude.It has been conjectured that PST predictions of the rate will be accurate at energies dose to threshold but that the infinitely loose TS is not a good approximation at higher energies. This statement borrows from concepts of the vari-
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ational theories—the exact location of the TS changes with the energy available for reaction. If the dissociation of NCNO were a simple process that could be described as a fast redistribution of vibrational energy and slow (adiaba­tic ) passage through a single dividing surface, PST should reproduce the experimental results. We showed that the ef­fects of electronic correlation could be accounted for by sim­ple heuristic arguments very close to threshold. The position of the dividing surface changes slowly and continuously with increasing energy, provided the reaction remains direct, i.e., a single dividing surface exists such that any trajectory inter­sects it at most once. The ratio of the observed rates and PST rates maj, be interpreted as an energy dependent transmis­sion coefficient *(£), and is plotted in Fig. 16 for this pur­pose. The first few points have been ∞rrected for tunneling (10s s^1 ) and the corresponding PST rates averaged over a Boltzmann distribution of rotational states at 2 K. The gra­dual change in κ(E) with increasing energy can be interpret­ed as reflection of a smooth transition from a completely loose to a tighter TS.
3. Structure tri the excess energy dependenceThe plot of the rates vs excess energy (Fig. 3; see also Fig. 15) shows an inflexion and a weak maximum around 320 cm” l. Although no conclusive interpretation of this un­usual behavior can be made at this time, we discuss several plausible explanations. Detailed knowledge of the PES(s) is required to identify which of these possibilities most closely resembles nature.PST and RRKM theory assume a radially isotropic po­tential. In reality, NO and CN have permanent dipole mo­ments and the long range potential is determined by dipole- dipole interaction which is dependent on their relative orien­tation. In the limiting cases of linear approach, head-to-head or head-to-tail, the electrostatic potential is repulsive in one case and attractive in the other. The central bond stretching
FIG 16. The energy dependent transmission coefficient of PST rates The 
first two data points near threshold are corrected for the distribution in 
internal energies at 2 K
motion would not be separable and the proper reaction coor­dinate would be some complicated motion with projection •long multiple normal modes. Estimating proper statistical rates for such a system is not a tractable problem as yet.Related to the radial anisotropy of the PES is the possi­bility of complex formation and reactions leading to other products. One postulated reaction40 isNCNO— [NC∙ON] -N2 + CO.Loss of NCNO into this channel would be manifested in the rate of CN production, but not necessarily in the relativ« distributions of CN(Λ,'). A cyclic intermediate has been proposed as a transient species along the exoergic path for CO production. The distribution of energy in the internal and translational degrees of freedom in a particular channel will reflect the existence of other product channels as will the absolute rates. PSDs in a given channel will be affected by the global shape of the PES only if trajectories entering the channel may return to the reactant region of phase space.The experimental results could be presented from an operational perspective. All simple theories predict a smooth monotonic dependence of the rates on energy. Such an empirical curve drawn to approximate the data at the high energy end of the range studied underestimates the rates in the range 200 to 400 cm”,. A simple interpretation of the enhanced rates is that the vibrational phase space is restricted. The maximum at ~320 cm”’ would then corre­spond to the energy regime for transition from restricted to complete redistribution in the reactant and the close agree­ment between PST and the data at low energies is fortuitous. The statistical adiabatic channel model considers strict con­servation of vibrational quantum numbers of those motions which can be clearly identified in reactants and products. In this reaction, they are the terminal CN and NO stretches. From an extension of this idea, one could conceive of the restrictions in reactant phase space being due to weak cou­pling between these modes and the others. This picture does not contradict the observation of equal appearance times in all product channels and the transient absorption measure­ments if we assume that redistribution cannot populate these modes directly. Some fluctuations in the rate is expected as the nature of the optical state changes with the photon ener­gy in the transition regime, which may explain the observed structure in k mc (£).Although the involvement of other electronic states as direct channels of reaction have been argued against, they may be important in determining the shape of the S,o PES in the reaction channel. It is believed that 5j and Γ, correlate with ground state CN and NO. Spin-orbit coupling may induce mixing between the vibronic manifolds of So and Γl, leading to avoided crossings and multiple minima (Detnkov resonances) along the reaction coordinate.4’ Similar effects would also arise from interactions between the manifolds of the two singlet surfaces. It must be noted that such minima can occur only if some vibrations are adiabatic, i,e., redis­tribution is not complete among all vibrational modes. This may be visualized as dynamical trapping, molecules vibrat­ing in a particular mode see potential minima greater in number and different in position than molecules executing a
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different form of vibrational motion. The purely electronic S,θ PES cannot have a minimum along the reaction path (ex­cept at the equilibrium geometry of the reactants) and the rates can be compared to PST or RRKM for energies such that only this surface is important. At energies greater than 200 cm“ *, the reaction must then proceed through multiple transition states. The complex mode of the reaction should manifest itself in the absolute rate, but not necessarily in PSDs. The rates may be estimated only if the contribution from each adiabatic PES (electronic and vibrational) can be estimated.It is interesting to note that there is no obvious correla­tion between the sharp features in the absorption (photodis­sociation yield) spectrum and the structure in Λmc (£). In the bimolecular scattering of ground-state CN and NO radi­cals, fluctuations in the scattering cross section correspond­ing to orbiting or compound (Feshbach ) resonances may be present.42 In this example of predissociation, the reaction is initiated in such compound states at all energies. Structure in the unimolecular rate as a function of energy is therefore a manifestation of restrictions to the redistribution of energy.
< Rates vs product stete distributionsAlthough a complete interpretation of the energy de­pendence of the rates is not possible without a proper de­scription of the PES in full detail, we can assert that the dissociation rates are sensitive to different aspects of the po­tential than PSDs. Nascent distributions obtained under similar experimental conditions for CN and both spin-orbit states of NO are in good agreement with PST, with no evi­dence of restricted IVR or nonadiabatic effects. Comments on the intrinsic differences between measurements of rates and PSDs are clearly appropriate.Absolute reaction rates are affected by the global fea­tures of the PES, in contrast to PSDs. Reactive channels which do not yield CN and NO as products are not presented in the PSDs of CN (or NO) but will be manifested in the absolute rate. In other words, the total yield in the CN + NO channel will be affected by the presence of other, chemically distinct, open channels, even though the relative population of product quantum numbers within a single re­arrangement channel might not be influenced.There are also subtle considerations in a single channel which influence rates and PSDs differently. Rates are thought to be determined by a hypothetical surface in phase space that minimizes the flux of trajectories through it. This dynamic bottleneck to reaction may be located somewhere other than at the maximum (saddle point of PES) of Frfr [Eq. (7) ). PSDs are determined at this critical point which is generally further toward products than Sm. An equivalent statement is that exit channel effects (long range collisions) are important for this reaction, even near threshold. As the energy available for reaction increases, the position of the TS (5m ) migrates slowly towards the reagent, thus accentuat­ing the differences between PSDs and rates. The rates are sensitive to IVR and the short-range interactions on the PES, while product state distributions are mapping long- range influences and impact parameter distributions. This is
strong motivation for examining photofragmentation on ul­trashort timescales.
VI. CONCLUSIONSThis paper, the first in the series, presents direct mea­surements of state-to-state rates (and product state distribu­tions) of the dissociation of beam-cooled NCNO as a func­tion of reagent and product energy. The studies provide an opportunity for examining the picosecond time-resolved dy­namics of this reaction. The primary experimental findings reported here are:(a) State-to-state rate constants are found to be inde­pendent of the character of the final product rota­tional state. A simple model is used to argue that energy randomization is fast in the accessible (sub­ject to energy and possibly dynamical constraints) region of phase space.(b) Rates as a function of energy exhibit a threshold (17 083 cm-1, the bond energy, 48.8 kcal/mol) and increase with total energy in the reagent. The functional dependence of the rates on energy is not strictly monotonic but shows some structure, which cannot be explained using simple statistical theories. Comparison with RRKM and PST pro­vides insight into the nature of the transition state and the effects of recoil during fragmentation.(c) Transient absorption measurements show a popula­tion decay at a rate equal to the buildup of products. In the light of these experiments, we consider energy redistribution and predissociation explicitly. It is reasoned that only one potential energy surface is important at the energies considered.(d) Differences between product state distributions (statistical — PST) and absolute rates (nonstatis- tical ) are rationalized as manifestations of the glo­bal vs local features of the PES, or early-time vs long-time dynamics of the reaction process.
Ab initio ot semi empirical calculations of the full So PES would be of great use in gaining further insight into this prototype and elementary reaction.
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APPENDIX: CHARACTERISTIC CONSTANTS FROM 
PUMP-PROBE TRANSIENTSIn cases where the dynamics occur on a time-scale much longer than the duration of the excitation or probe pulses,
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the experimental response can be analyzed without explicit­ly accounting for their finite temporal widths. More accurate estimates of the constants of the molecular response are ob­tained if the instrumental response function is included in the analysis. The problem has been solved in the context of fluorescence lifetime measurements by photon-counting techniques43 and is given by a convolution integral, and in transient absorption experiments.44 Here, we show explicitly that a pump-probe transient may also be analyzed by a mathematically similar form, which we utilize in the analysis of our data.First, we consider the effect of the excitation pulse which has a temporal profile,/! t ). If the molecular response has a functional form M(t — ∕0), the measured response, S(r), is represented by the Riemann sum over the range with 
f(t) nonzero:
S(t) = ∑∕!Λ<5r) -Af(∕ - π<5r). (A1 )■In the limit of infinitesimal δτ the sum is the definite integral in Eq. ( A2), which can be recognized as a convolution inte­gral of/with Af:S(f)=∫* β.τ)M(t-τ'>dτ. (A2)
In a pump-probe scheme where both pulses have finite tem­poral spread, the time parameter is generally chosen to be the peak-to-peak delay, T. Including the probe pulse in Eq. (A2) results inS(T)= J J ∕ι(τ,)Af(τ2 — τ,)∕2(τ2-Γ)<fr2<fτ1. 
Defining a new variable τ' = τ2 — Γ,5(Γ)=∫ + ∫*ζ∕,(r1)M(r'-r1-t-Γ)
×∕2(r'Wr'<fτ,.Another substitution s = τl - τ' and a change in the order of integration results inS(Γ)≈J J ∕∣(z1)∕3(r, — s}M(T-s)dτids.
The system response function, A(r), obtained by setting 
Λf (t) equal to the Dirac delta-function is seen to be the cross correlation of the two pulses. This shows that the cross-cor­relation function is indeed the true system response functionΛ(T)= f+~∕i(rl)∕2(r,-Γ)drl.
The measured molecular transient can then be written as in Eq. (A3):S(Γ)=∫ A(r)Λ∕(Γ-r)<fc. (A3)
In our experiments, Λf(x) has the form of an exponen­tial buildup Next, we show that the convolution of a pulse with zero amplitude at long positive and negative times with an exponential rise is identical to the convolution of the inte­gral of that response with an exponential decay. In other words, we want to show that the following equality holds:
∫* ∕ir)i[l-e t̂"-"]⅛
= ∫* ∕!r)A∣4'e-*l-'>dr.





This shows that the deconvolved lifetimes are the same, but the amplitude is changed by a multiplicative factor. This has to be accounted for in deriving the correct fraction for a multicomponent rise. For a biexponential rise deconvolved using the integrated pulse method, the correct ratio F of the amplitude of the fast component to the total amplitude is related to the fraction obtained in the fit F ' by
f- *√γ'
*,(I-F') + *jF' ,where the exponential constants satisfy kl > Jfc2.
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CHAPTER 5B
RRKM Theory of Flexible Transition States 
Applied to the Dissociation of NCNO “
a The results presented in this chapter are to be submitted for publication: S 
J. Klippenstein, L. R. Khundkar, A. H. Zewail and R. A. Marcus
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In part A of this chapter, we presented energy resolved rate constants for 
the unimolecular dissociation of NCNO1 and compared them with several simple 
models of the transition state. In particular, we calculated PST2 rates, using 
various electronic degeneracy factors, as well as RRKM theory3 for tight transition 
states, with harmonic frequencies chosen small enough so as to obtain rates of the 
correct order of magnitude. PST predictions were reasonably accurate very close 
to threshold, but deviated significantly at higher energies. Rates from models 
of tight transition states agreed with the measured rates over a subrange of the 
energies studied, but not over the entire range from threshold to 700 cm-1 above 
it. We speculated that such behavior could be a manifestation of the change in the 
transition state with energy. Thus a more detailed model of the transition state 
seems warranted.
A scheme for calculating rates of reactions involving flexible transition states 
has been proposed recently.4 This method is capable of treating the transformation 
of the bending modes of the reactant to the hindered rotations of the transition 
state and then finally to the free rotations of the products, including the coupling 
between hindered rotational modes and overall rotations, explicitly. Examples of 
this variational implementation of RRKM theory for flexible transition states of 
other systems are given in several recent papers.4-6 In this part, we calculate rates 
of dissociation of NCNO using this method.
Since the potential energy surfaces (PES) for the transition state (TS) region 
of unimolecular dissociations are not well known, we consider a number of model 
surfaces. The results obtained may then be used as a guide for the subsequent 
determination of an ab initio or improved semi-empirical potential energy surface 
in the TS region.
A brief description of the theoretical aspects of the dissociation rates is given in 
section 5B.1. Details of the model potentials are in section 5B.2, and the numerical 
results follow in 5B.3. The final section includes a discussion of the results.
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5B.1. Theory
The specific rate constant kβj for unimolecular dissociation at a given energy 
E and total angular momentum quantum number J is given by3
kεj = N^,j∕hpEj , (5B.1)
where pEJ is the density of states for the reactant at the given E and J. The 
quantity iv‡j is the number of available quantum states of the transition state 
with energy less than or equal to E and with the given J.
The essentials of the theory have been described earlier (chapter 4). In the 
earlier studies4 , a transformation to action-angle variables was used to facilitate 
conservation of angular momentum. In refs 5 and 6 it has been shown how the 
constraint of fixed total angular momentum may be implemented conveniently 
using conventional coordinates. In these studies an approximate separation of 
variables into the conserved and transitional modes mentioned earlier is introduced. 
In this chapter the method of refs 5 and 6 is used in all determinations of Nej(R). 
In particular, a computational method based on eqs 12, 13 and 17 - 21 of ref 6 is 
employed.
Several points are discussed before we proceed with the determination of ⅛j,s. 
There are four electronic surfaces that are quasi-degenerate for large internuclear 
separations, two of them singlets and the other two triplets. The fragments CN and 
NO each have a doubly (spin) degenerate ground state. The ground state of NO is 
a ∏ state whose electronic degeneracy is removed by a weak spin-orbit interaction 
(jeι = 1/2,3/2) of 120 cm-1. As discussed earlier1 , these states correlate with the 
four states of NCNO. A schematic diagram for the photodissociation of NCNO is 
reproduced in Figure 5B.1. The zero of energy has been chosen to be the energy of 
the fragments at infinite separation. The initial photoexcitation involves excitation 
to the Si state.7 The latter state is calculated8 to have a barrier height above 
the value at 72 = oo of 6674 cm-1, and thus for excess energies below this amount 
dissociation must occur via either internal conversion to the So (cf. Figure 5B.1) 
or intersystem crossing to the Tι state. Arguments supporting the choice of rapid
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internal conversion were presented in part A. Following the initial redistribution 
step, there may be “intersystem crossings” and “internal conversions” between the 
various states beyond the barriers on the excited states, where the different states 
have similar energies. The calculated barrier of 6674 cm-1 for the Si state indicates 
that crossings between the S1 and So can occur only at very large separations and 
therefore the excited singlet probably has little influence on the rates. A similar 
argument may be used to justify neglecting the second triplet state, which is of 
higher energy than Si, in these calculations. In principle, they could play a role in 
a determination of the product state distributions in the case of PST, since in PST 
itself no detailed dynamics are postulated to restrict such usage of these states, 
intersystem crossing, etc., and the states may be nearly degenerate at the large 
-βt(Z),s involved in PST.
A general discussion of the role of the triplet level in RRKM calculations has 
been given in ref 6. The discussion there indicates that when the intersystem 
crossing rates and triplet potential energy surfaces are not well-known, the best 
current approach to the rate calculations is to consider only the singlet state So- 
An alternative model is to consider a limiting case where the intersystem crossing 
rates are very rapid and calculate an Ngj(R) as the sum of the number of states for 
both the So and Tι states (Nej = Ngj + Ngj, each of which contains a degeneracy 
factor ge which is one for the singlet state and three for the triplet state). Then 
the r† at which this Nβj(iR) has a minimum is calculated.
In order to perform the above calculation a potential energy surface for the 
triplet state, Tj, is needed. This triplet state is expected to be slightly repulsive 
at large R, before becoming attractive by an amount of about 11000 cm-1 at its 
equilibrium configuration.7 Recent ah initio calculations8 of the Tj potential 
surface indicate that the barrier height above the value at infinite separation is 
4597 cm-1. This reasonably large barrier height indicates that the Tι triplet state 
is not likely to play a major role in the determination of the dissociation rates.
We consider a simple barrierless model for the Tι state (which overestimates 
the possible effect of the triplet state based on the ab initio results of ref 8) to
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indicate the difference between a PST and a RRKM treatment of an excited triplet 
state for the case in which the intersystem crossing rates are rapid. In PST one 
typically considers the degeneracies at R = ∞ (because the R†(Z)’s of PST are 
usually quite large) in which case the Tj contributes an extra factor of 3. For 
comparison with the contribution of Tχ with RRKM theory the triplet potential 
energy is set to zero throughout the transition state region (the dashed line in 
Figure 5B.1.)
The determination of the density of states for the reactant molecule deserves 
mention. For the present NCNO dissociation reaction the number of vibrational 
modes for the reactant is small enough that a direct count of the number of states 
is easily performed. Diagonal anharmonicities were included in the direct count 
used here. These diagonal anharmonicities were estimated through consideration 
of the frequencies and dissociation energies of the respective bonds. Their inclu­
sion increased the density of states by a factor of only 1.25 at energies near the 
dissociation threshold of 17085 cm-1. Off-diagonal anharmonicites are expected 
to increase the density of states further, perhaps by a factor of similar magni­
tude. These off-diagonal anharmonicities were not included in the present density 
of states calculation because their values are not known. The correction due to 
these anharmonicities should be reasonably constant over the energy range of only 
700 cm-1 for which the rates were measured.
5B.2. Model potential energy surfaces for So
This method of rate calculations requires knowledge of the potential energy 
surface. The lack of an ab initio surface forced us to model it using analytic 
functions. Before presenting the numerical results, we describe the procedure used 
to construct the surface. The conserved modes were treated as harmonic oscillators 
with an exponential interpolation between the reactant and product frequencies and 
reactant and product bond distances being used.
λi(K) = λf + (λj - Λf)s(Λ), (5B.2)
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where g(K) = exp[-a(R-J2e)],4'9 Re is the equilibrium value oiR for the reactants, 
and λ denotes ι∕ or re, i denotes NC or NO, vnc and re,JVC are the terminal NC 
stretch frequency and separation distance, and i/jvo and re,NO denote those of NO. 
The r and p superscripts denote the reactant (NCNO) and products (NC + NO), 
respectively. A value of 1.0 Â 1 for the parameter α, which has been commonly 
found to provide agreement with experiment in the adiabatic channel model9 , was 
used. The properties for the conserved modes are given in Table 5B.1, together 
with the frequencies and anharmonicities for the transitional modes of the reactant.
In the model of the potential energy surface assumed here for the transitional 
modes, the sum of a bonding potential for the central NC—NO bond and non­
bonding potentials for the other interactions within the transitional modes was 
used. The nonbonding potential was chosen to be a sum of 6-12 Lennard-Jones 
potentials for the van der Waals interactions between the nonbonded atoms of 
the two separate fragments, as in eq 5B.3 below.10 The bonding potential was 
approximated by a Varshni potential,11’12 multiplied by the factor cos2 (Θncn — 
θe,NCN^ cos2(Θcno ~ θe,CNθ} to allow for the loss of bonding which occurs when 
the fragments are improperly oriented. Here, Θncn and Θcno are the NCN and 
CNO bending angles, respectively, while θe^cN and θe,cNO and the e subscript 
denotes their equilibrium values, as given in Table 5B.1. The Varshni potential 
rather than a Morse potential was employed since the latter is known9’12 to decay 
to zero too slowly at large separation distances, whereas the former is believed to 
provide a better representation for this region.12
Assuming this representation of the nonbonding potential Vjj j in terms of van 
der Waals interactions we have
‰ = ]Γ '4eii (σij∕rij)12 ~ (σv∕7v)β] » (5B.3)
t,j'=l
where i and j label atoms in the NC and NO fragments, respectively, and the prime 
indicates that the central NC—NO bond is not included in the sum. The param­
eters σij and e⅛ denote the usual Lennard-Jones parameters for the interaction 
between atoms i and j; Tij is then the separation distance between atoms i and
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j. The Varshni potential Vy for the NC-NO bond, denoted by CN in eq 5B.4, is 
given by the standard form11’12
Vv = Dcn ∣1 - tcn~s) exp ^~^cn ~ γ≈.cλγ)] j, - -^cn∙ (SB .4)
The parameters for this model potential energy surface for the transitional 
modes are given in Tables 5B.2 and 5B.3. The parameters for the Lennard-Jones 
potential Vι,j (Table 5B.2) were taken to be the same as those which gave good 
results in Monte Carlo simulations of amides and peptides.13 The parameters Dcn 
and βcN of the Varshni potential were chosen to fit the total potential energy func­
tion to an assumed Varshni potential surface for the NC—NO separation distance 
in the range of 3.3 Â. The parameters for this assumed Varshni potential sur­
face are given in Table 5B.3 and were determined here from a consideration of the 
spectroscopic constants and the force constants determined by Wilson G-matrix 
analysis of the harmonic frequencies in ref 14. The parameter re,CJV for the fitted 
potential was held fixed at 1.2 Â. The results were found to be relatively insensitive 
to this parameter.
We also constructed a second potential surface by similar methods, using an 
assumed β parameter of 0.7Â 2 rather than 0.48Â 2. The resulting parameters 
for this surface, denoted by (ii), are also given in Table 5B.3.
5B.3. Results of rate calculations
The results of the present k&j calculations are compared with the experimental 
results of ref 1 in this section. Unless otherwise specified, the results given here 
are for the case of reaction on only the ground singlet state. Also, all reaction rate 
calculations were performed for a total angular momentum quantum number J of 
3, which is the estimate of its average value given in refs 1 and 7.
Results for kβj calculations for the above model of the potential energy surface 
are given in Figure 5B.2, where the dissociation rates are plotted versus energy. 
Also given in the same figure are results for the case in which Tχ is included (but 
with no barrier) and in which the intersystem crossing rate in the transition state 
region is assumed to be much larger than the dissociation rates. Recent ab initio
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calculations show that the triplet state Ι∖ is even more repulsive than this simplified 
model. Thus the contribution from the T1 state is even less than that shown in 
Figure 5B.2 and will also be negligible at lower excess energies. Results are also 
given (Figure 5B.3) for the potential surface labelled (ii).
Figure 5B.4 shows results of three types of PST calculations. They are (i) 
a classical PST, (ii) a quantum PST, and (iii) a calculation in which Nej(∞) is 
used for /v‡j in eq 5B.1. The third method corresponds to a PST calculation in 
which the /-dependent barriers are all at “infinite” separation. While the effective 
barriers can never be at infinity, they can be at such a large separation distance 
that the effective barrier energy, a centrifugal potential plus an attractive potential, 
is negligible. These calculations have all been performed using a Cg potential 
parameter of 1.6 × 105 cm -1Â6, as in refs 1 and 7.
5B.4. Discussion
The results in Figure 5B.2 corresponding to the singlet plus triplet deviate 
significantly from the singlet state calculation only in the low energy region, namely, 
for E less than about 400 cm-1. This disappearing contribution of the triplet state 
occurs as the rate changes from being determined mainly by the number of states 
at R = ∞ to being determined mainly by the the number of states at the inner 
minimum in Nej∙ Also, this effect reflects the R of the inner minimum in the 
number of states being small enough that the singlet-triplet gap for the present 
model surfaces is comparable to or larger than the excess energy. That is, when 
this inner minimum in Nej is less than about 4 Â the difference between the 
minimum potential energy for a given R on the singlet and triplet states becomes 
quite large, while at the same time the orbital kinetic energy of the two fragments 
is becoming relatively large, resulting in a much lower number of states for the 
triplet potential surface. In PST the R-value of the purely /-dependent barrier of 
PST does not become this small until much higher energies are reached and so the 
contribution from the triplet remains considerable until much higher energies.
The results given for the low energies E in Figure 5B.2 for dissociation on the 
singlet state only are quite similar to the PST results for the singlet state shown in
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Figure 5B.4. This similarity arises because at these energies the inner minimum in 
the number of states Nej is about the same or more than the number of PST states 
(and because the triplet state is being neglected). At higher energies the value of 
this minimum of Nej actually becomes less than that for PST and so, within the 
framework of the present potential energy surface, this new minimum represents a 
better transition state. This effect can be seen in Figures 5B.5 - 5B.7, where plots 
of Nej(R} versus R are given for the β = 0.7Â 2 potential energy surface at the 
the three energies, 50 cm-1, 700 cm-1 and 2348 cm-1. These results indicate that 
the inner minimum becomes more dominant with increasing energy.
There are two parts of the potential energy surface function which can sig­
nificantly affect the calculated rates: the dissociative and the hindered rotational 
potentials. If the dissociative (bonding) potential actually approaches zero more 
rapidly than that given by the Varshni potential energy surface considered in Fig­
ure 5B.2 the results start to deviate from PST results at lower energies. This effect 
can be seen in Figure 5B.3, where results are given for the different values of the β 
parameter. In this case for a β = 0.70 À 2 the RRKM results already differ from 
those of PST by a factor of 0.69 at an E = 700 cm-1. The calculated rates also 
depend on the strength and location of the attractive wells of the Lennard-Jones 
potentials describing the hindered rotation of the fragments. While results for this 
case are not presented here, when one simply increases σij by about 0.3Â, the 
results are analogous to those obtained for the larger β parameter study.
The results in Figure 5B.4 indicate that classical PST and the Nej(∞) treat­
ments of the transitional modes are very similar for these energies, with the differ­
ences being only about one to two percent. This similarity occurs because for the 
energies employed in the experimental work in ref 1 the assumed attractive poten­
tial in PST is essentially such a long range potential that R^(V) is so large that the 
effective barrier is negligible for even the largest Vs present. If these /-dependent 
barriers were completely negligible then the Nej(∞) and PST calculations would 
give identical results. Similarly, the classical and quantum phase space theory re­
sults are in good agreement, with the classical calculation being typically 10 to 15
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percent below the quantum one. Finally, it also interesting to note that when only 
the singlet surface So is considered as here, the present results using the different 
types of PST or using RRKM theory are in better agreement with the experimental 
results than the PST calculations given in Figure 14 of ref 1, where the electronic 
degeneracy was treated simply as some constant over the energy range with a sec­
ond contribution arising from the upper singlet and triplet states shifted by 120 
cm-1.
In the expression for kβj given in eq 5B.1, we assumed that there is one 
dominant minimum in the number of states Nej as a function of the dissociation 
coordinate R. The results presented above indicate two local minima in the plot 
θf Nej versus R. In Figure 5B.8 the results from three methods for taking into 
account the presence of two minima in the Nej(R) plot are given. The simplest 
method is to take Ngj as the overall minimum in Nej(R) and this is what has 
been done in Figures 5B.2 and 5B.3. In another method, termed unified statis­
tical theory,15 statistical reflection and transmission probabilities are introduced 
to obtain Ngj. In a third method16 a lower bound is determined (within certain 
dynamical assumptions) to Ngj. Formulae for these different treatments are sum­
marized in ref 6. The results plotted in Figure 5B.8 for potential surface (i) indicate 
that in the present case the effect of there being two minima was never larger than 
a factor of 1.4. Similar results for potential surface (ii) indicate that the effect was 
never larger than a factor of 2.0.
In Figures 5B.9 - 5B.12 the dependence of the present potential energy surfaces 
on certain bending angles are presented for typical R†’s. These figures are given 
for a range of R where an ab initio determination of the potential surface for the 
transitional modes would be particularly useful for obtaining improved bending 
and hindered rotational potential energy surfaces. In particular, from this figure 
it is seen that in the TS region the absolute minimum in the potential for a given 
R is negative and has a magnitude of a few thousand cm-1 while the rotational 
barriers are positive and have a much larger magnitude.
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5B.5. Conclusions
An implementation of RRKM theory for highly flexible transition states has 
been applied to the dissociation of NCNO. The ground singlet state So is most 
likely the only state contributing to the determination of the rate constants. The 
results also indicate that the rate constants determined from RRKM theory are 
similar to the PST results for the So state only with minor differences at the 
highest energies studied. The results of these calculations are quite sensitive to the 
PES. An accurate ab initio potential energy surface for the transition state region 
is therefore highly desirable.
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(i) Frequencies NC stretch 2170 2068.7




(ii) Anharmoni cities6 NC stretch 13.1 13.1





Γe,NC 1.163 À 1.1718 Â
Γe,JVO 1.217 À 1.1508 À
θe,CNO C 120°
θe,NCN C 180°
“ Unless stated otherwise, all values are as specified in ref 7.
6 Anharxnonicities have been obtained from ref 7 or estimated from the dissoci­
ation energy.
c The values used correspond to ap and ap2 bonding geometries rather than to 
the equilibrium bending angles.
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“ All values have been obtained from reference 13 making use of the combination 
rules eij = and σij = ∣(σit∙ + σji}.
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Table 5B.3: Varshni Potential Parameters



















“ The parameter βcN was obtained by setting ∂2Vvarsh∕∂2tcn = & where k is 
the force constant for the central CN stretch given in reference 14. For surface 
(ii) βcN was arbitrarily set to 0.70 Â. All other parameters of the assumed 
potential are as determined spectroscopically in ref. 7
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Re!evant Potential Energy Surfaces of NCNO
Figure 5B.1. Schematic potential energy diagram for the dissociation of NCNO 
into NC and NO, indicating singlet and triplet states.
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Figure 5B.2. Plot of theoretically determined rate constants log kgj vs. energy 
for a variety of treatments of the Tj triplet surface, and plot of the experimentally 
determined rate constants (plus signs). The circles denote RRKM calculations on 
the singlet surface only, boxes denote RRKM calculations including singlet and 
triplet surfaces with a degeneracy of three for the triplet.
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E (CM-1)
Figure 5B.3. Plot of theoretically determined rate constants log kβj vs. energy 
for two different assumed parameters for the Varshni bonding potential, and a plot 
of the experimentally determined rate constants (plus signs). Also included is a 
calculation which uses Nej(∞). The circles denote RRKM calculations for an as­
sumed potential with a β parameter of 0.48 Â 2, boxes denote RRKM calculations 
for an assumed potential with a β parameter of 0.70 Â 2.
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E (CM-1)
Figure 5B.4. Plot of rate constants log kgj vs. energy as determined via quantum 
PST, classical PST and Λr^j(∞) and a plot of the experimentally determined rate 
constants (plus signs). Circles denote quantum PST calculations, asterisks the 












Figure SB.5. Plot of number of states Nej{K} vs. separation distance R ioτ 



















Figure 5B.7. As in Figure 5 but for an excess energy of 2000 cm 1.
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E (CM-1)
Figure SB.8. Plot of rate constants log ⅛jgj vs. energy when the two minima in 
the Nej(R} plot are taken into account, and a plot of the experimentally deter­
mined rate constants (plus signs). Crosses denote the use of the unified statistical 
theory of ref 14, boxes refer to the use of the lower bound of ref 15, and circles are 
for the use of the overall minimum.
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Figure 5B.Θ. Plot of potential energy surface (i), as a function of θ^c, and θ^o 
for a variety of R,s in the transition state region, θχo and θ^c axe the angles 
defining the orientation of the fragments NC and NO for a planar NCNO molecule 
and are illustrated in the inset. The equilibrium orientation is for 0jvo ≈ 30° and 
Θnc ≈ 180°. The dependence of the potential energy on Θno for Θnc — 180° and 









Figure 5B.10. The dependence of potential energy surface (i) on Θno for R =










Figure 5B.11. The dependence of potential energy surface (i) on θχc for Θno










Figure 5B.12. The dependence of potential energy surface (i) on θ^c for R =




TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOFRAGMENT SPECTROSCOPY: II
Dissociation Dynamics of 1,2—diiodotetrafluoroethane (C2F4I2).
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β.l. Introduction
Molecular beam studies of reactive scattering have shown that simple bond 
dissociation reactions can be categorized as being either direct mode or complex 
mode.1 The primary distinguishing factor is that the complex mode mechanism 
involves an intermediate that exists for many rotational periods, whereas a direct 
mode reaction does not. The two types of reactions lead to characteristic patterns 
in their respective product angular distribution, from which one may infer a crude 
estimate of the lifetime of the intermediate. Detailed studies on product alignment 
in photodissociation also yield estimates of these lifetimes.2
Such indirect methods yield, at best, order of magnitude estimates. We have 
recently used pump-probe methods to study unimolecular reactions in real time.3 
Accurate rate constants can be measured as a function of reagent internal energy as 
well as product internal energy states (electronic, vibrational and rotational). This 
method can determine the lifetime of intermediates on the sub-picosecond scale4 
and hence has the capability of measuring the rates of both direct and complex 
mode reations.
The photodissociation of alkyl halides by UV radiation in the 200-300 nm range 
has been studied extensively.5 In the case of the iodide, the excitation involves 
the promotion of a non-bonding electron from the iodine 5pπ atomic orbital to a 
σ* molecular orbital. The absorption is broad and the upper state is believed to 
be repulsive. Photofragment angular distribution measurements suggest that the 
dissociation is one of the direct mode type. Many of the polyhalo-alkanes show 
absorption spectra that appear to be superpositions of the individual monohalo- 
alkanes, indicating that the different chromophores are only weakly coupled and 
that bond-selective dissociation may be possible. Such experiments have met with 
mixed success. Lee and coworkers have found that photodissociation of C2F4IBr at 
248 nm6 yields I atoms in the first step, even though the photo-excitation involves 
a Br electron. They also found that in the case of CH2IBr7 , one could get almost 
exclusively I or Br, depending on the excitation wavelength.
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We have previously reported dissociation rates of C2F4I2 into the two acces­
sible electronic states of the I atom.8 Signal from I* atoms showed a prompt 
rise, corresponding to prompt breakage of the first C—I bond, presumably the 
one selected by optical excitation. Population of ground state iodine atoms was 
observed to buildup with an apparent biexponential form. This paper represents 
a more complete study of the dissociation processes occurring in this molecule. 
The results are analyzed in terms of a two-step mechanism, involving a short-lived 
intermediate — the C2F4I radical. The first step is a direct dissociation, while 
the second one is the complex mode unimolecular dissociation of internally excited 
C2F4I. Possible explanations of the observed biexponential behavior are discussed, 
including sequential multiphoton absorption and ensemble effects arising from the 
distribution of internal energies from the initial dissociation. Our conclusions are 
in good agreement with recent measurements of velocity and angular distributions 
of the products of photodissociation.9,10
The dependence of the long component of the rise on the excitation energy 
follows our intuition — lower total energy leads to lower internal energy in the 
intermediate radical, which therefore decays more slowly. However, the relative 
fraction of the fast component is seen to increase at lower excitation energies. The 
commonly used impulsive models11 for predicting energy disposal in a direct mode 
reaction are applied to estimate the average internal energy in the radical following 
the initial dissociation, which is then used to estimate rates. Simulations of the 
temporal behavior of I atoms using estimated energy distributions and rates indi­
cate that the observed biexponential is consistent with a non-negligible quantum 
yield of ground state I atoms in the initial dissociation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section describes the 
details of the experiment. The results are presented along with their interpretation 
in section 6.3. This section is divided into two main parts. The first one treats 
the primary dissociation step. The second section discusses the transient behavior 
of the ground-state I atoms as a function of the excitation energy. The pump 
and probe power dependence is used to ride out involvement of multiple photon
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dissociation pathways. The impulsive models for energy disposal are reviewed 
briefly, in preparation for simulations of the transients using estimated rates and 
distributions.
6.2. Experimental
Details of the experimental apparatus have been presented elsewhere3 and 
we provide only a brief description here. The output of a mode-locked YAG laser 
was frequency doubled and used as the source for two independently tunable, syn­
chronously pumped dye lasers (R6G). The tuning element in each case was an 
intracavity quartz biréfringent filter (2 or 3 plates). The output of each laser was 
amplified (3 stages) and doubled to obtain the desired pump and probe frequen­
cies. Cross-correlations of the visible output were typically gaussian, with ~ 10 ps 
full-width at e"^1 of the maximum.
The two (amplified) beams were passed along separate arms of a Michelson 
interferometer, recombined on a dichroic mirror and propagated collinearly from 
there on. The beams were then focused in the ionization region of a TOFMS 
(mounted on a molecular beam apparatus) with a fused silica lens (focal length 
25 cm). One of the arms of the interferometer also had a nominal ×1 telescope 
that was adjusted to compensate for the slight difference in the focal length of the 
two colors, thereby improving the efficiency of probing the species created by the 
pump beam. Efficient recombination for the similar pump and probe wavelengths 
was achieved by using one doubling crystal in one arm of the interferometer and 
placing the other crystal beyond the recombiner. A polarization rotator and a 
polarizer were installed in each arm of the interferometer to enable fine control of 
the intensity in each beam.
1,2-diiodotetrafluoroethane (C2F4I2) was obtained from Specialty Chemicals 
(≥ 97% ) and used without further purification for most of the experiments de­
scribed below. The sample was kept in a stainless-steel bomb maintained at 0 oC . 
Helium gas (20 psig) was flowed over the sample and the mixture expanded through 
a pulsed nozzle (Kel-F) with a 500 μ aperture. The expansion was skimmed ~ 1 
cm from the valve and the total distance from the nozzle to the ionization region
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was ~ 10 cm. The transient signal from the ion-multiplier could be recorded ev­
ery shot using a fast (100 MHz) transient digitizer and many shots averaged in 
a minicomputer to build up a mass-spectrum. Mass-spectra obtained using laser 
MPI showed no evidence of clusters. The signal was normally averaged in a boxcar 
with the gate set to sample only the m/e channels corresponding to the species of 
interest, in this case I+.
The sample had a slight violet coloration due to the presence of molecular 
iodine which is obtained when C2F4I2 decomposes. The following tests were per­
formed to determine the contribution of iodine to the signal. First, it is known5 
that I2 absorption at the pump wavelengths is weak. We performed the experi­
ments with sample that had been treated with metallic copper (I2 scavenger) and 
used a glass trap with teflon stopcocks and lines. The results were identical to 
those obtained with the sample in the steel bomb, implying that the observed sig­
nal had no significant contribution from I2. 19F NMR of the sample showed a single 
peak to greater than 99% abundance, in accordance with published NMR data12 
for C2F4I2. The absence of other significant peaks in the spectrum show that no 
other fluorinated species were present in the sample. We therefore assumed that 
the signal measured was from I — CF2CF2 — I alone.
The probe laser (DL1) was tuned to a two-photon neutral atomic iodine 
transition.13 The transition could be chosen to originate from either the ground 
state (2Pβ, I) or the excited spin-orbit state (2P1, I* ) using light at 3047 or 3040 
Â respectively, thus offering a means of distinguishing the two channels. The reso­
nance enhancement with the probe alone was quite evident. The pump laser (DL2) 
was tuned to frequencies convenient for amplification. Transients were recorded 
over a range of pump wavelengths from 280 nm to 300 nm.
The rotator-polarizer combination was particularly useful in measuring the 
intensity dependence of each laser. The output of the boxcar averager was sampled 
at ~ 300 Hz with a microprocessor controlled 12 bit analog-to-digital converter. 
This allowed for the determination of average values as well as standard deviations
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(quoted errors) for a given level of pump and probe intensity. The background was 
carefully compensated by measurements of the signal with each laser alone.
The correct system response function is a difficult entity to measure experimen­
tally. A truly instantaneous process which involves the same orders of nonlinearity 
for the pump and probe as in these experiments is required. A process which is 
known to occur in less than 100 fs may be used as an approximation. A likely can­
didate would be the dissociation of methyl-iodide (believed to be ~ 70 fs). Another 
candidate is dissociation of C2F4I2 into the I* channel. The first involves the risk 
of contamination of the beam, and the rate of the latter is an unknown quantity. 
It also involves tuning DL1, which introduces a possible source of error. For the 
majority of the fits reported here, we assumed that the system response function 
was gaussian and attempted to fit the initial rise by varying the width of the re­
sponse. The typical width determined this way was ~ 8 ps. This is shorter than 
the visible cross-correlations, most likely because the signal depends non-linearly 
on the intensities of both visible beams.
The raw data was fit to biexponential rises using the standard algorithm for 
non-linear least-squares, as elaborated in chapters 3 and 5A above. Each transient 
was fitted multiple times to avoid bias from the choice of initial parameters for the 
algorithm. Many transients recorded at the same pump and probe wavelengths 
were analyzed to determine the accuracy of the results reported here.
β.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 6.1 shows typical results for the buildup of population in the two lowest 
spin-orbit states of iodine. The characteristic risetime in the 2P∣ (I*) channel is 
instantaneous (≤ 1 ps) on our timescale. The ground state (I, 2P∣) shows a 
rise which can be modelled as a two-component exponential buildup. The fast 
component is essentially instantaneous, while the slower component changes from 
~ 30 ps to ~ 80 ps as the pump frequency is lowered.
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The simplest scheme for photodissociation of 1,2-diiodotetrafluoroethane is a 
two-step, sequential bond-fission. The results reported here are discussed in terms 
of this scheme below.
C2F4I2 —► C2F4jt + I<1> (6.1)
C2F4∕t -→ C2F4 + I<2> (6.2)
Superscripts on the I atom are to differentiate between the products of each step.
A. Primary dissociation
The A continuum in alkyl-monoiodides is a spin-forbidden nσ* transition. 
The analysis for methyl iodide reveals five underlying states, three of which are 
symmetry allowed. According to the analysis of Mulliken5’14 , one of these states 
(3Qθj transition moment parallel to the C—I bond) correlates to I* products, while 
the other two (1Q and 3Q1, transition moments perpendicular to the C—I bond) 
correlate to ground state I. In most iodoalkanes, the state carrying the oscillator 
strength is believed to correlate to excited iodine atoms, ground state atoms being 
formed via a surface crossing. Fluorine substitution on these alkanes apparently 
reduces the strength of the coupling between the excited states and results in high 
quantum yields in the I* channel.15 For instance, CF3I, C2F4IBr have I* quantum 
yields of almost unity at 266 nm.
C2F4I2 is a symmetric, bichromophoric molecule. The chromophores are quasi­
degenerate, the splitting determined by the strength of the interaction between the 
two absorbers. From a spectroscopic point of view, the two chromophores must 
interact with each other, at least to the extent of removing the strict degeneracy, 
since the point group of C2F4I2(C2h) does not have degenerate representations. A 
simple dipole-dipole interaction between the two halves would give rise to exciton 
states, which are the molecular eigenstates of the system if the coupling with the 
dissociative continuum is ignored. The absorption spectrum of diiodomethane and 
iodoform has been described in terms of such a model.16 If the equilibrium con­
formation of C2F4I2 is anti, the two transition moments are parallel and one of
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the exciton states will be optically allowed (parallel) while the other one will be 
dark. For the gauche molecule, both states are allowed and the direction of the 
transition moment is no longer along the direction of the C—I bond. This would 
lead to a value of β which is significantly less than the predicted 2.0 for a purely 
parallel transition. Since the measured β is 1.8lθ , we assume that the predominant 
conformer in the expansion is anti, which is the most stable form.
The absorption maximum for C2F4I2 vapor is at 266 nm17 , essentially the 
same as for CF3I, suggesting that the interaction between the two chromophores 
is weak. The weak dipole interaction is unlikely to couple electronic states that 
are not closely degenerate and therefore the correlations will be unaffected by this 
coupling. Since they interact only weakly, one may expect that each of the two 
chromophores would behave as the corresponding mono-chromophoric molecule (in 
this case CF3I). In particular, the quantum yield in the I* channel from the first 
step (equation 6.1) should then be unity; the measured quantum yields at 266 and 
308 nm are ≥ 0.95.
Product translational energy distributions from the photodissociation of C2F4I2 
using 266 nm light measured by Reid et al.9 show a sharp peak centered roughly 
at the same value of absolute translational velocity as observed in a similar study 
of C2F4IBr.6 A second, broad peak was ascribed to I atoms from secondary disso­
ciation. The important point is the lack of additional peaks at higher translational 
energies, as observed by Minton et al.1° in the case of C2F2H2IBr, where multiple 
pathways for primary dissociation axe accessible. This is strong evidence that in 
dissociation with 266 nm light, the initial step leads primarily to I* atoms.
Extrapolation of these results to lower excitation energies is made complicated 
by the contradictory results on the quantum yield of I* from C2F4I2. A study of 
the IR fluorescence17 using n — C2F7I as a standard concluded that the yield of 
I* was 0.9 at 308 nm. However, kinetic spectroscopy10 of C2F4I2 shows a much 
lower quantum yield for excited I atoms (0.6), which is outside the claimed range 
of experimental error. In our discussion below, we will consider both alternatives.
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The direct dissociation step is expected to be fast, on the order of a vibrational 
period. Our observation of a prompt rise of population in both ground and spin 
orbit excited states corroborates this directly. These measurements alone cannot 
verify what fraction of the ground state I atoms is formed in the initial step for 
reasons discussed below. We may argue that no significant amount of I* is produced 
in the secondary reaction in the following manner. Suppose some I is formed in the 
first step, which is fast. This would result in an additional 22 kcal/mol that will 
have to be dispensed between translation and internal degrees of freedom. If most 
of this energy appeared as internal energy, I* atoms could be formed in the second 
step. The energy available for this mode of breakup would be close to threshold, 
and we would expect to observe a slow component in the rise of signal in the I* 
channel, similar to that seen in the buildup of the I atoms. This is contrary to our 
observations, within the limits of sensitivity of measurement, thus precluding it as 
a significant pathway in the mechanism for dissociation.
B. Secondary Fragmentation
The fate of the nascent radical C2F4I which is formed in the primary dissocia­
tion step is considered next. Thermodynamic estimates suggest that the radical is 
bound (~ 8 kcal/mol).lθ The average internal energy (vibrational and rotational) 
with 266 nm excitation is 11 kcal/mol. Assuming that this value does not change 
drastically on reducing the pump energy (see discussion below), the internal energy 
in the radical is sufficient for radical predissociation (equation 6.2). This process 
must lead to I (2P∣) atoms exclusively if only I* atoms are formed in the first step, 
based simply on energy conservation. On monitoring I, we observe a temporal 
behavior that can be modelled as a two-component exponential rise (figure 6.1). 
The fast component appears to be on the time-scale of our pulse (≤ 3 ps) while 
the slow component is many tens of picoseconds. The rate equations appropriate 
for the proposed mechanism (equations 6.1 and 6.2) are readily solved. Assuming 












[C2Γ4](i) = [i<≈>](i) = (1 -½at
-⅛ιt> (6.4α)
(6.4δ)
(6.5)) - ⅛ (1 -
where N = [C2F4J2](O)∙ We associate lW with I* and with I atoms for con­
venience in the discussion below. Equation (6.5) shows that the expected behavior 
of the the products of the secondary fragmentation is a biexponential buildup, 
with relative amplitudes inversely proportional to their rates. In our results for I, 
⅛ι ≥ 1012 s^1 and k2 ≤ ⅛⅛ι, while their respective amplitudes are approximately 
equal. In the following sections, we consider possible schemes that appear consis­
tent with the observation of a greater proportion of the fast component than is 
predicted by equation 6.5.
B.l. Sequential Multiphoton Absorption
Unstable radicals such as CH2I18 and C2F2H2Br10 have been shown to absorb 
266 nm radiation.18 The cross-section is generally comparable to that of the parent 
molecule. Radicals which absorb a second photon are highly internally excited and 
are liable to dissociate quite rapidly. The kinetic scheme shown in figure 6.2 shows 
all pathways that may lead to ground state I atoms. We neglect pathways that 
lead directly to I+ since the detected signal is resonantly enhanced.
An approximate treatment of the effect of absorption of photons by any of 
the dissociating species on the subsequent evolution may be done in the following 
way. If either C2F4I2 or C2F4I absorbs a pump photon, we may assume that the 
initial conditions for solving the kinetic scheme are different from those leading to 
equations 6.3 to 6.5. The correction involves adding a term
N'a (l - e~feii)
to equation (6.5). If the parent molecule absorbs the photon, N' = N, whereas if
it is absorbed by the radical, N' = Here, a is the product
of the absorption cross-section and the average intensity, as in chapter 2, and k> is
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the dissociation rate of the upper state, which is assumed to be fast (instantaneous). 
σ is a function of the two rate constants which is related to how many radicals are 
present during a pulse, and what fraction of them dissociate to form I atoms in 
that period. If ⅛ι is fast compared to the pulse duration and is slow, σ ~ 1.
Similarly, if either of these species absorbs a probe photon, the observed signal 
is the sum of equation (6.5) and a fraction, a of either equation (6.3) or (6.4a). In 
either case, we see that the relative fraction of fast to slow increases by ~ a.
Transients obtained with pump pulses of different intensities are shown in 
figure 6.3. The fraction of the fast component is clearly higher when the intensity 
is high. This is in qualitative agreement with the discussion above. The amount 
of change (~20 % of the total signal) is quite high, suggesting that the absorption 
cross-section for the radical is large.
Figure 4a shows a log-log plot of signal t>j. pump power while a similar plot of 
the probe power dependence is given in figure 4b. These measurements show linear 
dependence on the pump and a cubic dependence on the probe at low intensities. 
At higher pump intensities (not shown), one can see deviations from these simple 
power laws. This behavior suggests the involvement of other channels at these 
increased intensities. Transients measured with low pump and probe intensities 
clearly show the bi exponential behavior. This establishes that although sequential 
multiphoton absorption is possible in this system, the biexponential character is 
not solely due to this process.
B.2. Radical internal energy distribution and excitation energy
A recent estimate of the stability of C2F4I claims that the radical is bound
by 8 kcal/mol (2830 cm 1 ).1° Energy conservation dictates that radicals are 
formed with a distribution of internal energies, complementary to the spread in 
translational energy of the iodine atom. Since they are in a collisionless envi­
ronment, they dissociate with individual rate constants, ⅛2(-β')5 which depend on 
the internal energy. The corresponding distribution of lifetimes often results in 
apparent biexponential behavior.3’8 The signal may be represented as a sum of
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exponential transients (equation 6.5) weighted by the probability density. In the 
limit of a continuous distribution of internal energies, the sum may be written as 
an integral
S(i) = JÊ 1 -⅞) [(1 ^ e^i'i'sl,) - (1 - e^i,,)] dE (β∙6)
≈ j [l - e-fcli<β)f] P(E}dE ζ{E} ≤≤ 1 (6.7)
where ζ{E} = fc2(^)∕⅛1 and P(E)dE is the probability that the radicals have 
energy in the range (E, E + dE). Eq is the threshold for radical dissociation. In our 
previous report8 we have shown that S(<), when convoluted with an instrument 
response function, could explain our observation of a biexponential rise.
In this series of studies, we have measured the buildup of I atoms for a number 
of pump wavelengths. The purpose behind this is to change the internal energy 
distribution in the intermediate radical, and thereby affect the rate of its decay. In 
figure 6.5, we show the results of experiments at three different excitation energies 
from 280 nm to 307 nm. The transients show a trend toward longer lifetimes 
with less available energy, with a concomitant increase of the fraction of the fast 
component. In view of the discussion of the previous section, we performed the 
experiments reported here under low power conditions, well into the region of the 
proper intensity dependence, i.e., linear for the pump and cubic for the probe.
In order to develop a self-consistent picture of the dissociation processes, we 
need to know the following:
(i) The distribution of internal energy in the radicals at each excitation energy 
and the relative amounts of vibrational vs. rotational excitation.
(ii) The unimolecular rates as a function of energy and angular momentum.
(iii) The rate of formation of C2F4I, fcj.
We discuss these points in the next few sections.
B.2.1. Impulsive models for energy distributions
A classical mechanical model for predicting the average kinetic energy released 
in a direct dissociation has been applied to the UV fragmentation! of many alkyl
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halides with a fair degree of success. The alkyl fragment is treated as being ‘soft’,
i.e., the a C atom being weakly attached to the rest of the radical. The available 
energy is released into translational energy of the I and C atoms, energy and linear 
momentum conservation principles being applied to determine the relative speeds 
of their separation. The motion of the radical is determined by the a C atom 
‘crashing’ into the rest of the radical, conserving linear momentum, the energy of 
the C atom being partitioned into translational and internal energy of the radical. 
It can be shown that
Evr = 1 _ μa
Eav μf (β.S)
where μa is the reduced mass of the partners in the initial recoil of the C and 
I atoms and μ∕ is the reduced mass of the I atom and the radical. Eav is the 
total energy available for disposal and Evr is the energy that eventually ends up as 
internal motions of the C2F4I. The division of the internal energy into rotations 
and vibrations is obtained from conservation of angular momentum — the torque 
applied to the radical is simply the initial linear momentum of the a C atom 
multiplied by the perpendicular distance of the radical center of mass from the line 
of centers of the dissociating atoms.
The rigid radical approximation is a variation on this theme. As in the other 
model, the impulse during bond scission involves only the C and I atoms which 
were previously bonded. The bonds in the radical are assumed to be infinitely stiff 
and the energy of the recoiling C atom is converted into rotational and translatonal 
energy of the fragment. The amount of rotational energy is given by
E,rot Ia
Ea Ea μfrlm sin2 X (θ∙θ)1 +
where Erot is the average rotational energy, Ia is the moment of inertia of the 
fragment radical about an axis perpendicular to the plane containing the C and I 
atoms and the center of mass of the radical, rcm is the distance of the a C atom 
from the axis of rotation and χ is the angle between the two lines defining the plane 
of rotational motion at the instant of scission.
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The following comments about the application of these models to the disso­
ciation of C2F4I2 may be made. First, these models predict the average energy 
in vibrations and rotations, but do not provide a description of the distribution of 
internal energy, a knowledge of which is crucial to the analysis of our data. Second, 
some authors have used a ‘united atom’19 in place of the C atom as the initial 
recoil partner. For simple alkyl halides, this amounts to including the H atoms 
attached to the a carbon. Finally, it is useful to note that both models predict 
the average energy released as translational energy is a constant fraction of the 
available energy.
B.2.2. Estimation of k2(E)
The unimolecular rates may be calculated as a function of the excess energy 
using statistical theories (e.g. RRKM)2° , provided the frequencies and rotational 
constants of the radical and its ’transition state’ are known. C2F4I is a very weakly 
bound molecule whose structure and vibrational frequencies are unknown. We 
avoid the pitfalls of estimating sixteen vibrational frequencies for the parent and 
fifteen for the transition state by choosing a different route for predicting k2(E). 
It has been empirically shown that rates of unimolecular reactions under isolated 
conditions may be represented by an Arrhenius-like formula21
k2(E) = A exp aE — Eq
(6.10)
The pre-exponential factor, A, is easily recognized, a is an adjustable parameter 
which may be interpreted as the product of the threshold energy, Eq, and the 
number of effective oscillators. This imposes as upper bound of ~ 120 kcal/mol. 
for the value of a.
B.2.3. The magnitude of fcι
The kinetic scheme used in this analysis is adequate in describing the dynamics 
provided the fitted values of the fast component is not taken at face value. The 
intrinsic assumption in any kinetic model is that the individual steps occur with 
a random distribution of lifetimes. This may not be an accurate description of
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direct mode reactions. In a recently described classical model22 , one considers the 
rise time in terms of the relative velocity of separation and the distribution of rise 
times is related to the distribution of fragment translational energy. We found that 
equation 6.7 is a good approximation of equation 6.6 as long as k2 ≤ 0.10fcj. Since 
the initial dissociation is prompt, we have assumed that this condition holds for all 
rate constants considered.
B.2.4. Details of numerical simulations
As pointed out above, the impulsive models are good for estimating average 
energies only. Although statistical distributions may be calculated, they tend to 
overestimate the amount of internal excitation. The amount of internal excitation 
is best obtained from measured kinetic energy distributions by energy conservation.
Eυr = Ehυ - D0(C2F4I -1) - J‰(I2P3∕2) - ‰m. (6.11)
The photon energy is Efιv, the translational and internal energy are Etrαna and 
Eυr respectively. E,o is the electronic energy of I* and -Dθ is the bond dissociation 
energy. Reid et al. have measured the distribution of kinetic energy in the initial 
step of dissociation at 266 nm.9 They found that the peak of the kinetic energy 
distribution was at 14 kcal/mol, which is 42 % of the available energy at that 
wavelength. The distribution was fairly symmetric and broad, having a full-width 
at half maximum (FWHM) value of 11 kcal/mol.
The impulsive models predict 86% of the available energy appears as transla­
tion for the rigid radical and 14 % for the soft one, the experimental value lying 
between these limits, which cover almost the full range of possibilities. In passing, 
it may be noted that a ‘united atom’ model using the mass of —CF2- instead of 
the bare C atom predicts 44% of the available energy should appear as translation, 
a value which is much closer to the observed value. This approach corresponds 
to having the C—F bonds of the a carbon atom being rigid, while the rest of the 
radical is flexible.
In our attempt at simulating the experimental transients, we calculated radical 
energy distributions with the following assumptions.
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(i) The average energy in relative motion, and therefore the average internal en­
ergy in C2F4I, is a wavelength independent fraction of the available energy, as 
predicted by the impulsive models. This implies that the rigidity of the radical 
does not change with excitation energy. We also used the measured fraction9 
of 42 % in estimating the average translational energy at each wavelength.
(ii) The internal energy distribution is gaussian, with width proportional to the 
average energy, i.e., the available energy.
(iii) The effects of angular momentum on the rates are not significant.
The rates of dissociation as a function of energy were estimated using equation 
6.10. These rates were then used with appropriate weights to simulate the transient 
behavior of the ensemble of C2F4I using equation 6.7. These simulated buildups 
were convoluted with the typical system response and the results analyzed by the 
method used for the experimental transients. The values of A and a were adjusted 
to match the two exponential components and their relative amplitudes that were 
measured for dissociation at 279 nm (Table 6.1). As can be seen from the simulated 
transient shown in figure 6.6, the agreement was fair.
The A and a values obtained above were used to simulate the expected be­
havior at lower energies using calculated distributions. As seen from Table 6.1, 
the fast component obtained in fits of these simulations is much longer than is ob­
tained for the experimental data. The lower panel of figure 6.6 should be compared 
with the measured transient at 307 nm (figure 6.5). Changing a to larger values 
effectively increases the difference in the long components at the limiting energies 
studied. Decreasing a makes the lifetimes more similar, but the relative amount 
of the fast component becomes much greater than is observed. The disagreement 
between the simulations and the measured transients indicates that at least one of 
our assumptions is not justified.
One may argue that the assumed functional form of the energy dependence 
is responsible for this discrepancy. Any statistical prediction of the energy depen­
dence of ⅛2 would claim that the rates increase with energy. The fact that the 
fraction of fast component increases with less available energy suggests that the
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energy dependence of the rates is not the sole factor that is of significance in deter­
mining the shape of the measured transients. One is therefore forced to conclude 
that the assumed distributions of internal energies in the radical do not reflect the 
true distributions present during reaction.
B.2.5. Initial dissociation into the I channel
In the last section, we implicitly assumed that initial dissociation into the I 
channel occurred with too low a probability for it to affect our results, in accord 
with the measurements of Gerck.17 Kinetic energy analysis of I atoms from the 
dissociation of C2F4I2 at 308 nm1° indicates that ~ 40 % of the initial dissociation 
leads to ground state I atoms, contradicting the high (0.9) quantum yield of I* 
measured by IR fluorescence. The magnitude of this discrepancy is difficult to 
reconcile. However, if the energy analysis study of Minton et ai.10 is correct, then 
the assumptions used in our simulations of the previous section are clearly not 
justified. In this section we consider the effects of this channel being open on our 
measurements.
The basic results from the study of Minton et al.1° are that the distribution of 
kinetic energies is bimodal. One of the peaks (attributed to I* formation) appears 
at 13.1 kcal/mol and has a FWHM of ~ 5 kcal/mol, while the second one (due to 
I atoms) appears at 21.6 kcal/mol and has a FWHM ~12.5 kcal/mol. A number 
of conclusions may be drawn from a comparison of these results and those of Reid 
et al.9 First, since dissociation at 266 nm leads to no significant amount of I 
atoms, their production must be wavelength dependent. Similar behavior has been 
observed in other alkyl halides and is surprising only to the extent that it also 
occurs in perfluorinated compounds, which generally tend to have high quantum 
yields of I* . Second, the average kinetic energy released into the I* channel is 69 %, 
significantly higher than the observed 42 % at 266 nm. Thus our assumption that 
the rigidity of the radical is independent of excitation energy is erroneous. Finally, 
the width of the peak is narrower for dissociation at lower energies, proportional to 
the available energy, in concurrence with the ad hoc assumption made in the last 
section.
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The data shown here is qualitatively consistent with an increasing quantum 
yield of I atoms at longer excitation wavelengths. Since the electronic energy 
(21.7 kcal/mol) is now available for internal motion, the radicals from this channel 
are formed with significantly higher internal energy and dissociate rapidly. In 
addition, the I atoms from the initial step will also be detected, leading to an 
expected transient shape given by the sum of equations 6.4b and 6.5, weighted 
by the relative quantum yields. A greater yield of I atoms at lower excitation 
energies would lead to a larger contribution to the signal from equation 6.4b and, 
conceivably, a larger relative fraction of the fast component.
A more quantitative comparison requires an interpolation scheme for estimat­
ing the quantum yield of I atoms as a function of wavelength, as well as a second 
one for the peak positions and shapes of the energy distributions as a function of 
wavelength. The simplest scheme would be to assume zero yield of I for dissociation 
at 280 nm and a distribution similar to the one observed at 266 nmm scaled by the 
available energy. The parameters of the measured distribution at 308 nm may be 
used to simulate the expected transient at 307 nm. Results, shown in figure 6.7, are 
in much better agreement with the observed transient behavior. The simulation 
reproduces the initial fast rise and relative amplitude quite well, but fails to predict 
the long component correctly. Given the simplicitly of our model, the agreement 
appears remarkable.
Finally, a few relevant points may be mentioned. Our results show that pro­
duction of I atoms affects the internal energy distribution of C2F4I. This suggests 
that the surface crossing responsible for the production of the ground state radical 
occurs while the two fragments are still interacting strongly, since almost 50 % of 
the additional available energy appears as internal energy in C2F4I.
The product angular distribution (PAD) measured by Reid et al. for C2F4 is 
strongly forward-backward peaked, with pronounced asymmetry favoring backward 
scattering of the ethylene fragment with respect to the velocity vector of C2F4I, 
This is characteristic of an osculating complex23 , one that lives for a period
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comparable to the rotational period of the complex. This is consistent with our 
observation of a fraction of complexes dissociating rapidly.
6.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented product electronic state dependent rates of 
the dissociation of C2F4I2 as a function of excitation energy. The dynamics of this 
reaction can be described in terms of a two step mechanism, the first one leading to 
an internally excited radical, C2F4I, the second step being the dissociation of these 
energized radicals. The electronically excited I atom showed a pulse-limited rise 
independent of wavelength, which we interpret as indicating that I* is formed only 
in the initial step step. The buildup of ground state I atoms appears biexponential, 
partly because radicals formed with different amounts of internal energy dissociate 
with different rate constants. Our results support the hypothesis that both I and 
I* atoms can be produced in the initial dissociation, their relative quantum yields 
being a function of the excitation energy.
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Table 6.1 : Fitted parameters for transients and simulations






















a Ratio of amplitude of fast component to total amplitude
b Simulation as in 6.B.2.4. The rate parameters for the simulations are a = 50 
kcal/mol, and A = 5.0 × 1012 s^^1.
c Simulation as in 6.B.2.5. Parameters were the same as in the other model.
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Table 6.2 : Parameters for the distributions used in simulations
Model Wavelength (nm) Average E (kcal/mol) Width (kcal/mol)
(a) 279 17.3 12.5
307 11.2 6.6
(b) 279 17.3 12.5
307 19.2; 6.0 15.; 5.0
Model(a) refers to the calculations of 6.B.2.4 while model (b) refers to those 
of 6.B.2.5. For the latter, a bimodal distribution was used. Hence the two numbers 
in each column.
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Figure β.2. Kinetic scheme for dissociation of neutral C2F4I2 including pathways 




























Figure 6.3. Transients obtained with (a) weak and (b) intense pump pulses. The 
relative amplitude of the fast component is significantly higher in (b) than in (a).
High pump power scon
Low pump power scon
Time (Picoseconds)
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Figure 6.4. (a) Dependence of the signal on the pump intensity. The slope of the 
best fit line shown is 1.1. (b) Probe-power dependence. The slope of the best fit 
line shown is 3.1.
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Figure 6.5. Transient buildup of I atoms as a function of the pump wavelength, 
(a) 279 nm; (b) 290 nm and (c) 307 nm. The solid line in each plot represents the 
fitted biexponential rise convoluted with an assumed gaussian instrument response. 





Figure β.6. Simulated transient buildup of I atoms for excitation energies of (a) 
279 nm and (b) 307 nm. 2% white noise is added to the simulations to mimic the 
random error in the experimental transients and its effect on the fitting procedure. 






Figure 6.7. Simulated transient behavior of I on excitation at 307 nm, assuming 










OBSERVATION OF INTRA-COLLISION PROCESSES BY TIME 
AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS
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CHAPTER 7A
PICOSECOND MPI MASS SPECTROMETRY OF CH3I IN THE PROCESS OF DISSOCIATIONLuftur R. KHUNDKAR and Ahmed H. ZEWAIL 1
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 2, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA
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Picosecond multiphoton ionization and time-of-flιght mass spectrometry has been used to monitor the dissociation of methyl 
iodide excited to its A continuum. The measured signals show a rapid buildup when the probe laser is tuned to a resonance of free 
atomic iodine and a sharp feature at zero time delay when it is tuned off-resonance. Enhanced signal is also observed in the parent 
ion channel. These results illustrate the possible use of this technique for the probing of fragment species before they are com­
pletely separated from their partners in a half-collision process.
1. IntroductionThe technique of femtosecond “transition state” spectroscopy (FTS) has been recently applied to the bond-breaking process in ICN [ 1,2]. Two ultrashort pulses (≤100 fs) are employed in the standard pump-probe scheme. The difference is that in FTS, the probe is tuned to either side of the transition in the free product, thereby accentuating the contri­bution of perturbed states of fragments in the pro­cess of falling apart. We have extended this concept experimentally to the picosecond domain [ 3 ]. In both the earlier femtosecond [ 1 ] and the picosecond [3] experiments, we employed LIF to probe the sepa­rating species. Here, we report on the use of multi­photon ionization (MPI) followed by mass-selective detection of fragment ions as a complementary de­tection method. MPI mass spectrometry allows us to probe non-fluorescing systems, and therefore makes the technique applicable to a larger set of molecular systems. Experimental results on methyl iodide are presented and interpreted in terms of probing the system during the half-collision, i.e. while the dis­sociating fragments exert forces on each other.Methyl iodide has been the subject of extensive spectroscopic [4-8] and theoretical [9] investiga­tions over the past two decades. Excitation to the low-
1 John Simon Guggenheim Foundation Fellow.
3 Contribution No. 7695.
lying singlet state ( A, ) has often been considered the prototype of direct photodissociation reactions. This state is repulsive and the rate of formation of prod­ucts ( <0.5 ps) [8] is consistent with a rapid release of kinetic energy [5,7]. Some higher lying states of the neutral molecule have been characterized, and the energetics [10] and MPI fragmentation patterns [11] of the corresponding positive ion determined.
2. ExperimentalThe experimental apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere [12]. Briefly, the 1064 nm output of an actively mode-locked Nd-YAG laser was fre­quency doubled and used to pump two independent dye lasers synchronously. The output wavelength of each dye laser was selected by an intracavity three- plate quartz biréfringent filter. One of these (DL1 ) was used to generate the pump while the other (DL2) was used for the probe. Each picosecond pulse was amplified in multi-stage dye amplifiers pumped by a (2-switched amplified Nd-YAG laser operating at 20 Hz. The final pulse energies were typically 0.5 mJ/pulse and were attenuated for the experiments. The temporal shape of the amplified pulses is very- similar to that of the input pulses. The visible pulse cross-correlations are typically Gaussian, with pulse- widths »7 ps.The amplified pulses were directed through the two0 009-2614/87/$ 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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Volume 142, number 5 CHEMICAL PHYSICS LETTERSarms of a Michelson interferometer, one fixed (pump), the other variable (probe). The beams were frequency-doubled in KD*P crystals and focused with a 50 cm fused silica lens in a singly skimmed mo­lecular beam. The photoions were deflected into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The gate of a box­car averager was set for selected mass peaks (I+ or CH3I + ) and the time delay scanned to measure the temporal behavior of the mass species of interest. Mass spectra can be obtained at fixed time delays using a 100 MHz digitizer to sample the transient ion signal for each laser shot and averaging many such spectra.Iodomethane (99%, Aldrich) was cooled to 0oC. Helium gas was flowed over the cooled sample and expanded through a pulsed valve (nominal aperture 500 μm) made of Kel-F. Typical expansion condi­tions were 25 psig stagnation pressure and 2× 10^3 4 *Torr ambient pressure in the first chamber. The pressure in the ionization chamber was 5 X 10^6 Torr. The expansion was skimmed ≈ 2 cm from the nozzle and ions formed another 9 cm downstream. The trig­ger to the pulsed valve was adjusted to minimize sig­nal from dimers and larger clusters. Checks were made for dimer contributions [13] to the reported results in the following way. Transients were meas­ured with the lasers sampling different parts of the expansion, i.e. for higher concentrations of dimers (as evidenced by mass spectra). The results showed no qualitative difference between transients ob­tained when the expansion contained dimers and when it contained no discernible amounts of dimers. Our expansion conditions ( ≈ 120 Torr CH3I in 1800 Torr He) are not as favorable for forming dimers as those of ref. [13] (100 Torr neat CH3I).
3. ResultsTransients were obtained by monitoring I+ as a function of the delay time for different probe wave­lengths near known free atomic I two-photon tran­sitions [6,14]. The pump wavelength was held fixed at 292 nm for all scans. The transients (fig. 1 ) show a fast rise and decay when the probe laser is tunedaway from the resonance in either direction. On refc-onance, the transient shows no evidence of such a feature near zero delay (∕0)∙ For small changes in
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Time (picoseconds)
Fig. 1. Time-resolved transients detected by mass selection of (A) 
I and <B> CH31. The three transients in (A) were taken using 
different probe wavelengths: 0 indicates on-resonance (304 nm ), 
+ indicates relative shifts in cm ^1 from resonance.
wavelength, the profile appears to be a combination of both a ∕0 feature and residual signal at long ( —- ns ) delay. The resonance has been assigned [ 14 ] to a two- photon transition (5p2 PT,2→6p4 D°z2, 304 nm) originating from the excited spin-orbit state (2P∣,2) of atomic iodine (I*). Similar behavior has been ob­served for wavelengths near resonances of ground- state (2P3∕2) atomic iodine (I).The transient behavior of the parent molecule was measured by monitoring CH3I*. A sample transient is shown in fig. IB. The temporal behavior is char­acteristic of a fast decay process. These transients do not show as marked a wavelength dependence over the range studied.
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Mass spectra obtained at negative, zero and pos­itive time delays clearly reflect the buildup of I (I*) atoms and the fast decay of CH3I occurring simultaneously.The temporal behavior reported here is very sim­ilar to that observed in the femtosecond experiment [ 1 ]. However, the buildup and decay observed in the picosecond experiments is limited by our time resolution.
4. DiscussionThe A continuum of methyl iodide is the band arising from the promotion of a non-bonding elec­tron from the valence shell of the bound I atom into a molecular orbital of antibonding character. The band consists of a number of overlapping states of different symmetries (E, Al, A2 in C3v). The tran­sition moment is predominantly parallel to the C-I bond, the axis of symmetry of the molecule. The an­gular distribution of products [5] and the rate of product formation [ 8 ] show that the dissociation is direct. Both ground state atomic iodine and the spin-orbit excited species are formed,CH3I→CH3+I,
ch3i→ch3+i*.The branching ratio varies slightly with energy, and at the energies of interest, it is approximately 2 : 1 (I*∕I) [4,5J. In strict C3v symmetry, the I channel correlates with A2 and E states (perpendicular tran­sition) while the I* channel correlates with an A, state. The fact that experimentally both I and I* products appear to be derived from parallel transi­tions implies that the initial absorption is dominated by the AI state and the I atom is produced as a result of the intersection of the A, and E or A2 surfaces. Recent studies on aligned CH3I molecules [15] cor­roborate this and suggest that the intersection occurs at a C-I distance larger than the equilibrium bond length in the ground state.
4.1. Probing the fragment speciesThe competition between photodissociation and photoionization followed by dissociation in the ion
has been well documented [ 11,16]. We observe dis­tinct resonances corresponding to well-known two- photon transitions in free atomic iodine. The major contribution to the ion signal (τnte≈ 127) is derived from two-photon resonant, one-photon ionization of I atoms resulting from the dissociation of CH3I in the A band. The transient obtained with the probe laser tuned to the peak of an I* resonance shows a prompt rise in signal (τ ≤ 0.5 ps) and no subse­quent decay. This has been observed and reported previously [8]. As the probe laser is tuned away from the resonance in either direction (red or blue), the transients start to show a distinct peak at t0 (within our cross-correlation), superimposed on the con­stant signal at long times. The amplitude of the long time signal decreases as the laser is tuned further off- resonance and eventually reaches background levels. Such behavior has been observed in recent femto­second experiments [ 1 ] and shown to be due to ab­sorption by dissociating species that are still in close proximity [2].The average kinetic energy release in the I* chan­nel was measured to be 28 kcal/mol for excitation at 266 nm [5]. Assuming the same fraction of the available energy appears as translational energy at the excitation wavelength of interest, we estimate ≈ 20 kcal/mol released as kinetic energy of both frag­ments at 292 nm. In the center-of-mass frame, the relative speed (terminal) of separation of the frag­ments is ≈ 35 À/ps. The speed of recoil at close dis­tances is smaller than the terminal one. Van der Waals minima at large internuclear separations would also tend to slow down the separation process. Thus for a small fraction ( ≈ 1-10%) of our pulse duration the dissociating species I...CH3 are perturbing each other.A schematic is shown in fig. 2A solely for illustra­tive purposes. At point A, the fragments are essen­tially non-interacting and the spectroscopy of the species is that of free fragments. At point B, the van der Waals attraction results in lower energy for the lower surface and the resonance energy is slightly blue-shifted. At point C, the repulsive part of the dis­sociation potential dominates while the upper sur­face is not as strongly affected. The resonance is then slightly redder than at point A. Clearly, this is only one of many possible combinations. The salient point is that the perturbations must be different for the two surfaces involved; the experiment is sensitive to the
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Fig. 2.(A) Schematic of two PES describing blue- and red-shifts 
in the probing process (see text). (B) Schematic for “trapping" 
dissociating AB (CHj-I) by excitation to the ion.energy difference between them. Such a description has been invoked previously to account for “wing emission” in dissociation reactions (17].
4.2. Probing the parent speciesMPI using nanosecond lasers requires significant pulse energies to compete with the rapid dissociation in the A continuum when this is used as an inter­mediate resonance. Consequently the balance be­tween ionization and subsequent absorption by the ion leads to significant fragmentation to smaller ionic species. As discussed later, we observe primarily the parent ion, CH3I+, in our studies and ascribe this to the high peak power at a given average pulse energy for our picosecond pulses.It is interesting to note that allowing for only ver­tical excitations, the ionization process should be able to sample a finite part of the repulsive surface (fig. 2B). Vertical transitions from different regions of the repulsive surface will leave the ion with enough en-
Mass ∕ charge
Fig. 3. (A) Picosecond time-gated mass spectra. The ∙ indicates 
I* ( m∣e= 127). The other peak is CH3I* (m∕e= 142). The back­
ground has been subtracted for each spectrum (see text for de­
tails). (B) Mass spectrum obtained from each laser individually.ergy to fragment. A certain fraction of the excited species will eject photoelectrons with sufficient ki­netic energy so as to stabilize the resulting positive ion. The process is similar to radiative-trapping or recombination [18] in that the fragments are trap­ped (in the ion) before they are able to separate.
4.3. Mass spectra and fragmentation schemes
In fig. 3A we show mass spectra obtained at time delays of -13.3, 0 and +13.3 ps. The probe laser was tuned to a resonance of I*, where the temporal behavior is simply a buildup.The spectrum at long negative times has been sub­tracted from each in an effort to remove background
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Volume 142, number 5 CHEMICAL PHYSICS LETTERS 18 December 1987signal (the raw data show the same trend). The change in the spectrum as a function of time is dra­matic - large signal in the CH3I + channel at ⅛ and almost negligible signal at positive delays *'. The sig­nal in the I+ channel is largest at long positive delay, consistent with a buildup of I* as discussed above. The relative magnitudes of the ion signal in different channels are worthy of note. At t0, the two channels have comparable intensity implying that a signifi­cant fraction of the molecules excited by the pump remain bound long enough to be probed. At positive time, only neutral I (I*) atoms are left to be probed.A few alternative schemes have also been consid­ered to verify the uniqueness of the explanation pro­posed above. First, the pump may leave significant population in some high-lying neutral (Rydberg) state of CH3I. The probe could ionize these highly excited molecules. Recent multiphoton studies on CH3I show no significant absorption in the 290 nm region although molecular states abound at higher and lower energies [6]. Thus the probability of forming highly excited neutral CH3I is small. If such a state were to exist, our results imply that the state is very short-lived (fig. IB). The dynamics is prob­ably qualitatively similar to that occurring in the A continuum, and the arguments of the previous sec­tions hold equally well. However, the low probability of populating high-lying states implies that this chan­nel cannot be the major contributor to the observed signals.Second, our experiments may be probing the dy­namics of the ions. Clearly, the enhanced signal in the parent mass-channel must be due to dynamics in a neutral CH3I. One may argue that the t0 feature in the I+ channel is derived from fragmentation of ex­cited CH3I+. Fig. 3B shows mass spectra obtained using each laser separately. Note that the pump laser creates very little I+ or CH3-. Thus the dominant mechanism is to create stable parent ion. This sug­gests that subsequent absorption of a photon by the parent ion is not a very probable process. The spec­trum due to the probe laser alone shows the same features, but a much greater amount of I+ signal. We presume that this signal comes primarily from the
,l The small amount of "negative” signal in the parent ion chan­
nel at positive delay is an artefact of the background subtrac­
tion procedure. It represents the error limits of our results.
Fig. 4. Energetics of neutral and ion states of CH3I. The solid 
arrows correspond to transitions excited by the pump, while the 
shaded (lighter) arrows indicate those due to the probe.
resonant ionization of free I from dissociated neu­trals. Tuning the probe off-resonance causes the sig­nal in this channel to decrease by a factor of 5, which is comparable to the I+ signals observed in the mass spectrum due to the pump laser alone. Thus we con­clude that fragmentation of CH3I+ by absorption of additional probe photons cannot be a major source for the t0 feature observed in this channel.The energetics of the ion are known from MPI fragmentation and photoion photoelectron coinci­dence studies. A schematic diagram is shown in fig. 4. Two photons of the probe are required to ionize molecules that have absorbed one pump photon. The total energy obtained from the sum of three photons is in the region of the Â state of the ion. If the pho­toelectron leaves with low kinetic energy, the ion will be left in the Â state, while higher energy photoelec­trons correspond to ground state CH3I+ stable to further fragmentation. The ionic Â state is believed to undergo rapid internal conversion to the X state [10], which has two fragmentation channels acces­sible: CH3I+→CH3+ + I and CH3I+→CH2I+ + H. The first has a lower threshold and is likely to dom­inate. Neither of these channels give rise to signal in
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CHEMICAL PHYSICS LETTERSVolume 142, number 5the I+ channel. A third probe photon would leave the ions with enough energy to form I+, but the cross section for this process should be many orders of magnitude smaller.Finally, it should be noted that any off-resonance effect of the I atom ionization will only be observed if the ionization signal is monitored in real time. The pump-probe signal "2 is sensitive only to the delay time between the two pulses and hence to formation of the fragment.
5. ConclusionsThese studies demonstrate that the process of sep­aration of fragments of direct photodissociation re­actions can be probed using tunable, ultrashort pulses in combination with MPI-mass spectrometry. Mass selection of ions allows us to identify bound species and fragments unambiguously and also to probe non­fluorescing species. Wavelength tunability provides another degree of freedom which may be exploited to obtain detailed information on the perturbed frag­ment species. The extension of this detection scheme to the femtosecond time domain promises to make FTS [ 1 ] versatile in probing the “transition state” of reactions.Note: Two very recent studies are relevant to this work, (a) El-Sayed and co-workers [19] have found that with one pulse ( ≈ 50 ps) at 266 nm, absorption to the ion competes effectively with dissociation on the repulsive surface, consistent with our work, (b) Polanyi and co-workers have reported [20] the use of MPI to detect HD2 produced in the hot atom re­action of H with Dj, with nanosecond lasers. It is in­teresting that even long (nanosecond) pulses can detect species with ≤ 1 ps lifetime.
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Time- and frequency-resolved measurements of transition states
7B.1. Introduction
Electronic excitation of molecules from a bound ground state to a repulsive 
(unbound) state leads to dissociation on a time-scale which is often much faster than 
the molecular rotational period. Recent pump-probe experiments using ultrashort 
pulses (~ 100 fs) have shown that a small, but finite, time-lag is associated with 
the evolution of the unperturbed fragment states.1 This may be interpreted as 
the time taken by the fragments to physically separate along a classical path. A 
simple model2 for interpreting the time-dependence of the absorption of light by 
dissociating fragments has been developed and used to model this delay.
These experiments1’3 have also shown that the so-called “transition-state” 
species may be detected via their characteristic absorption profiles. Since time 
and frequency constitute a Fourier transform pair, these effects should also be 
observable in energy-resolved experiments. Polanyi and coworkers4 have used 
carefully scaled measurements over a large dynamic range of signal intensity to 
show that light emitted by fragments during dissociation have spectral profiles 
that are non-Lorentzian as a result of the mutual perturbation of the separating 
species.
Here, we extend the classical model of light absorption during fragmentation 
of Bersohn and Zewail (BZ)2 to the frequency domain and show by numerical 
simulation how parameters such as initial energy, spectral and temporal bandwidths 
of the pulses employed affect the outcome of a pump-probe experiment. As a 
concrete example, we compare the predictions of this simple model with recent 
experimental measurements on methyl iodide.
In the previous chapter3 , we presented transients at different wavelengths near 
a non-resonant two-photon transition of the iodine atom. Results obtained with the 
laser tuned slightly off-resonance showed a sharp feature at zero time which is not
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present when the laser is properly tuned to resonance. This has been attributed to 
absorption by iodine atoms which are perturbed by their recoil partners, the methyl 
radicals. If our analysis is correct, the absorption spectrum near a resonance of the 
atoms should appear broader when both pulses are overlapped in time than when 
they are separated by finite delays long enough to ensure that all recoiling species 
are far removed from each other. Here, we present results of spectral measurements 
at various delays to corroborate the observations of the previous section.
7B.2. Experimental
The apparatus used was essentially the same as the one described earlier. 
The primary difference was that instead of the time delay being varied to map the 
evolution of the system, the probe laser wavelength was tuned for fixed delay times. 
A few other variations in the experimental setup are described briefly.
Instead of two independent dye lasers, we used a single synchronously pumped 
one and amplified its output in four stages to obtain pulses of high energy (~1 mJ) 
picosecond light at 608 nm. Approximately 80% of this light was focused into a 5 
cm long water cell. The intensities obtained were high enough to generate a white- 
light continuum.5 The remaining 20% of the first pulse was propagated through 
the delay line and a nominal ×1 telescope (50 cm quartz lenses), as described 
earlier. A thin KDP crystal was placed near the beam waist to generate the second 
harmonic, which was used as the probe.
The white-light continuum was collimated with a spherical achromatic lens 
and the beam dispersed with a grating. A double pass arrangement with a slit 
in the path of the beam is capable of selecting a narrow portion of the spectrum6 
(FWHM of the spectral bandwidth was ~ 10 Â). The wavelength selected beam 
was amplified in another three stages, doubled and used as the pump in the usual 
way. Since the color of the pump light is determined almost entirely by the geom­
etry of the grating arrangement, the wavelength of the light used to generate the 
continuum does not affect the frequency of the pump. The two beams are therefore 
still independently tunable.
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The REMPI spectrum of I* atoms was obtained by tuning the sync-pump laser 
with a stepper motor. The steps of the motor were synchronized with the channel 
advance of the multichannel analyzer. A typical set of spectra was obtained in 
the following sequence of steps. The laser was tuned to the peak of the resonance 
and a transient of the parent CH3I was obtained by stepping the delay line. Once 
a reasonable transient had been obtained, the delay was set to correspond to the 
peak of the transient. The gate of the boxcar was adjusted to sample only ions 
with the same mass as the I atom and the spectrum was obtained by varying the 
wavelength of the dye laser systematically. This was repeated for both positive 
and negative delays (40 ps). A number of such scans were averaged for improved 
S/N ratios, with appropriate measures taken to correct for changes in the laser 
intensities during the experiment. The spectra shown in the figures below were 
optimally filtered in fourier space.7
7B.3. Theory
A schematic of the 1-dimensional potential energy surfaces (curves) relevant 
to this discussion is shown in figure 7B.1. As in the BZ model, we assume Born- 
Oppenheimer separability of electronic and nuclear motions and use classical me­
chanics to describe the evolution of a molecule placed on the repulsive surface. 
We choose an exponential form for the surface since the equations of motion have 
analytic solutions.
The potential curves as a function of the fragment separation, R (R > -Ro), 
are
V1(R) = V1(R0)exp{-(R-R0)∕L1} (7B.1)
K2(Λ) = V2(R0) exp[-(R-Rq)∕L2} + huo° (7B.2)
where hι∕o° is the energy of an excited electronic state of the free fragments. Optical 
excitation is assumed to be vertical in the Franck-Condon sense, and is therefore 
parametrized by R. The intrinsic molecular absorption profile, m, is also a function 
of R.
_______7_______
72 + [e — ≠(JR)]2
(7B.3)τn(e, JR)
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where we have chosen a Lorentzian profile for the absorption. φ(R) is simply the 
difference in energy between the two electronic surfaces at R.
Φ{R) = V2(R) - V1{R) (7BA}
The homogeneous linewidth of the transition, 7, is typically very narrow for long- 
lived fragment species.
The dynamics of nuclear motion is most easily derived from conservation of 
energy
Hf)2 + r-(*> = e- <rs∙5>
In this equation, E is the terminal kinetic energy, μ the reduced mass of the system 
and dR/dt is the radial velocity of separation. The appropriate initial conditions 
are Vι(-Ro) = E and i(jR<j) = 0, i.e., the system starts from the classical turning 
point, Rq. If we consider only 1-dimensional motion, R is a well-defined, single­
valued function of time, given implicitly by
exp{-[R — Rq∖∕Lι) = sech2 (7B.6)
where v is the terminal radial velocity, y∕2E∣μ. Under these conditions, eqn. 
(7B.3) represents a time-dependent molecular absorption function which may be 
used to model both time and frequency scans.
1. Transient behavior
We will first show that the formalism used here reduces to the BZ model 
under the appropriate conditions. In pump-probe measurements of the temporal 
behavior, one maintains a constant spectral profile for the probe while scanning 
the relative delay between the pump and probe pulses. The absorption at time 
t, A(t), is given by the integral of the time- and frequency-dependent molecular 
absorption profile over all frequencies.
A(t) m(e,t)Sprb(e - e0)de (7B.7)
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Assuming that 7 (eqn 7B.3) is much smaller than the bandwidth of the probe laser, 
i.e., Sprb is a slowly varying function of energy, one may replace m by the delta 
function, δ(e — φ(R(t)y). Eqn 7B.7 then reduces to
A(i) = Spri(φ[R(t)]-φ[R(t*)}) (7B.8)
where t* is defined to satisfy e0 = ≠[Λ(<*)]. If the laser frequency profile, Sprb, 
were Lorentzian, one would recover eqn 7 of BZ (ref 2) exactly. In this section , 
we consider effects of both temporal and spectral bandwidths on the predictions 
of the model and choose gaussian profiles for simplicity. Using eqn 7B.6 and 7B.7 
and neglecting V2(-R) as in BZ, we get
The full width at half the maximum value (FWHM) of the spectral profile is 
2σβy∕ιn2. For a proper comparison with experiment, A(i) should be convoluted 
with the response function, p. Thus the observed transient, D, is








Plots of A(∕) and D(T) are shown in figure 7B.2 for various values of t*. It is 
important to note that the abscissa is the dimensionless variable υt∕2Lι, which 
may be interpreted as time in units of v∕2L1. Thus σf, the temporal width of the 
response function, is also given in these units. The unit of energy is chosen to be 
σβ, the spectral width of the probe.
From figure 7B.2, we see that the effect of the convolution with the temporal
response function (σi = 0.5) is to broaden the observed widths and decrease the
contrast ratio of the maximum absorption to the value at long positive delays. A
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more dramatic change of this ratio is observed when the spectral bandwidth is in­
creased by a factor of 2, corresponding to pulses that are not transform-limited (fig 
7B.3). This serves to illustrate the advantage of using pulses having the minimum 
energy spread for a given temporal width.
2. Spectral profiles
In measuring time-dependent spectral profiles, the delay between the two 
pulses is held fixed while the wavelength of the probe laser is scanned through 
a resonance of the fragment. The measured bandshape at a given time, t, is the 
convolution of the molecular absorption with the laser frequency profile, Sprj,.
m(ξ,t)Sprb(e - ξ)dξM(e,i) (72?.12)
which reduces to eqn 7B.13 when the delta function approximation is used.
M(e,<) Sprb(f-φ{R(t)})
1 f 1 » 2 Λ ∖ 12>\
— exp I---- - ε + Esech I —— I 1
σ, ∖ σ.L ∖22√ι∕J )
(725.13)
(725.14)
The zero of energy has been redefined as the transition energy of the unperturbed 
fragment. Convolution of M with the temporal response function then yields the 
observed signal
(725.15)
The integration over time implies that the absorption corresponding to a specific 
value of R is proportional to the time the system spends in this configuration. 
The constant of proportionality has been chosen to be unity and eqn 7B.15 is thus 
transparent to this bit of detail.
It is instructive to consider the behavior of Dt for long positive delays. We 
assume that the molecular absorption spectrum has ceased to change and treat M
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as a constant. The integral is then simply the area of the pulse and the measured 
bandshape is the spectral response function.
-D,(∞) ≈ M(e,∞) = Spri{e — hv°°)
A simulation of Z>s(e, 0) is shown in fig 7B.4. The bandshape shows an overall 
shift of the peak of the absorption to lower energies, along with a tail of significant 
amplitude to even redder energies. The structure seen is an artifact of the calcula­
tion arising from the discrete sum approximation of the integral. The trend seen 
in these simulations is consistent with our intuition. If the temporal response is 
increased and the spectral width reduced simultaneously such that their product 
remains the same, the magnitude of the shift in the peak position decreases and 
the tail loses intensity. The effect is greater than the figure suggests as the scale of 
the abscissa has been reduced by choosing a smaller σt. If crt is further increased 
with σ, held constant, the same qualitative trend is seen — the amplitude of the 
tail is reduced (fig. 7B.5).
The effect of the pulse width on the spectrum can be easily understood. For a 
fixed bandwidth, the function sec^22⅛ describes the detuning as a function
of time. At times greater than some value t = too, the function is zero for all 
practical purposes, and the spectrum is that of the free fragment. Figure 7B.6 
shows a plot of the energy remaining as a function of reduced time. The fractional 
absorption due to the transient species is thus ~ erf(t00∕σt). As σ* increases, the 
relative amount of time during which these species can absorb is reduced (scaled 
by the length of the pulse width) and the amplitude of the tail (wing-absorption) 
is decreased. Thus the signal has to be recorded over a larger dynamic range in 
order to resolve these off-resonance features.
Although the integral in eqn 7B.15 can be evaluated numerically, one may de­
rive a simpler form for the predicted absorption when σt 1 and the contribution
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to the spectrum is dominated by the asymptotic region of the potential. It may be 
broken into two parts
^oo f, O©
22,(Γ) = ∕ M(e,T + s)e-^σ^ds + M(e,∞) ∕ e~Wσt'>3 ds(7BΛG) 
J—∞ Jtoa
M(e,T + s)e~(a∕σt^ ds + M(e,oo)σterfc(too∕σt) (72?.17)£
When σt 1, the gaussian term in the first integral is approximately unity. De- 
convolution of this integral with the spectral response function results in
m(ξ) ξ + Esech* (¾'1) da (72?.18)f
The integral over time of the delta function in energy space is a mathematical 
statement of a physical assumption mentioned earlier. It means that the absorption 
at a given energy is proportional to the amount of time the system spends in that 
region. Thus equation 7B.18 simplifies to
I -1
m [2ξ √1 + (σ.ξ∕E)] (7B.19)(-S)
where the domain of ξ, the detuning energy, is the interval (0,25). The measured 
spectrum will then be the convolution of Sprf, with τh.
(-e)
-1
2ξ √1 + (σaξjE) + er∕c(foo∕σi)tf(0) (72?.20)m
This predicts a tail which diminishes as the reciprocal of the energy near the reso­
nance.
7B.4. Application to methyl iodide
The spectral lineshapes measured for zero time delay and large positive de­
lay are shown in figure 7B.7. The difference spectrum shown in figure 7B.8 was 
obtained by subtracting the average of the spectra at large positive and negative 
delays. This difference represents absorption by dissociating species, as discussed 
below.
The observed spectrutn is the sum of contributions of various species, each 
convoluted with the laser linewidth. Since methyl iodide dissociates when it absorbs
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304 nm photons, the probe is capable of giving rise to signal on its own. In 
measuring a transient response, this appears as background, and we do not need 
to take it into account explicitly. As we are now considering absolute signals, we 
must subtract out the contribution of this process to the signals we are interested 
in.
The spectrum at large positive time has contributions from the probe alone and 
from free I* atoms created by the pump. At time t=0, the signal has contributions 
from the probe alone, I atoms produced by the initial part of the pump-pulse 
being probed, as well as transient species that are still in the neighborhood of their 
dissociation partners. The contribution of these transient species to the spectrum 
can be obtained only when signal from the other processes have been properly 
subtracted.
If the cross-correlation of the pump and probe pulses is symmetric, its integral 
reaches half the maximum value at t=0. We use this as an estimate of the number 
of free I* atoms that are contributing to the signal at zero delay. It then follows that 
the contribution of free atomic iodine and background from the probe alone is the 
average of the spectra at large positive and negative delays. Thus the difference 
spectrum shown in figure 7B.8 should be the spectrum of dissociating species, 
convoluted with the probe spectral bandwidth.
The shape of the absorption feature in figure 7B.7a is slightly broader at the 
base than the one in figure 7B.7b, the bandshape measured at long positive delays. 
The residual signal is ~ 10% of the total signal observed at long times. One 
may therefore argue that small errors in determining the zero of time could lead 
to an incomplete cancellation of the contribution from the free I* atoms when the 
procedure described above is used. We have attempted to check this by subtracting 
an arbitrary fraction of the Tpoi spectrum, i.e., the one obtained at long positive 
delay, from the one obtained at zero relative delay. This fraction was chosen so 
that the value of the residual spectrum at the maximum of the absorption is zero. 
This over-estimates the contribution of free atoms, but we still observe a non-zero 
residual on either side of the absorption peak (figure 7B.9). This is strong evidence
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in support of the t=0 spectrum having a measurable contribution from molecules 
in the process of dissociation.
With this preamble on the analysis of our data, we attempt to compare the 
measured spectra with predictions of the simple model described in the previ­
ous section. Sundberg et al.8 have recently formulated a two parameter analytic 
function that approximates the 3Qo state which is primarily responsible for the 
absorption band at 260 nm. Using the average value of the β parameters described 
by these authors, we estimate a value of 0.25À for Lχ. Kinetic energy analysis9 of 
the photofragmentation process using 266 nm light showed that most (90 % ) of the 
available energy in the I* channel is released as kinetic energy. For our excitation 
wavelength, we estimate E ~ 7200 cπΓ1 . Given a two photon bandwidth of ~ 
7 cm-1 for our probe laser, we get Ejσt ~ 1000. At these kinetic energies, the 
terminal relative speed is ~ 4 × 105 cm/s, which implies that the unit of time is 
~ 12 fs. With our temporal response of ~ 6 — 8 ps, σ⅛ ~ 50 — 70.
Simulations of the bandshape for zero time delay using these parameters are 
shown in figure 7B.10. The dotted lines indicate the spectrum at long positive 
times, i.e., our spectral response function. On careful study, one can observe a slight 
difference between the two curves on the red wing of the spectrum. In order to 
quantify this variation, we show the difference spectra, normalized to the measured 
value of the t=0 spectrum at each energy in figure 7B.11. The ordinate is given 
as a percentage and the peak of the response function has been shifted (0.009σ,) 
to make the difference spectrum a positive function. These simulations show the 
same qualitative features as our experimental results — the t = 0 spectrum shows 
a very small tail to the red. The relative magnitude of the wing absorption is 
significantly less in the simulations (~ 1% ) than in the observed spectra (~ 10 
%). Simulations with different values of σt and σi show that a narrower temporal 
response would lead to greater amounts of absorption in the wing, which extends 
to many multiples of σt to the red.
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Two further comments must be made. First, the measured difference spectrum 
shows a non-zero background which is due in part to fragmentation in the parent 
ion
CH3I+ -→ CH3 + I+
This process should show no dependence on the wavelength near the resonance of a 
free I atom. Second, the amplitude of the residual on the blue edge of the resonance 
has some contribution from a very slight shift in the peak of the absorption profile 
at t = 0 but the ratio of the amplitudes of the blue and red lobes of the difference 
spectrum is larger in the experimental results than in the simulations. Also, the 
model developed by BZ and extended here cannot explain the temporal behavior 
observed (i.e., peak at t — 0) when the probe is tuned to energies slightly higher 
than resonance if we assume that φ(K) is a monotonically decreasing function. A 
more complex form, including some of the other surfaces that participate in the 
dissociation as well as those correlating to the two-photon I atom resonant states, 
could acoount for some of the intensity in the blue wing.
7B.5. Conclusions
We have extended the BZ model for time-resolved pump-probe measurements 
on direct dissociation reactions to model time-dependent spectral bandshapes of 
the fragments. The predictions of the model has been compared with such mea­
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Figure 7B.1 Schematic of potential energy curves relevant to light absorption 
during dissociation.
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Figure 7B.2 Transient behavior predicted by the BZ model for various values 
of t*. The solid curves (numbered 1-4) show the molecular absorption profile 
while the dotted curves (a - d) represent the absorption after convolution with a 
gaussian response. The values used were σt = 1.0 and E∕σt = 32.0. (l,a) t* = 0.5, 
(2,b) t* = 1.8, (3,c) f* = 2.1 (4,d) t* = 2.4. The abscissa is reduced time (units of 
2Z√ι∕v)j the ordinate is the relative absorption. Each curve has been individually 
normalized to its maximum value.
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Figure 7B.3 Same as figure 7B.2 except E∕σ, = 16.0. This corresponds to a 
spectral width twice that employed in the previous figure, reflecting the effect of 
using pulses that are not transform limited.
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Pigure 7B.4 Simulations of the spectral response for two values of σt and E∕σt. 
The solid curve correspond to zero delay between pump and probe pulses. The 
dotted curves are the spectral response function. The abscissa is the detuning 
energy, in units of σ,, and the ordinate is absorption intensity in arbitrary units. 
The structure at negative detuning is an artifact of the numerical integration and 
the dashed curve is extrapolated from the smooth part of the spectrum to estimate 
the true prediction of the model. The lower spectra are for a pulse twice as long 
and having half the bandwidth as that used to obtain the upper spectra. Note that 
the absolute energy scale for the two sets of spectra are therefore different.
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Figure 7B.5 Same as figure 7B.4 except σt = 15.0 and E∕σt —
demonstrating the effect of a longer pulse which is not transform limited.
360.0,
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Figure 7B.6 The solid curve shows the amount of potential energy remaining as 
a function of time. The dotted curve shows the amplitude of the response function 
on the same time scale.
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Figure TB.7 Spectral lineshapes of I atoms obtained from the dissociation of 
methyl iodide, measured as a function of the time delay, (a) zero-delay spectrum, 
(b) positive delay (40 ps) spectrum.
Γ atom lineshape at T=0 ps
Γ atomic lineshape at T=+40 ps
Relative wavelength (angstroms)
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Figure 7B.8 The spectrum of transient species, as obtained from the difference 











Figure 7B.9 Difference spectrum with a larger fraction of the positive-delay 












Figure 7B.10 Simulated spectra for methyl iodide. See captions of figure 7B.4 
for comments and text for further details.
cς. «00.0
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Figure 7B.11 Difference spectra generated from figure 7B.10. The ordinate is in 
percentage units of the solid curve in the previous figure.
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Picosecond photofragment spectroscopy. III. Vibrational predissociation 
of van der Waals’ clusters
Joseph L Knee,*’ Lutfur R. Khundkar, and Ahmed H. Zewail
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics,1” California Institute of Technology, Pasadena.
California 91125(Received 9 December 1986; accepted 11 February 1987)This paper, last in this series, reports on the picosecond dynamics of vibrational predissociation in beam-cooled van der Waals’ clusters. Reaction rates have been measured for clusters (1:1) of phenol and cresol (p-methylphenol) with benzene by the picosecond pump-probe photoionization mass-spectrometry technique. Dissociation to form phenol (cresol) and benzene takes place from vibrational levels of the 5,, state of phenol (cresol) prepared by the pump laser. The predissociation rates were measured for a number of different excess energies upto — 2500 cm-1, and the reaction threshold was found to be 1400 cm-, above the S', origin for phenol-benzene and — 1795 cm -, for cresol-benzene, respectively. For phenol-benzene, the predissociation rates, following excitation of ring-type modes, vs excess energy vary more or less smoothly. Cresol-benzene exhibits biexponential decay, with the fast component becoming more dominant at higher energies. A non-RRKM model involving division of the vibrational phase space is discussed to explain this observation.
I. INTRODUCTION
van der Waals molecules have been the focus of intense study since the development of supersonic molecular beams and sensitive spectroscopic tools for measuring their proper­ties.1 The interest stems from the fact that these are simple systems dominated by long range attractive forces which are manifested as small perturbations of the constituent mole­cules. Studying such systems may allow one to understand interactions which are important to energy Sow in dissociat­ing complex systems and to the structure of more strongly bound chemical species. Much of the work to date has fo­cused on the spectroscopy of these species as a means of determining the structure, interaction potentials, stabiliza­tion energies and induced perturbations present which all help to describe the bonding in these model systems.Our primary interest in van der Waals molecules is their use as model systems for studying chemical reactivity, spe­cifically IVR dynamics and unimolecular dissociation. The presence of a van der Waals bond between two ∞nstituent molecules induces only a small perturbation allowing the system to be approximated by the states of the un∞mplexed molecules. The important feature for unimolecular dissocia­tion of such species is that the van der Waals bond is much v∣-aker than any of the covalent bonds in the system and therefore only a moderate amount of energy need be deposit­ed in one of the constituent molecules to exceed the van der Waals dissociation energy. This amount of energy places the chromophore on an excited part of its potential energy sur­face which is still adequately described by the normal vibra­tional modes of the system. In other words, the small amount of energy to break the van der Waals bond can be deposited in the system by exciting a well defined initial state whereas to break a chemical bond in a strongly bound spe-
” Present address: Dept of Chemistry, Wesleyan University, Middletown, 
CT 06547.
h, Contribution No. 7515.
cies, the system has to be excited to a portion of the potential energy surface where enharmonic and Coriolis couplings are important. Thus van der Waals molecules should be simple model systems to test theoretical descriptions because one can be more concerned with the influence of the few inteπno- lecular modes than with describing a highly excited region of a multidimensional potential surface. They also provide a testing ground for the fundamental problem of energy flow to the reaction coordinate. If energy redistribution is com­plete prior to vibrational predissociation, one should observe dynamical behavior predicted by statistical theories. On the other hand, if dissociation rates are comparable to the rate of redistribution, then mode specific (selective) effects may be present.Until now almost all of the information on van der Waals molecule predissociation has come from spectroscop­ic measurements which fall into two categories. The first is the measurement of electronic state spectra where predisso­ciation occurs on an excited state potential. Here, the pres­ence of predissociation is observed as either a broadening in the absorption spectrum (either fluorescence excitation or MPI spectra ) or a change in the fluorescence from the excit­ed state due to vibrational (but not electronic) relaxation of the initially prepared excited state caused by the predissocia­tion process. A prototype study of this kind is that of I2-He,j and a large number of systems have now been studied.3 The information one can obtain includes the van der Waals bind­ing energy ( by observation of the predissociation threshold ) and possibly the product states of the dissociation, observed by monitoring the fluorescence spectrum of the initially ex­cited molecule which has now been vibrationally relaxed. The second type of experiment is direct excitation to vibra­tional states in the ground electronic state of one of the con­stituent molecules. Although these experiments are more at­tractive because one does not have to be concerned with influences of excited electronic states, they are technically more difficult A number of such experiments have been done with available lasers,4 often line tunable ones such as
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CO2, and they have been mostly concerned with measuring linewidths to determine the spectral broadening due to the presence of relatively fast predissociation processes. One ad­vantage of this approach is that small molecules can be stud­ied which is often not the case with the electronic state spec­troscopy approach because the smaller molecules (unlike I2) generally do not absorb in wavelength regions conve­niently accessed by present day lasers ( >200 nm). From doing either type of spectroscopy one can learn about the energetics of the predissociation process such as the reaction barrier height and product state distributions. One ∞uld also obtain the rates for the predissociation process if the relationship between linewidths and rates is well defined.In general, linewidths and lifetimes are not related un­less one knows with certainty that the line is homogeneously broadened and that no dephasing is involved.5 In diatomics, the relationship is clear and has been confirmed experimen­tally.6 In larger systems, contributions to the measured linewidths from inhomogeneous broadening, power satura­tion effects, and pure dephasing are difficult to ascertain, and care must be exercised in relating linewidths to dynamics.7Several reports have appeared where time resolved flu­orescence has been used to measure vdW molecule dissocia­tion rates by monitoring fluorescence decay rates. Spectral and time resolution of the fluorescence on the picosecond time scale* allows one to obtain the rates of intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) and vibrational predisso­ciation ( VP ). When one measures the VP process directly in time the actual rate, and not the dephasing time of the initial­ly prepared state, is obtained. The van der Waals systems studied by this technique are isoquinoline-water,9 tetrazine- Ar,'0 dimethyl tetrazine dimer,” stilbene-He and -Ar,12 and antħracene~Ar.12 In these studies the stoichiometry of the complex is inferred spectroscopically. Only very recent­ly, a high-resolution sub-Doppler method has been used to measure the stoichiometry of these large complexes.12 The time resolution of these fluorescence experiments is —100- 40 ps.In a recent communication,11 we reported our results on the direct measurement of van der Waals molecule VP rates using picosecond pump-probe mass spectrometry. This technique uses two picosecond pulses, one to excite the vdW complex and the second, delayed in time, to ionize the excit­ed complexes. The ions are identified by their mass in a time- of-flight spectrometer. The time resolution is a few picosec­onds in this case, limited by the temporal width of the laser pulses. The system studied was phenol-benzene.In this paper we give a full account of the study of the phenol-benzene complex (Ph-Bz) and extend it to the cre­sol-benzene (p-methylphenol-benzene) system; the bind­ing energy of the complexes (Fig. 1 ) is —4 kcal/mol. Substi­tuting phenol with a methyl group allows us to control the density of states in the system without making substantial changes in the electronic structure. The results can then be compared in a relative sense which is particularly important for RRKM calculations. Furthermore, in both systems the excitation is to phenol type modes and this permits the study of energy redistribution from the phenol moiety to the reac­tion coordinate. The questions pertinent to the dynamics
FIG. 1. Representation of the phenol-benzene van der Waaħ binding ge­
ometry. The interaction is v electron hydrogen bonding with the phenol 
"donating"! proton to the ιr cloud of benzene. This structure is supportai 
by both thermodynamic and spectroscopic data and should be almost iden­
tical in the /xresol-benzene system. The binding energy is estimated to be 
1400 cm-1 (see the text).
are; ( 1 ) What is the extent of intramolecular vibrational redistribution prior to dissociation? (2) Are the dissociation rates dependent only on excess energy or are they mode spe­cific? ( 3 ) Can the rates in these simple systems be predicted by statistical reaction rate theories?The paper is outlined as follows. The experimental scheme is described in detail first (Sec. II ). A brief survey of the decays (Sec. Ill A) is followed by excitation spectra of cresol and its complex with benzene (Sec. Ill B ). Discussion of our interpretation of the observed transient behavior is presented next (Sec. Ill C), followed by discussion of the VP rates for each of the two systems in the last four subsec­tions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. GeneralThe aim of the experiments is to measure the unimolecu- lar dissociation rates of the Ph-Bz system when vibrational energy is deposited initially in the phenol moiety. The excita­tion of phenol is an electronic transition which allows a var­iety of vibrational states in the 5, manifold to be accessed from which predissociation occurs on the excited electronic surface. To measure the unimolecular dissociation rates we use a picosecond pump-probe photoionization technique which is described as follows (Fig. 2). The Ph-Bz species is excited via the phenol S0Sl transition with a UV picose­cond laser pulse. A second, red-shifted, picosecond pulse then excites this species above its ionization threshold. The resulting product ions are mass analysed in a time of Bight
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FIG. 2. Schematic energy level diagram of the phenol-benzene system 
showing the correlation from the bound system to free phenol along the 
reaction coordinate. The pump and probe scheme is shown. The case de­
scribed here is that of IVR followed by VP. The second channel, not shown, 
is that of the initial state undergoing direct VP to products.
mass spectrometer. By monitoring the amount of parent ion formed ( [Ph-Bz]+ ) as a function of pump-probe pulse de­lay we can measure directly the vibrational predissociation rates because any dissociation which takes place in the neu­tral, between the pump and probe pulses, will be observed as a loss of signal in the parent ion mass channel. A discussion of possible alternative processes which may lead to similar observations will be presented below but they can be ruled out, leaving the observation of decay of the parent ion signal as being a measure of vibrational predissociation of the com­plex from the S, state of phenol. The dissociation rates can then be measured as a function of excess energy and vibra­tional state character by pumping a variety of vibrational states in phenol. The same experiments were also performed on cresol-benzene van der Waals molecules.
B. Laser system: Pump and probeThe pump-probe laser arrangement is described in the preceding papers I and II.14 The picosecond system used in this work is different from that given in papers I and II. In the previous papers we used two separate dye-laser/amplifi- er units, starting with a mode-locked cw Y AG laser. Here, a mode-locked Ar+ laser and one dye-laser/amplifier system was used. The experimental apparatus with MPI detection has been described only briefly in several publications15 so a more detailed description will be given here. To perform the ionization experiments outlined above, high peak power pi­cosecond laser pulses are required with the necessity also of having pump and probe pulses in the UV but different wave­lengths for gτeater sensitivity. This is accomplished using a pulse amplified picosecond laser system. The picosecond pulses originate in a mode locked argon ion laser which is synchronously pumping a dye laser. This,dye laser produces
a train of pulses at 82 MHz having pulse energies of 5 1 nJ and pulse widths of from 2 to 5 ps depending on the frequen­cy tuning element used. These pulses are propagated through a three-stage dye amplifier which is pumped by the second harmonic of a β-s witched Nd:YAG laser operating at 20 Hz ( 140 mJ/pulse at 532 nm). The Q switch of the YAG laser is synchronized to the mode-locking frequency synthesizer of the argon ion laser so that a 532 nm pulse and a picosecond pulse arrive at the dye amplifier simultaneous­ly. The overall gain of this amplifier is approximately 1 × 106 yielding a pulse train of visible pulses at 20 Hz which are from 0.5-1.0 mJ/pulse. The temporal shape of the amplified pulses is very similar to that of the input pulses as long as the gain of the amplifier is not much greater than 1 × 106.As mentioned above, two colors are necessary to per­form the pump-probe experiment. In this case, Raman shift­ing in methane was used to produce a second color. It also serves another purpose and that is to allow the generation of wavelengths blue enough to excite theS, state of phenol. The tuning range of the synchronously pumped dye laser extends only to — 550 nm, the second harmonic of which, 275 nm, can only excite phenol to the S, origin. The anti-Stokes Ra­man line was used to extend this to higher energies. The output of the amplified dye laser was focused ( 1 m lens) into a 1 m long high-pressure Raman cell. The light, Raman or­ders, and fundamental, was recollimated with a 0.5 tn lens. Normally to obtain the anti-Stokes shifted UV one would first generate the dye laser second harmonic then use Raman shifting. However, it was found that with these relatively low energy picosecond pulses the second harmonic could not be successfully anti-Stokes Raman shifted. Instead, the funda­mental dye laser pulses were scattered in methane (∆v = 2914 cm" l) and the first anti-Stokes line was mixed with the fundamental in a KDP crystal immediately after the recollimating lens to obtain the desired UV wavelengths. Best conversion efficiency for mixing was obtained with the recollimating lens close to the output window of the Raman cell as the anti-Stokes radiation diverges, and good overlap with the fundamental is lost quickly as the beams propagate. This mixed frequency UV pulse was then separated from the remaining frequencies and propagated along a fixed optical delay and eventually used for one-photon resonant excita­tion of the phenol moiety. The remaining frequencies, funda­mental, and Stokes-shifted radiation, could be used as the probe. In practice two frequencies were used as the probe: the second harmonic of the dye laser fundamental or the fundamental mixed with the Stokes-shifted light to yield a probe which was further to the red. The generated probe beam was directed to a variable optical delay line which was controlled by a stepper motor driven translation stage. The pump and probe pulses were then recombined on a dichroic mirror so they could be directed to the sample collinearly.
C. The molecular beam and experimental étrangementThe experiment was performed in a supersonic molecu­lar beam which is required to form the van der Waals mole­cules and as a benefit the internal degrees of freedom in the vdW molecules are extensively cooled resulting in a well de­fined initial state. The beam apparatus consists of two cham-
I, p Λ7ii','i.
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bers each of which is pumped by a 6 in. diffusion pump. The first chamber contains a pulsed nozzle which operates at the laser repetition rate, 20 Hz. The nozzle was constructed in our laboratory16 and can be heated substantially, > 250 *C, which is often required for nonvolatile compounds. Under typical operating conditions with 20 psi He behind the noz­zle the pressure in this chamber rises to ~2x 10~4 Torr. The central portion of the expansion passes through a skim­mer, 1.3 mm diam, to the second chamber where the steady state pressure is typically 1X10-6 Totτ when the valve is in operation.The laser enters the second chamber perpendicular to the molecular beam and intersects it —10 cm downstream of the nozzle. The intersection of the laser and molecular beam is in the acceleration region of a time of flight mass spectrom­eter which is similar in design to that of Wiley and McLaren. ” The drift tube of the mass spectrometer is 3/4 of a meter and contains an ion multipler, EMI 9642∕3B, to detect the ions which have been dispersed in time. The arri­val of the ions can be recorded by a transient waveform digi­tizer, Lecroy TR8818, which is based in a CAMAC crate interfaced to an LSI 11/23 + minicomputer. The signal from a number of laser shots can be recorded and averaged in the computer to build up a mass spectrum. In cases where just one mass is to be observed, the output of the ion multi­plier is input to a gated integrator/boxcar averager (EG&Q 162/164), and the gate positioned to sample the mass peak of interest, with near unit mass resolution in the region of interest.A pump-probe transient is obtained by sampling the signal in a particular mass channel as a function of the posi­tion of the stepper motor controlled optical delay line. This is recorded in a multichannel analyzer whose channel advance is enslaved to the stepper motor driver. The optical delay line can be repetitively scanned for signal averaging.An experiment was performed in the following way. The wavelength of the transition was obtained from the liter­ature and the laser tuned to this value using a monochroma­tor. Then, using the pump beam alone, the resonance en­hanced ionization was maximized to find the transition. The amount of ionization would be reduced to a barely observ­able level by introducing appropriate neutral density filters. At this point the probe was introduced and the spatial and temporal overlap adjusted to maximize the two laser signal. Enchancements of greater than 3:1 were usually easy to ob­tain (often > 10:1).Samples were handled as foUows. Phenol (Mallinckrodt AR) and cresol (Aldrich >99%) both required heating (60 and 70*C, respectively) to obtain sufficient densities in the beam so these were introduced into a sample chamber con­tained in the pulse valve whose temperature could be con­trolled. The benzene was held in an external vessel through which the He carrier gas flowed and was saturated with the vapor pressure of benzene. Reducing the number of larger clusters (Ph-Bz)., in the beam was of primary importance so the concentration of benzene was lowered as far as possi­ble without losing all signal from the Ph-Bz species. This was done by maintaining the vessel containing benzene at — 45 *C, thereby reducing its vapor pressure to < 1 Torr.
Ito and co-workers” have measured the phenol-benzene spectrum and observed that at benzene pressures of < 1 Torr there was almost no signal from the phenol-( benzene )2 spe­cies or larger clusters.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Picosecond transientsThe transient behavior of phenol-benzene has been measured for nine vibrational bands. The observed decays
FIG. J. Phenol-bourne mass-gated ion signal as a function of pump-probe 
delay time. In the top figure the phenol montaner 1⅛ resonance (2545 
cm^ ' excess energy ) is pumped and signal collected by gating at the mon­
omer mass (m∕e = 94). The lower two figures were obtained by pumping 
the phenol-benxene complex ( 2545 and 2500 cm ~1 ) and collecting signal 
at the complex mass ( m/t = 172 ). A summary of the phenol-benxene data 
is given in Table I.
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1617 217 81 1950 0.15
2002 602 46 620 0.38
2075 675 *5 568 0.37
2135 735 53 492 0.3*
2190 790 *6 561 .0.48
2*20 1020 35 358 0.51
2424 102* 38 266 0.44
2*72 1072 3* 229 0.«*
2635 1235 63 53* 0.7
2770 1370 80 690 0.74
2812 1*12 42 30* 0.70
3195 1795 18 160 0.60
•Energy above the predissociation barrier.
• Ratio of the fast component intensity to the total signal.
, Energy above S, origin of phenol.
•Energy above the predissociation banter.
'Alternative assignment *5 !0⅛0 1¾∙
‘Alternative assignment ∣i*i 10⅛o∙
(Fig. 3) were fit to a single exponential decay with a nonlin­ear least-squares routine based on the Marquardt algorithm (see paper I ). In all cases, a single exponential fit the data (in the time range studied) quite well with little or no imρrove-
½O aβθ BOO
Delay Time (ρsec)
FIG. * Cresol-benzene mass-gated ion signal as a function of pump-probe 
delay time. The lower two transients are clearly bieaponentiaJ and are repre­
sentative of the transients obtained above approximately 1700 cm^ l. The 
data for cresol-benzene is summarized in Table II.
menu being obtained with biexponential fitting. The results are summarized in Table I. As mentioned earlier, several wavelengths were used to probe the reaction but since no difference was observed this will not be referred to in the discussion. The monomer was measured at a number of dif­ferent excess energies but its decay did not appear to depend sharply on excess energy. Since our accuracy in measuring these longer (ns) lifetimes is limited, these values cannot be usefully quantified but it was clear that they did not decrease significantly at higher energies and so the bare molecule con­tribution was negligible compared to the complex decay from predissociation.The particular complex transitions studied were chosen because the corresponding monomer bands are known to absorb strongly. The complex bands were found to be shifted —145 cm ^1 to the red of the monomer transitions at each of the excess energies studied, in agreement with the value re­ported by Ito et al.', for the origin. At low excess energies, distinct resonant enhancements of the complex signal were observed. At higher energies, where the transitions were somewhat weaker and there was considerable spectral con­gestion, the resonant enhancement was not as distinct. In these cases, the actual wavelength, as measured by a mono­chromator, was used to tune to the transitions. There were several points taken where the excitation was “off-reso­nance” meaning excitation into a region where no particu­larly strong assignable bands were present. No significant deviation was observed from the expected transient behavior for this off-resonant excitation. The highest energy band ex­cited in phenol, 2500 cm~, excess energy, was at the blue limit of the experimentally obtainable wavelengths.In the cresol-benzene system, 14 vibrational band de­cays were measured. As can be seen in Fig. 4, at higher ener­gies the transient behavior is no longer a simple exponential. These higher energy transients could be fit well to biexpon­ential decay. In Table II, the data for cresol-benzene is pre­sented with the measured single or biexponential decay con­stants. For the cases of biexponential decay the contribution of the fast decay component is listed as the ratio of the fast component to the total signal. Again for cresol, a number of measurements were made for the bare molecule at different
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excess energies and no dramatic change in rate with excess energy was observed.
B. Structure and spectroscopyThe m* absorption band at 2750 Â of phenol vapor has been analyzed1’ and complexes of phenol with various sol­vents have been studied previously.1“ Here, we briefly pres­ent our studies on the excitation spectrum ofp-cresol and its complex with benzene.
1. Bare molecule excitation spectrumThe fluorescence excitation spectrum (275-285 nm) of p-cresol cooled in a supersonic jet is shown in Fig. 5. The strongest band in the spectrum (35 334 cm~1 ) is assigned as the electronic origin of the S’, —So transition. This corre­sponds to —1000 cm^, red shift of the origin as compared to phenol due to 4-methyl substitution and is consistent with shifts on methylation observed in other aromatic mole­cules.20 Some of the other bands observed are assigned by comparison with phenol, and we use the notation of Bist et 
αl.,'* namely the same as for benzene. These results are in general agreement with previous analyses of the absorption spectra of the vapor.21 The 421 cm-1 fundamental is a sub­stituent sensitive ring mode (6αJ). The band at 372 cm'1 may be assigned as 16oθ, by analogy with the corresponding band in phenol. It should be noted that the 217 cm~1 funda­mental assigned by previous authors is not present in this excitation spectrum and should be assigned as a hot or se­quence band. The bands having 5, vibrational energy greater than 700 cm'1 reported here correspond to observed reson­ances closest to those reported by previous authors. These numbers weτe determined using the picosecond pump- probe apparatus described above. The wavelength obtained for each resonance was converted to absolute wave numbers without vacuum corrections and the value of the 5j origin subtracted from it to get the relative energies. The assign­ments for these modes were derived from correlations of
Excitation Spectrum of p-Cresol
Reiotue Energy (oπ^,)
FIG 5. Fluorescence excitation spectrum ofp-cresol in a pulsed supersonic 
jet Tbe energy scale is referenced to the origin of 5, in p-cresol, 35 334 
cm^,.
published data21,22 for S’, and So fundamentals of cresol.The origin region warrants a careful analysis. The 4- methyl group in toluene is believed to be essentially a free internal rotor.23 The peaks at 5, 16, and 52 cm-1 are very similar to ones observed in the excitation spectrum of jet- cooled toluene and assigned to free internal rotation of the methyl group.23 These bands derive their intensities from the coupling of internal rotation with overall rotation of the mol­ecule and the band at — 5 cm-1 is likely a hot band of this progression. Therefore, this set of bands is probably due to the progression arising from the rotation of the methyl group about the bond connecting it to the aromatic ring.A low resolution emission spectrum of the vibrationless level of S1 shows features that may be readily assigned as overtones and combinations of the strongly active 6α, 7, and 12 fundamentals.
2. Excitation spectrum of complex with benzeneThe ability of aromatic (and olefinic) compounds to form hydrogen bonds with proton donors has been recog­nized for some time.24 The spectroscopic studies of Ito and co-workers1“ on 1:1 complexes of phenol with various sol­vents show a correlation of the shift of the electronic origin and the intermolecular stretching frequencies with thermo­dynamic data on H -bond strengths. On the basis of compara­tive evidence, they proposed the structure for the phenol- benzene complex shown in Fig. 1. In this model, OH func­tion points toward the center of the benzene (solvent) ring. Similar data are not available for cresol, but the spectral red shift of the origin and intensity distribution about it are both very similar to the phenol-benzene complex. Since the meth­yl group is substituted in the para position, steric effects are not of importance, and the structure of the complex of ben­zene with cresol is expected to be the same as with phenol.
FIG 6. Fluorescence excitation spectrum of the cresol-benzene van der 
Wails complex. The energy scale is referenced to the origin of the cresol 
monomer, 3 J 334 cm ^ l. The origin at the complex is ascribed to the largest 
feature at — 147 cm' l. The structure to the blue of tbe complex origin 
corresponds to excitation of the inicrmolecular modes. The snow marks a 
feature at —50 cm' l, which IS probably the fundamental of the intermole- 
cular stretch.
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The excitation spectrum of cresol expanded in Ne satu­rated with benzene at — 15 *C was obtained in the same range as for the bare molecule. Prominent bands showing well-resolved progressions appearing at 35 187 and 35 612 cm~, are assigned to the origin and the 6a'0 transitions of the 1:1 complex respectively. The origin region is shown in greater detail in Fig. 6. The most intense band in this pro­gression is the 0-0 transition shifted 147 cm-1 to the red of the origin of free cresol. The set of bands (0, 15, 28,43, 59) cm-1 is tentatively assigned as the progression of an inter- molecular bending mode, consistent with a similar progres­sion in the phenol complex. The length of the progression implies a large change in geometry on excitation. Bist et al.19 have shown that the rotational constants of phenol in 5, are consistent with an increase in the COH bond angle. If this is also true in the case of cresol and complexation with benzene does not affect the equilibrium geometries of the two moie­ties, a long progression in the “in-plane” inteπnoleculax mode supports the assignment above.
3. Rotational profiles of origin transitionsA high resolution scan of the origin region of cresol shows P and R branches only. As in phenol, the electronic transition moment is directed along the short in-plane axis, which is also the axis of intermediate moment of inertia of the molecule. Thus the transition is a fi-type band. A simula­tion of the rotational profile25 using structural parameters of phenol for the molecular frame18 and those of toluene23 for the methyl rotor agrees well with the measured contour. This comparison is only approximate as the calculations were performed for a rigid molecule of Cjv symmetry and the free internal rotation of the methyl group is expected to affect the finer features of the calculations.26 A similar study of the origin transition of the 1:1 complex shows unresolved 
P, Q, and R branches. Using the model structure proposed by Ito et αl.'* and approximating the H-bond length as the sum24 of the O-H bond and the half-thickness of the aroma­tic jr-system27 ( crude estimate of the effective van der Waals' radius of benzene), one calculates the principle moments of inertia to be 301(298), 1285(1465), and 1406(1582) amu ∙ Â2.28 The numbers in parenthesis are the values for the excited state of the complex. The a and b principle axes areinclined at------28’ to the y and z axes in the plane of the ringof cresol and the c axis is perpendicular to the ring. Thus the excitation in cresol-benzene corresponds to a hybrid band of 
A and B types. A simulation of the rotational profile of the complex using these parameters is in qualitative agreement with the measured contour.The intensity of the band slightly red of the complex origin ( — 4.5 cm^1 ) is insensitive to expansion conditions (varying backing pressure from 5-30 psi in different carrier gases) which would suggest that it is not a hot or sequence band. It is possible that this band belongs to the well-devel­oped progression in the bending mode; uneven level spacings have been reported in other molecules with hindered ro­tors.20 Abe et al.lt have concluded that a similar pair of closely spaced levels in phenol-benzene are derived from two different conformations. A similar explanation ∞uld also be true for the case at hand.
4. Bond dissociation energiesEstimates of the H-bond enthalpy of the phenol com­plex in the ground state vary from 1.56 to 4.1 kcal/mol. Adiabatic dissociation energies correspond to bond enthalpy at absolute zero and may be derived from enthalpies mea­sured at higher temperatures.30'*, The spectral red shift of the 5, electronic origin implies that the excited state complex is more tightly bound (145 cm-1) than the ground state complex. The reported range of values for the bond enthalpy translates to 875 to 1760 cm-1 for the bond dissociation energy in the excited state. Assuming that the transition state involved in the reaction is fairly loose, ∞ntribution of tunneling to dissociation rates is negligible. Our experiments therefore show that the energetic threshold to dissociation lies between 1250 and 1550 cm^^ ’, which is well within the range quoted in the literature. In all discussions below, we choose 1400 cm -1 as the van der Waals’ bond energy for Ph- Bz. No measured values of the bond enthalpy for cresol- benzene are available, but estimates may be derived from comparisons of systems involving phenol or cresol with a common solvent. The free energies of complexation of phe­nol and cresol with benzene differ by —0.05 kcal/mol (—20 cm^,).30'b> Assuming the entropy change is the same in each case, the H-bond energies of the two compounds should account for the difference in free energies. The dissociation energy of the cresol-benzene complex is therefore chosen to be the same as that of Ph-Bz, i.e., —1400 cm^1. This choice is also supported by the spectral red shift in the cresol com­plex, 147 cm" l, provided the correlation with bond energies is valid.
C. Ionization and electronic state dynamicsThe question of how the observed decays are ascribed to vibrational predissociation from the 5, state of phenol is ad­dressed first. Typical transient ion signals are shown in Fig. 3. In the lower transient the initial excitation is 2500 cm^, above the phenol origin, which should be safely above the predissociation barrier estimated to be approximately 1400 cm ~1. In this figure, the ion signal of the mass corresponding to phenol-benzene is plotted as a function of pump-probe delay time. At the same excess energy the phenol monomer lifetime is considerably longer, — 2 ns, indicating that the fast decay is associated with dynamics which occur only in the complex. The approximately 2 ns decay is the excited electronic state lifetime. The most straightforward interpre­tation is that the complex is predissociating in the neutral molecule causing a loss of signal from the Ph-Bz complex mass channel. A conclusive check of this would be the obser­vation of a corresponding rise in intensity in the phenol mon­omer mass channel as the reaction proceeds because the dis­sociated phenol fragment remains electronically excited and should absorb the probe to give monomer ions. Unfortunate­ly this was not possible because a large background of mon­omer ions was found to be always present. It comes from two sources. First, the absorption by phenol monomer molecules at the wavelength where the complex absorbs. Even though the resonance favors the complex there is a much greater concentration of monomers and particularly at higher ener-
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gies there are always small absorption features present even in the cold supersonic beam. Second, there is contribution to the monomer ion channel from fragmentation of the com­plex ions. [Ph-Bz]* — Ph* + Bz. This occurs because the probe excites the complex 7285 cm~, above the ionization threshold,’, certainly exceeding the complex ion binding en­ergy. The ionization process results in a distribution of ion vibrational states determined by Franck-Condon factors (as would be observed in the photoelectron spectrum ) leaving some complex ions above the dissociation barrier and others below it. This determines the fraction of complex ions which dissociate and it appears from our observations that a sub­stantial amount do fragment. It should be emphasized that these dissociation processes cannot contribute to the ob­served dynamic behavior because ionization occurs after the absorption of two photons and thus any post ionization events are independent of pump-probe delay time.There are several alternative explanations of the ob­served decay which have been considered and can be shown to be improbable. One possibility is that the observed decay is due to intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution of the initially prepared well defined vibrational state. It might be argued that the initially prepared state has a larger cross section for ionization than the redistributed states thereby leading to a decrease in the ionization signal as population goes into the redistributed states.1’'·’ One simple argument against this is that uncomplexed phenol does not exhibit this type of behavior even at the maximum excess energy studied, 2500 cm-1. Of course it is possible that the presence of the van der Waals bond could induce IVR at a lower excess energy. One must then consider the specifics of what the cross section for ionization should be for one vibrational state vs another. The ionization cross section is the product of the electronic transition moment between 5,1 and the ion ground state, the vibrational Franck-Condon factors and an electron continuum function. The effect of the Franck-Con­don factors may give rise to a difference in cross section from one S,l vibrational state to another, which will depend on the probe photon wavelength. If one probes near the ion thresh­old only some vibrational states of the ion will be accessible and these will determine the Franck-Condon factors. On the other hand, when one excites substantially above the ioniza­tion threshold all the ion vibrational states become accessi­ble. In this case, the ionization cross section becomes the same for all vibrational states because the integrated F-C factors from any one vibrational state to all other states in another electronic manifold are equal. So when one is excit­ing sufficiently above the ionization threshold the behavior can be compared to that of a fluorescence spectrum in this regard. In the experiments on phenol and cresol several probe wavelengths were used to investigate the effect, if any, of the probe photon energy on the transient behavior of the complexes. The redder probe excited to approximately 4370 cm-1 above the threshold while the blue probe was 7285 cm ^1 above it, certainly well beyond the point at which there might be increasing intensity due to F-C overlap with highly excited ion vibrational states. Transients obtained using ei­ther probe wavelength showed identical behavior suggesting that the decay in the ionization signal was not due to vibra-
F1G. 7. Comparison of the transient behavior of the phenol monomer to 
that of the phenol-benzene complex when pumping the 1¾ transition (782 
cm ^, ). The population is monitored by ionizing the intermediate state with 
a probe pulse and measuring the mass-gated k>n signal, m/e ∙= 94 for phenol 
and m/e “ 172 for the complex.
tional redistribution in the neutral molecule.Another possible explanation for the observation of de­cay in the phenol-benzene complex is that some nonradia- tive electronic decay is induced by the presence of the van der Waals partner. Quantum yield and absorption measure­ments of phenol in solution32 showed that in cyclohexane the 51 state of phenol has a fluorescence lifetime of ~2 ns and a quantum yield of 0.08, whereas in methanol the lifetime is lengthened considerably to 7 ns with a quantum yield of 0.22. This should be compared to our measurements of the lifetime of phenol and phenol-benzene complexes near the origin of S’, where no vibrational predissociation occurs. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the phenol monomer has a lifetime of 1 to 2 ns (the picosecond system is set up for measurement of short time intervals and cannot accurately measure lifetimes greater than 1 ns) while the complex is showing essentially no decay on our time scale and must have a lifetime > 5 ns. There is some mechanism, electronic or vibrational,33 which is reducing the nonradiative decay in the complex. These observations are consistent with earlier work· on hydrogen bonding of water and alcohol with isoquinoline., This sug­gests that the interactions observed in the isolated van der Waals species are similar to those present in solution, sup­porting the idea presented above that the structure of phe­nol-benzene is a ιr hydrogen bonding interaction. The point is that the formation of the van der Waals bond actually inhibits nonradiative decay and it is unlikely that this changes dramatically with excess energy to the point where nonradiative decay is much faster than in the monomer.Further evidence that vibrational predissociation is be­ing measured comes from the observation of rates vs excess vibrational energy. First, the onset of measurable decay in the phenol-benzene complex is between 1275 cm~ l, where no decay is observed, and 1564 cm ~, which is the first com­plex band to decay appreciably. The observed threshold be­havior agrees with the thermodynamic data, as discussed above. Second, the trend of the rates is also consistent with a
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Knee. Kħundk*r, and Zewail: Picosecond photofragment spectroscopy. HI 123predissociation process. RRKM calculations presented be­low show the same trend as the measured dissociation rates of the phenol-benzene system. To summarize, there is sub­stantial evidence that vibrational predissociation is being di­rectly measured in the phenol-benzene system and by analo­gy in cresol-benzene as well.
D. Phenol-benzene predissociationThe single exponential decay constants observed for the phenol-benzene species are listed in Table I and plotted as a function of excess vibrational energy in Fig. 8. As discussed above, the decay mechanism has been ascribed to vibrational predissociation so the excess energy scale is relative to the reaction threshold. From examining Fig. 8, one can see that the rates are following a consistent trend—increasing predis­sociation rate as a function of excess energy. This is to be expected if the reaction is statistical, i.e., the initially deposit­ed energy is completely randomized prior to reaction. The question now is are there any mode specific effects which would show unexpected behavior in the trend of the rates. Data points showing marked deviation from the trend or an irregular distribution of rates with no clear excess energy dependence would imply that the dynamics include nonsta- tistical effects. There are several data points which do not follow the trend exactly, in particular the decay at 1818 cm-1 (i.e., 418 cm^, above threshold), which is decidedly biexponential, but these are fairly small deviations and given the confidence limits one has to conclude that there are no obvious mode specific effects. Subtle effects may be present but cannot be asserted with the present data set. The ques­tion now is: What is the degree of statistical behavior among modes in the complete vibrational phase space?Since phenol-benzene must dissociate following energy redistribution, we chose to model the rates using standard routines’4 based on RRKM theory. A PST calculation (see papers I and H ) is perhaps more appropriate since we expect the TS to be fairly loose, but we do not attempt it here. The purpose of these calculations is to see if the order of magni­tude of the observed rates can be reproduced and if the trend is as expected. In order to do a meaningful calculation, all the vibrational frequencies in the molecule must be known as well as the frequencies of the transition state. In a system the size of phenol-benzene this is obviously difficult particularly because the intermolecular modes, van der Waals bond «retch, four bends and a free or hindered rotation, are diffi­cult to determine accurately. Fortunately, two of the inter­molecular modes, the vdW stretch and one of the bends, have been observed spectroscopically for phenol-benzene, 50 and 20 cm~1, leaving only four others to be estimated. The modes for phenol have been determined almost com­pletely and so are not a problem. As alluded to in the intro­duction, the constituent molecules of the complex are not highly excited by the energy deposited to break the van der Waals bond and thus anharmonic corrections for these modes are relatively unimportant and were not included in the calculation. We assume that in the transition state, the vibrational frequencies of the constituent molecules change very little because the breaking of the weak van der Waals bond is only a small perturbation. However, our poor knowl-
FIG 8. Plot of the vibration·] predissociation rate of the phenol-benzene 
van der Waals molecule as a function of excess energy above the dissociation 
threshold, 1400 ctn^ '. The squares are the rates from a single exponential fit 
of the experimentally measured decay curves. The plotted data includes re­
sults from our earlier work (Ref. 13) as well as more recent results. The 
triangles are the rates obtained using standard RRKM calculations on the 
phenol-benzene system with the exclusion, however, of the benzene vibra­
tional frequencies. The circles are the same calculation including the ben­
zene modes. See the text for details of the calculations.
edge of the intermolecular modes means that a rigorous cal­culation is not possible. As a first attempt a standard RRKM calculation was performed in which the frequencies of the transition state were chosen to be the same as in the reactant molecule. Reasonable values were chosen for the intermole­cular modes and the calculation (for adiabatic rotations, Le., counting vibrational density of states only) performed with­out adjusting any of the parameters to fit the data. This should give an estimate of the reaction rates and their excess energy dependence without a bias from adjusting param­eters. One point which needs to be addressed is whether or not the benzene vibrational modes play a role in the dynam­ics, Le., does vibrational energy transfer across the weak vdW bond to the benzene in the IVR process. It seems rather unlikely that the energy necessary to excite the relatively high frequency modes of the benzene moiety would transfer efficiently across the weak vdW bond, but as a check the calculation was done with and without these modes. The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 8 where RRKM rates are plotted with experimental results for phenol-ben­zene. A much better fit of the data is obtained if the transi­tion state is made somewhat loose by decreasing the frequen­cies of the intermolecular modes by 20%. A loose transition state is certainly expected in this case as there should be no appreciable barrier to dissociation in the long range attrac­tive van der Waals’ potential. The important point is that the trend in the experimental rates can be reproduced by the
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calculation, which implies fast energy redistribution. How­ever, energy redistribution is not necessarily complete and this may account for deviations (observed rates faster than calculated ones). Since the energy is being deposited selec­tively through optically active transitions, IVR must be oc- curing on a time scale fast compared to the predissociation process but to a subset of states in the vibrational phase space. Unfortunately the calculations are not accurate enough e.g., to determine if the benzene modes are involved except to show that in the standard RRKM calculation in­clusion of these modes gives results that are even further from the experimental results than without them.The phenol-benzene system can now be used as a point of reference for comparison to the behavior of substituted phenol-benzene vdW molecules. The idea is that although the RRKM calculations might be subject to problems in cal­culating the absolute rates and the degree of statistical be­havior they should be quite accurate for relative rates between similar systems particularly where the unknown quantities, vdW mode frequencies, are the same in each sys­tem. The system used for comparison is cresol-benzene, where a methyl group is “added” to the phenol-benzene ∞mplex.
E. Cresol-benzene predissociationIn the cresol-benzene system, some evidence of decay is seen below the barrier that was chosen (.vide supra) which is probably due to fluorescence from the complex (ns). The decays at ~ 1200 cm-1 are dominantly single exponential with some hint of a faster process. At low energies, the fast component is only a small fraction of the total signal. Limit­ed signal-to-noise and fluctuations during signal averaging makes it difficult to make any strong assertions at these ener­gies. As the excess energy above the barrier is increased, a biexponential fit of the transient becomes signficantly better than a single exponential one and the fast ∞mponent of the decay becomes a larger fraction of the total signal. (In fact the ratio of the fast component to the total signal, Table II, is one of the most predictable variables of the excess energy; it increases systematically with almost no deviations).The lifetime of the fast component does not show a regu­lar trend with excess energy but instead appears to fluctuate. The long component of the decay shows a more regular trend—decreasing lifetime with increasing excess energy but these values also fluctuate at higher energies. The origin of this biexponential behavior as compared to the apparently simple behavior of phenol is addressed below.There is spectroscopic evidence of at least two different conformations of the Ph-Bz'8 complex which raises the pos­sibility that for cresol-benzene two conformations, with dif­ferent decay rates, are responsible for the biexponential be­havior. If there are two types of binding sites for the benzene, each with its own barrier, the observed signal will be the sum of two individual ensembles of ∞mplexes. In order to ac­count for the observed behavior, one has to assume that the complexes which give rise to the fast component have a much lower barrier and are not formed with phenol. A num­ber of observations argue strongly against this as the source of the measured biexponentials. First, the fast component
does not appear until 1617 cm^' which is the opposite of what would be expected for a complex with a lower barrier. Secondly, the fast component does not show an excess ener­gy dependence that would be indicative of a simple addi­tional contribution from a separate ensemble of complexes. Finally, there does not seem to be a change in the ratio of the fast to slow components by tuning on and off known com­plex resonances which should favor one ensemble of com­plexes over another.Next we consider the behavior of a complex with one well defined structure. The appearance of more complicated decay behavior is then indicative of several competing pro­cesses which contribute to the experimental observations. These might be processes such as intramolecular vibrational redistribution or interelectronic nonradiative decay which do not directly involve dissociation but can lead to a loss of observed signal due to decreased ionization probabilities from the redistributed (dark) states. This point was ad­dressed in some detail above in ascribing any decay to disso­ciation and the arguments against these mechanisms are just as valid for cresol-benzene dissociation. One cannot rule out the possibility that these processes are occurring, especially since in the case of phenol-benzene there is at least some ΓVR prior to dissociation. If this redistribution process is very fast compared to dissociation then no evidence for it will be observed in the transient decay (as in the Ph-Bz case). Energy redistribution processes occuring on time- scales ∞mparable to the dissociation rate can show multiex­ponential decay behavior if the initial and redistributed states have different dissociation rates. This situation would exclude the use of simple statistical models which require total redistribution to be fast compared to any dissociation process. The data for cresol-benzene is indeed biexponen­tial, and in the model presented below we discuss our results taking into account energy redistribution prior to vibration­al predissociation. Certainly other, more complicated, mod­els can be introduced but the point here is to show how these competing processes can lead to the observation of biexpon­ential decays. The possible nature of state distributions be­fore and after this redistribution process will then be dis­cussed.
F. Energy redistribution end vibrational predissociationThe model which we have used (see also papers I and II) to describe the cresol-benzene decay is as follows. The pump pulse initially prepares a state(s), {∣s),}, which has two nonradiative channels open to it. One of the channels is vibrational predissociation which results in a decrease in the experimentally observed signal. The second channel is ener­gy redistribution to isoenergetic states of the ∞mplex, de­noted by {∣∕ )i}. The states {∣∕),} also have a vibrational predissociation channel open. The kinetic scheme is{ji>,}------ k,——products.*2∖ ×*3∖∣∕>,rThe validity of a kinetic model for describing dissociation has been considered in paper I, and here we ignore coherence effects and reversible processes for reasons discussed earlier
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Knββ, Kħundkar, and Zewail: Picosecond photofragment spectroscopy. Ill 125in papers I and II. The concept of dividing the phase space to account for biexponential decay kinetics follows from pre­viously described models of ΓVR15,*, and non-RRKM be­havior.35As was mentioned before, we expect that vibrationally redistributed states, {∣∕ ),}, have the same cross section for ionization as the initial states, {∣s),} (because of the energe­tics of the experiments), and thus the observed signal will not reflect the population in {∣r),} but will rather give the sum of population in {∣r),} and {∣∕ ),}. Therefore, to model the experimental observable kinetic equations are solved for the quantity [{∣r)i} + {∣∕ )i}], which yields[⅛>J + {∣∕>,}]= ----- ⅞-rl(*1-*3)e-'t∙ + t∙,' + *2e-t∙,].*ι + k2 - k3The experimental measurements on cresol-benzene disso­ciation at higher energy can be fit with a biexponential decay which yields three unique parameters. The time-dependent signal, ∕(r), is given by∕(r) ≈Λe-β' + Be-*,where the fast component decay rate is a, the slow compo­nent decay rate is β, and the ratio of the fast component to the total signal, F∖ = A /(A + 5). These experimentally ob­served quantities can be related to the kinetic model param­eters as follows:
*1 ≈Fjt(a-β) +β,
k2≈a ~ k3≈ (a ~ β)(∖ - Fλ},
k3=β.Thus, within the limits of this model one can identify the predissociation rates from the initial states Λ,, the redistribu­tion rate to {∣Z )1}, k2, and the predissociation rate from the 
{[I ),} states ⅛ j. The physical rationale behind this model can now be investigated to see if the results obtained appear rea­sonable. First, the nature of the initial states, {∣s),} must be addressed. By analogy to phenol-benzene one would expect there to be a redistribution process which is fast ∞mpared to dissociation. Therefore it is likely that the initial state in the kinetic model {∣s)i} is not the optically prepared state but some set of states formed by an initial rapid (much faster than dissociation) redistribution. Competing with predisso­ciation (k,) would be redistribution to available bath states of the complex {)∕ ),} with a rate ∞nstant k2. These redistri­buted states dissociate more slowly, k3, in this model (see below).The exact nature of the division of the vibrational phase space is difficult to ascertain. Here, we consider two cases. First, we consider case (a), where it, is the dissociation rate from the initial, partially randomized, set of states, k2 is the slower redistribution rate which populates the entire phase space, and k3 is the predissociation rate from this distribu­tion. As can be seen from Table III the values for k, and k1 vary considerably and do not show a regular trend. This is understandable if one examines the expressions for kl and 
k2. They depend on all three experimental parameters, a, β, and Fλ , in a complicated way and the experimental uncer­tainties are compounded. The predissociation rate k3 is di-












1617 217 2.3 10.1 0.5
2002 602 9.3 12.5 1.6
2075 675 9.3 12.9 1.8
2135 735 7.8 11.1 2.0
2190 790 11.4 10.4 1.8
2420 1020 15.9 12 6 2.8
2424 1024 13.7 12.6 2.8
2472 1072 154 14.0 4.4
2635 1235 11.7 4.2 1.9
2770 1370 9.6 2.9 1.5
2812 1412 17.6 6.2 3.3
3195 1795 11.4 10.4 1.8
“Energy above the predissociation barrier.
rectly measured experimentally asβ, the long-component of the biexponential decay and should, therefore, be a more reliable figure. Accordingly, k3 is the decay rate from the “equilibrated" phase space of the cresol-benzene, {∣∕),}, which is consistent with the predictions of the models in Refs. 15(a) and 35. If this is the case, then the RRKM calcu­lations should yield k3. As mentioned earlier, we can use the relative RRKM calculations obtained to fit the phenol-ben­zene complex decay and modify it by just including the addi­tional methyl vibrational modes. The barrier and other modes, including those of the transition state, are assumed to be the same. The results of this calculation are plotted in Fig. 9 along with the experimentally obtained values of k3. Al­though the calculations do seem to give the average trend, there is definite deviations in the experimental data around the RRKM curve. In case (b), we consider the {∣∕ ),} states to represent bath modes of the methyl group. Accordingly, 
k3 is the predissociation rate from the bath states and again they should be slower than k, + k2. The biexponential be­havior in cresol-benzene is therefore reflecting phenol-ben­zene behavior in addition to predissociation from physically remote methyl bath modes. More experiments involving partial deutération and longer alkyl chains (or other substi­tuents) would be of extreme interest to learn about the na­ture of vibrational energy redistribution in these prototype systems.
G. Homogeneous linewldth and VP ratesAs mentioned in papers 1 and II, in large molecular sys­tems one must be careful in relating the apparent linewidth to ΓVR and VP dynamics. The present study indicates that the contribution of VP/IVR rates to the homogeneous Unewidth is 0.01 to 0.1 cm-1, (the apparent rotational con­tour is, of course, much larger than this value) above the barrier to dissociation. Below the barrier, the width is less, being —0.005 cm-,. It would be interesting to perform higb-resolution contour analysis on these systems below' and above the barrier and compare with time-resolved data reported here.The biexponential behavior reported here is different
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FIG. 9. Comparison of experimental rates to adjusted RRKM rates. The 
upper half shows the observed rates and calculations for the phenol-ben­
zene complex, while the lower one shows the same for the complex of cresol. 
Calculated rates are fora transition state with frequencies 20% smaller than 
in the reactant and are plotted as a solid line. The fundamental frequencies 
for cresol were chosen to be the same as the corresponding ones in phenol, 
augmented by those for a methyl substituent. See the text for further detail*.
from that observed in gaseous benzene in the channel 3 re­gion. As discussed elsewhere,736 thermal congestion can lead to inhomogeneous superposition of transitions and to biexponential decay. In our case, the system is cooled by supersonic-beam expansion and inhomogeneous vibrational excitations are essentially eliminated. Inhomogeneous rota­tional excitation could, however, be significant. If there were a strong rotational dependence for VP, nonexponential de­cays would be observed even in a beam experiment.A final comment regarding VP rates is now made. Throughout the paper we compared our experimental re­sults with RRKM rates. In the literature,37 the classical
RRK expression was used to describe VP of van der Waals molecules. The argument applied to the system n-octylben- zene-Ar was as follows. Using the classical RRK expression
→-⅞Γ
the prefactor A was estimated to be — 1013s , and s = 24 to obtain ⅛≈0.1 s-1—ten orders of magnitude slower than the inferred experimental rate. The author used this large dis­parity to claim deviation from statistical behavior. However, as discussed in this paper, the RRKM theory (semiclassi- cal) is more appropriate for ∞mparing with experiment than the classical RRK theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONSThis paper, the third in the series, presents picosecond time-resolved fragmentation of van der Waals clusters. Us­ing a picosecond pump-probe mass-spectrometry tech­nique, we have measured the dissociation rates for the weak­ly bound beam-cooled systems phenol-benzene and cresol- benzene. Excitation was to specific vibrational states in the 5, state of phenol (cresol ) and dissociation proceeds on this electronic surface.The main findings are:(a) for the case of phenol-benzene the rates of dissocia­tion increased smoothly with increasing excess energy. The trends could be modeled using simple RRKM calculations although restricted IVR is also included.(b) The cresol-benzene system showed markedly dif­ferent behavior, exhibiting biexponential decays as the ener­gy is increased above reaction threshold. This we describe using a model for partitioning phase space, with each part exhibiting its own dissociation rate. At least partial energy redistribution occurs prior to vibrational predissociation.(c) The binding energy of benzene to phenol is —1400 cm~ l, as measured from rates vs excess energy, and dissocia­tion contributes at most 0.1 cm -1 to homogeneous broaden­ing above threshold.Picosecond photofragment spectroscopy using pho­toionization mass spectrometry or LIF techniques should be general for studying a large number of dissociation reac­tions, including other van der Waals clusters. Our current apparatus ( see papers I and II ) offers independent tunability for both pulses, and this provides additional sensitivity for probing the dynamics of recoil as a function of energy in the reagent or fragments.
Note added in proof: Using fluorescence detection, mode-selective (non-RRKM) behavior have been observed recently for the vdW system stilbene-He. For more details see: D. Semmes, J. S. Baskin, and A. H. Zewail, J. Am. Chem. Soc. (in press).
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Real-time picosecond clocking of the collision complex in a bimoiecuiar 
reaction: The birth of OH from H+CO2
Norbert F. Scherer,*1 Lutfur R. Khundkar, Richard B. Bernstein,b, and 
Ahmed H. Zewailc,
Arthur Amos Noya Laboratory of Chemical Physio.*’ California Institute of Technology. Pasadena.
California 9112}(Received 13 April 1987; accepted 12 May 1987)
Picosecond (and femtose∞nd) photofragment spec­troscopy1"5 has recently provided time-resolved, state-to- state dynamics of molecular photofragmentation.6"* The fo­cus of these experiments was on unimolecular reactions, where two main issues are fundamental to the dynamics: the nature of the “half-collision” and the degree to which statis­tical theories account for the time evolution of product state distributions (PSDs).In contrast to unimolecular fragmentation, bimoiecuiar reactions involve a full collision, and the dynamics9 of the collision complex is crucial to the fate ofproduct(s). Tradi­tionally, these reactions have been studied by the crossed molecular beam scattering technique.10·" From the anisot­ropy of the products’ angular distribution ( PAD ) in the cen- ter-of-mass coordinate system it is possible to infer whether the reaction proceeds by the “direct-mode” (subpicosecond interaction time) or via a “long-lived” (few rotational per­iods) collision complex.12,13 In this regard, quasiclassical trajectory calculations on semiempirical potential surfaces14 and statistical theories15"24 of formation and decay of colli­sion complexes have been instructive. More recently, spec­troscopic methods have been utilized,25"27 but the main body of experimental information2*"30 has come from post-colli­
sion observables, i.e., PSDs (via chemiluminescence31 and LIF32), PADs,33 and products’ polarization.34In this Communication, we report the first direct (real­time) measurement of product formation from a bimoiecu­iar reaction: the birth of OH from the hot atom reaction H + OCO.35^37 The reaction steps are: H + CO2-HOCO —HO + CO. In our pump-probe experiments, a picosecond laser pulse initiates the reaction via photodissociation of the van der Waals (vdW) molecule IH∙ ∙ ∙OCO, prepared in a seeded supersonic beam expansion. The “clocking” of the reaction is accomplished by the use of a picosecond probe pulse (for OH LIF monitoring), delayed in time with re-.
spect to the initiation pulse ( Fig. 1 ). UV photolysis of such a vdW precursor molecule ensures that the initial H velocity ( ~ 20 km s-1 ) is preferentially directed along the hydrogen bond to the OCO, limiting the range of impact param­eters3*"40 and “orienting” the reactants.3*"*2 The essential element in our experiment is that the UV photolysis picose­cond ( pump) pulse acts as a precise trigger setting off the H atom “projectile,” thus establishing the zero of time for the bimoiecuiar collision.The experimental apparatus is similar to that employed in Refs. 6-8. The seeded molecular beam was obtained by expanding mixtures of 5% HI and 8% CO2 in He(F≈ 1800 Torr). The beam was characterized by electron impact (15- 30 eV ) TOF mass spectrometry. The mass spectra displayed peaks for HI, CO2, HI CO2, (CO2). and very little of HI ∙ (CO2)2. Care was taken to trap I2 (at — 15 'C) before nozzle expansion. The complex HI ∙CO2 concentration was typically 3%-5% relative to HI.The picosecond pump pulse ( 239 nm ) was generated by mixing the second harmonic of the 616 nm light with the 1.06 μ of a YAG laser. The probe was the second harmonic of the 616 nm pulse. The cross correlation between 616 and 308 nm was obtained using a LiIO2 crystal. The probe was tuned to the g,( 1 ) transition of OH using a cell of H2O2.7 On-resonance enhancement for OH LIF was evident from probe wavelength tuning experiments. Typically, for the molecular beam X ZD—40. The OH signal level was <0.2 photons/pulse. Following Wittig et al. ,3*j9 care was taken to optimize the 1:1 vdW complex in the expansion. Signal pro­cessing and treatment of the data followed Refs. 6-8.The experimental results are displayed in Fig. 2. The rise time of the OH signal after deconvolution is found to be — 5- 15 ρs. This first direct observation of the time evolution of the nascent product of a bimoiecuiar reaction represents the transient decay time of the collision complex, formed with
-187-




FIG-1. Scheme of the experiment and po­
tential energy surface (PES) of the bιmo- 
locular reaction H + CO2- The picose­
cond photolysis pulse initiates the 
hot-atom reaction forming the HOCO col­
lision complex. This dissociates to yield 
the OH product which is detected by the 
probe picosecond laser pulse delayed by a 
time r with respect to the pump. The insert 
is a simplified picture of the PES taken 
from theoretical and experimental work 
(aee the text).
FIG. 2. Experimental results. Typical **trans>ent*, showing the OH LΓFsig­
na] vs delay time r. The experimental data points have been fitted (solid 
curve) assuming an exponential risetime ( 15 pβ) and convoJuting with the 
measured cross-correlation function (shown in the insert). The weighted 
residuals are also plotted (above) vs r. From a number of experiments, the 
rise time range ⅛ 5-15 ps. More recent results (Ref. 47) deconvolved with 
the proper system response function for pump and probe pulses, and ob­
tained with improved S∕N, give τ, » 5 ± 2 pa.
the given available energy. For the photolysis wavelength used, the initial relative translational energy, E„ ( ≈⅛∙E, v ) of the H + OCO reagents is calculated to be 200 kJ mol *1 as­suming collinear incidence. The slower H atoms from the I∙ branch, in contrast, yields Ea ≈ 112 kJ mol^ ', only slightly above threshold.15For the subject reaction there is considerable knowledge of the potential surface based on theory43 and experi­ment.35-4044·45 The minimum energy path has an entrance barrier corresponding to a threshold energy of —105 kJ mol- ',35,38 followed by a potential well supporting a com­plet, HOCO (itself studied by matrix isolation spectrosco­py),46 followed by a small exit barrier44 to OH + CO. The initial H atom velocity is — 200 Â/ps and the available ener­gy of collision with CO2 is above the transition state bar­rier.39 Thus, the initial step is assumed to be complete within our pulse, but the rapid H-atom attack slows down depend­ing on the vibrational motion in HOCO, which leads to a slower rate for the formation of HO + CO. The measured OH rise time can now be used to model the PSD and possible deviations from statistical behavior. Experiments at differ­ent photolysis wavelengths will yield the energy dependence of the formation and decay of the complex.Planned experiments also include direct detection of the appearance of the HOCO and extension of the technique to the femtosecond time domain.5·4* This will make it possible to clock not only complex-mode bimolecular reactions, but also subpicosecond, direct-mode hot atom bimolecular reac­tions.
** Recipient of a Procter end Gambie Award, American Chemical Society, 
1986.
kl Sherman Fairchild Distinguished Scholar, Caltech (1986); permanent 
address: Department of Chemistry, University of California, Los An­
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DATA LABEL/’DIRECT COUNT’,’WHIT.-RABINOVITCH’,‘DIRECT COUNT’, 
• ’DIRECT COUNT’/
DATA FREQ/’HARMONIC’.’MORSE’/


































Tho number of froquencioa
The mode of the calculation 
Harmonic direct count 
Whitten-Rab!novitch count 
Anharmonic direct count 
Anharmonic, internal rotor d. count
IORDER : 0 ordera the frequenciea
I assumes frequenciea in aacending order
ANHFLG 1 assumes reduced anharmonicitiea
-1 aaaumea anharmonicitiea in wavenumbers
READ (5,101) M,MODE,IORDER 
READ (5,102) (VIB(J),J=1,M)
READ (5,103) (ID(J),J≈1,M)
READ (5,104) XMIN,XMAX,XINC 
IF (M0DE.LT.2) GOTO 15 
READ (5,∙) ANHFLG 
READ (5,1030) (ANH(J),J=1,M) 
if (anhflg.gt.0.) goto 4
DO 3 J≈1,M
c IF (ABS(ANH(J)).GT.1.0) ANH(J)=CVF∙VIB(J)∕ANH(J)
3 anh(j) = anh(j)∕vib(j)
4 CONTINUE
do 5 j=l,m
jmax a -0.5∙(anh(j) - 1.0)∕anh(i)
evmaxm ≈ vib(j)∙jmax∙(1.0-(1.0+jmax)∙anh(j))
if (evmaxm .gt. xma×) goto 5




110 format (’ FATAL WARNING —- Anharmonicity
1 too large ,,255,3x,2fβ.l,3x,f8.4 )
C5 IF (×MIN.EQ.0.) XMIN=0.5∙XINC











IF (MODE.GE.2) M0D=2 




IF (MODE.GE.2) WRITE(8,1032) (ANH(4),4=1,M)
MOD=1
IF (M0DE.EQ.3) M0D=2 
WRITE(8,1033) NUM(MOD)
WRITE (β,1045) ×MIN,XMAX,NP
IF (MODE.EQ.l) CALL WRCOUNT(M,ID,VIB,SUM,DENS,XMIN,XMAX,NP) 
IF (MODE.NE.1) CALL DCOUNT(M,ID,VIB,ANH,SUM,DENS,XMAX,NP,G) 






















IF (MODE.NE.1) GOTO 27
DO 23 L=1,NP
E=xmin ♦ 2.∙G*FL0AT(L-l)










FORMAT (’ Th∙ following program calculât·» the tum and
• density of states using th∙ ',Alβ,, method’)
FORMAT (∕ ’ Th∙ following ,,I5,, frequencies ∙r∙ considered
• ,n th∙ calculation’ )
FORMAT (∕ ’ Th∙s∙ fr∙qu∙nei∙s ar∙ treated as ,,A8,,
• osciIlatorβ,)
FORMAT (, Anharmonic corrections us∙d (W∙X∙∕v) :’/
• 7(E10.4,3×) )






FORMAT (’ The calculation is for the energy range ,,
• 2F10.0, ’ in’, 15,’ increments’ ∕∕
• 10X, 50(’ ·’) ∕∕)
FORMAT (3X,’ EXCESS ENERGY’,4X,, SUM OF STATES’,10X,




SUBROUTINE D C 0UNT(Μ,ID,VIB,ANH,SUM,DENS,EMAX,NP,EINC) 
DIMENSION ID(1),VIB(1),ANH(1),SUM(1),DENS(1),NV(99)c∙*∙∙**∙·*»·**·**»**·*··»·*»****··*·*··*♦*·*«·····«*·············
c
C This subroutine uses a quantum stepping algorithm to perform 
C a direct count of the sum and densities of states for a 
C specified range of energies. As the program steps through 
C the possible sets of quantum numbers, it evaluates the energy
C and adds a number (combinatoric degeneracy) to the sum of
C states in one of the energy bins that have been set up.
C After all possible combinations of quantum numbers that
C satisfy the energy upper bound have.been exhausted, these 
C bins contain the number of states within the energy boundaries 
C of each bin. Division by the energy range gives an average 




C INITIALIZE COUNTERS AND OTHER LIMITING PARAMETERS
C
OEN0 = 0 
MMχM
SPT = 2.∙EINC 
EV « EMAX ♦ EINC
C
IF (IOR0ER.EQ.0) GOTO 2 









IF (VIB(J).GT.VIB(I)) GO TO 
SAV = VIB(I)
VIB(I) « VIB(J)
VIB(J) « SAV 
ISV χ ID (I)
ID (I) = ID (J)
ID(J) » ISV 
SAV « ANH(I)
ANH(I) » ANH(J)
ANH(J) X SAV 
CONTINUE
1
CALCULATE LARGEST FREQ WITH NON-ZERO QUANTA AT GIVEN ENERGY
CONTINUE
DO 3 I χ 1,M








MODULE FOR CALCULATING SUM ANO DENSITY
KC X 2
DO S J X 1,MM 
S NV(J) X 0
C
0 K X 2
c NV(1) X NV(1) - 1
7 NV(1) X NV(1) ♦ X
E X 0
DO 8 J=1,KC
8 E X E + NV(J)*VIB(J)∙(1.0 - (1-÷NV(J)).ANH(J))
IF(E-EV) 10,10,XX





11 NV(K) X NV(K) ♦ 1
DO 12 J=1,(K-1)




14 E X E ♦ NV(J)∙VIB(J)*(1.0 - (1.*NV(J))∙ANH(J))
IF(E-EV) 16,15,16





18 K X K ♦ 1
IF(KC.LT.K) KCxK 































This subroutin· is designed to c∙leu 1st· th∙ combinatoric degeneracies 
for modes with degenerate frequencies.
∙e∙∙∙**∙∙*∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ee∙∙∙e∙∙∙∙*∙e∙∙∙∙∙***∙∙∙∙∙∙*∙e∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙e∙e∙∙∙∙∙e∙∙e∙ee
CALCULATE THE DEGENERACIES 
COLL X 1 
DO 1 KKχl,KC 
DGN X 1
IF (ID(KK).EQ.1) GO TO 1 





×P X (E∕GRID) ♦ 0.S 
1001 FORMAT (4(3X,F10.4),SX,I5 )
IN X ×P
IF (×P.GT.0.) GO TO 3 
IN X -1
IF (XP.GT.-1.) DEN0χDEN0*l.
3 IN χ IN ♦ 2
SUM(IN) X SUM(IN) ♦ COLL 
















This section calculates the density of states using the semi- 
classical empirical approach proposed by Whitten and Rabinovitch.
BETA (frequency dispersion parameter)
XSFAC logarithm of Ml

















DO ε L1=1,M 
DO 5 L2=1,ID(L1)
S ® S ♦ 1
SNU = SNU ♦ VIB(L1)
SNU2 = SNU2 ♦ VIB(L1)*∙2 
XSFAC a ×SFAC ♦ ALOG(S)
×HNU = XHNU ♦ ALOG(VIB(L1))
E CONTINUE
BETA « (S-l)«SNU2/(SNU∙∙2) !S do·· not ∙pp∙∙r b∙c∙u∙∙ It 




t×∙fac a ∙xp(×∙fac) 
type ∙l b∙ta,txafac 
EINC=(EMAX-EMIN)/FLOAT(NP-1)
E = EMIN
DO B0 I=1,NP 
EP = E/EZERO
EPS = EP∙*0.ε 
IF (EP.GE.1.0) GOTO 2B
W=ε.00*EP + (2.73*EPS) ♦ 3.BI 
W=1.∕W
DW a 1.3βB∕EPS 
DW = - (ε.00*DW)∙W*∙2
GOTO 38




A = 1.00 - BETA∙W 
EX a E ♦ A∙EZERO
DEN ≈ (S-l.)*AL0G(EX) - XSFAC - XHNU 
DENS(I) a (EXP(DEN))∙(1.-BETA*DW)∙S 
SUM(I) a EX*DENS(i)∕S






Thia program calculates the phase space theory product state 
distributions for the photodissociation of ABCD ---> AB ♦ CO for 
comparison with product (AB) N dependent rates/dist. observed 
experimentally. The simplest approximations are used. The 





















DOUBLE PRECISION TPROB,TNORM,AMPL 
BYTE FIL(11)
COMMON ∕PARAM∕ BAB,B2(2),EFAB,EFCD(2),CADJ,D0,LJ,EISO(2),NISO 
COMMON ∕0UTP∕ RATE(5,100),PROB(5,100),VIB(20),BB(3),XJ(2)
COMMON ∕0UTP2∕ E,I,J0,K,SUMJ,MAXJ, SRATE
DATA NAB,JAB,NCD,JCD ∕ 4*0/
DATA RATE,RPROB ∕ 500*0.,20∙0. ∕
DATA SODGN ∕ 1.,1. ∕
LJ = 12 
DO 5 1=1,20 
TPROB(I) = 0.0
The spin-orbit degeneracies (SODGN) are to account for the J quantum 
number (2J+1) of the electron motion in the two fragments. For this 
series of calculations, the electronic angular momentum is not 
considered as a degree of freedom. The degeneracies are set to unity 
--------DATA NV-IB, VIB ∕ 0τ⅜470 ■l1S01., 820., S¾8 . , 217.13⅛4. , 14 *0.---- ∕-----
------- DATA NVIB,VIB ∕ 8,8808. >3500. '⅞∙40g. , 1266 ;7077 .-i 243·^ M∙*0,---- ∕------- ∙
The input section is first







60 FORMAT( IX, 4A3)
READ (4,*) MODE,ITYPE


















FORMAT(1X,’The following parameters were used as input 



































WRITE (6,1003) XJ(I), EIS0(I),DM2, EFCD(I),B2(I)















IF (MODE.EQ.1) GOTO 300






FORMAT (∕∕3X,, The following distributions have been 
calculated by PHASE SPACE THEORY using quantum counts. ’) 
FORMAT (∕∕3X,, The following distributions have been 
calculated using quantum counts ’/

















E = E ♦ BB(2)«(FLOAT(J0a(J0+1)))
CALL OUTPUT(MODE)
WRITE (6, 102) SRATE
















WRITE (LUN,3002) T, ELASER, EMAX
WRITE (LUN,3003) (VIB(I),I=1,NVIB)
WRITE (LUN,3004)
FORMAT (∕1X,’The following results are from a PST calculation 




FORMAT (3X, ’Temperature’,F5.0,, K,,5X,,Min Ex ,,F7.1,6X,
’Max initial Ex ,,F7.1)
FORMAT (IX,’The initial state vibrational energies are ,∕7F8.1) 
























DO 395 I=1,NVIB !Loop over vibrational energies
PVIB=EXP(-BETA*VIB (I))














IF (BFAC.LT.1.E-04) GOTO 385
QFNC = QFNC ♦ BFAC
EXQ = E ♦ ELASER - D0
E ■ E ♦ ELASER - D0 - (BB(2)«(FLOAT(J*(J+1))) )





AVRATE = AVRATE ♦ TRATE*BFAC
IF (LJ.LT.MAXJ) LJ=MAXJ








if (icount.ne.0) goto 3849
WRITE(6,3010) EXQ,MAXJ,K,J0, RLIFE,BFAC,(PROB(1,IJ),IJ=l,MAXJ) 

















ELASER = ELASER - D0
WRITE (β,9004) elaser,(RPROB(J),J=1,LJ+1)









This section looks up the initial state distributions 








401 READ (9,*,ERRχ40B) I
READ (9,*) GEX,TEX,EXS,KV0,JV0,K8,JE,TP 
E=EXS-D0
IF (TP.LT.l.E-04) GOTO 401
IF (E.GE.EFAB) GOTO 401
TYPE ∙, GEX,EXS,KV0,JV0,KE,JE,TP
ICOUNT = ICOUNT ♦ 1
ES(ICOUNT) χ E








C IF (LJ.LE.MJ) LJ=MJ
DO 411 N=1,LJ
411 TPROB(N) = TPROB(N) ♦ AMPL(I)∙PROB(1,N)
E = ES (I)
K = NTRAN(I)
SUMJ = AMPL(I)






9009 WRITE(8,9010) QFNC 
WRITE(β,9011) (TPROB(I),I=1,LJ)
9010 FORMAT (∕∕l×,,The calculated partition function is ,,F8.2∕
















PR0B(IK,IK2) s 0 
11 RATE(IK,IK2) χ 0
C TYPE ∙, D0,EFAB,EFCD,BAB,BCD,CADJ,MAXJ,LJ
C TYPE ∙,E,J0,ITER
E=ENER ♦ BB(2)»(FLOAT(J0.(J0+1)) )
C TYPE ∙,E
MNAB χ E/EFAB
C IF (MNAB.GT.ε) TYPE ∙,,MNAB is greater than E,
DO 89 NABχ0,MNAB 
NDGNAB=1
ER1= E - FLOAT(NAB)*EFAB !Energy left after AB vibration




C IF (MJAB.GT.100) TYPE *,*MJAB is greater than 100,
c EJAB0 =0. ! Include this line for NCNO
EJAB0 χ BAB∙(l.ε∙(2.ε)) ! Zero energy for OH (2P3∕2) rotations 
DO B9 JAB=0,MJAB
D WRITE (6,200)
200 FORMAT (IX, ’ , )
xjl X float(jab) ♦ 1.8 ! Rot q f for (2P3∕2) OH
JDGNAB=2*JAB ♦ 1
— 198 —
c ER2=ER1-BAB*(FLOAT(JAB*(JAB+1))) ♦ EJAB0
ER2=ER1-BAB*( xjl∙(xjl+l) ) ♦ EJAB0 ! J q * for H202 is 1/2 int.
C ! Energy left after AB vib. ♦ rot.
RATE12 = 0.
c DO 585 ISPIN=1,2 ! Include next three lines for NCNO (1)
c ×J1 = FLOAT(JAB) ♦ 0.50∙(-1.0)∙*∑SPIN ! (2)
c IF (XJ1.LT.0.) GOTO 585 ! (3)
c
DO 58 ISO=1,NΣSO







IF (MNCD.GT.5) TYPE ∙,,MNCD is greater than 5’
DO 49 NCD=0,MNCD 
NDGNCD=1.
ER3 = ER22 - FLOAT(NCD)»EFCD(ISO) ! Energy left for CD rot and orbit L 
MJCD=ΣFIX(0.50*( (ABS(SQRT(1+(4.*ER3∕BCD))))-1.)) ! Calcul ate max JCO
C CALL TESTMJ(MJCD,BCD,ER3)
IF (MJCD.GT.100) TYPE ∙,,MJCD is greater than 100’
EJCD0=BCD*(XJ(ISO)*(XJ(ISO)+1.) )
DO 39 JCD=0,MJCD
XJ2 = XJ(ISO) ♦ FLOAT(JCD)
JDGNCD = 2*JCD ♦ 1 
ER4≈ER3-BCD∙(XJ2∙(XJ2+1.)) ♦ EJCD0 
IF (ER4.LT.0.) GOTO 39
C ! Energy left for orbital motion
LDGN=0
IF (ER4.LT.0.) GOTO 39
201 FORMAT (2X,4(I3,X),2F10.2,4I5 ,F7.0)
JPMIN=IFIX(ABS(XJ1-XJ2) * 0.499)




IF (JMIN.LT.0) GOTO 40 
LDGN = LDGN + (JMAX-JMIN*1)
40 CONTINUE
491 RATE1=RATE1 ♦ FLOAT(NDGNCD∙LDGN)
C WRITE (β,201) JAB,JCD,JPMIN,JPMAX,E,ER4,JMIN
C A ,JMAX,JPRIME,LDGN,RATE1
C {Calculates part contribution to k
39 CONTINUE
49 CONTINUE
58 RATE12 = RATE12 ♦ RATE1
585 CONTINUE
59 RATE(NAB+1,JAB+1)=RATE12 ♦ RATE(NAB+1,JAB÷1)
C »»»»»»»»»s**»»**»*»»»*»**··»**»»**»*»»»»·**»···*»»*»***»*»*»··**»»»·»»*»*»*»
C The last statement calculates the relative rate constant for a fixed
C n(AB) and J(AB). The rotational degeneracies of AB and CD are not




C Calculate the probability distribution for different j,s assuming










C73 RATE(L1,L2) = RATE(L1,L2) ∙ RFAC




95 TYPE a,’Energy below threshold’
96 CONTINUE
C DO 79 L=0,MNAB
C WRITE (6,102) L,SUMJ
C WRITE (6,103) (RATE(L*∙1,LK) , LK=1,MAXJ)
C79 CONTINUE
C WRITE (β,*) E,(PROB(1,L),L=1,26,5)
85 CONTINUE
C









IF (MODE.EQ.1) GOTO 200
WRITE (6,101) E,J0,MAXJ,ERATE
DO 80 L=0,MNAB 
C WRITE (6,105) L





301 FORMAT (3X,F5.0,X,F8.2,2(2X,I3) ,5X, F7.0,12(X,Fβ.3) )
C101 FORMAT ( 100(’-’)∕∕∕3X,,TotaI excess energy in the parent ’,
C & F8.0,6X,, and the J quantum number’,14, ’·’)
101 FORMAT (IX, F5.1,213,IX,E10.4, S)
103 FORMAT ( 20 (∕ EX,5(E10.4,3X)) )
C105 FORMAT .(∕ 3X,,Distribution for n (CN) =’,13,15X,,N(E,J)’,F8.0)
105 FORMAT ( 2X, 12, J)








C This subroutine calculates the maximum and minimum allowed J,
C quantum numbers allowed with total energy and angular momentum
C conservation. The potential used is the van der Waal's attractive
C raa-6 potential plus the rotational repulsion.
C aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
LMAX=1000
IF (ITYPE.EQ.1) GOTO 12
IF (E) 91,91,10
10 XI = (ALOG10(0.5aE))a0.6666667
X2 = Ca(10.aaXl)
X ≈ ABS(SQRT(1. + 4.a×2)) ! Finding LMAX by solving a quadratic
X = 0.5a(X-l.) ! equation of energy constraint





IF (J-J0) 21,21,23 






C TYPE a,’ JMIN’,JMIN,’ JMAX’,JMAX,’ LMAX’,LMAX
GOTO 99
91 JMAX ≈ JMIN
IERR = 1
TYPE a, ’Residual energy is negative’
99 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
